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Preface 

This PhD is one of 25 projects of Innova3ve & Industrial PhD for the cycle XXXVI co-funded by 

the Lazio Region Call " Intervento per il rafforzamento della ricerca nel Lazio - incen3vi per i do[ora3 

di innovazione per le imprese " and performed in collabora3on with NHAZCA S.r.l., Startup Sapienza. 

The ac3vi3es in this Innova3ve and industrial PhD were carried out using IRIS, a so]ware 

developed by Nhazca dedicated to PhtoMonitoring applica3ons. 

This thesis is a collec3on of ar3cles and the main chapters (Chapters 2-5) have to be 

considered as separate manuscripts. I worked on each manuscript in collabora3on with the other co-

authors. 
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Based Remote Sensing Tools for Rockfalls Assessment and Monitoring: The Poggio Baldi 

Landslide Natural Laboratory. Sensors 2021, 21, 2632. 

 

Chapter 3 has been published with the following cita3on: 

Mazza, D.; Cosen3no, A.; Romeo, S.; Mazzan3, P.; Guadagno, F.M.; Revellino, P. Remote 

Sensing Monitoring of the Pietrafi[a Earth Flows in Southern Italy: An Integrated Approach 

Based on Mul3-Sensor Data. Remote Sens. 2023, 15, 1138. 

 

Chapter 4 has been published with the following cita3on: 

Mazza, D.; Romeo, S.; Cosen3no, A.; Mazzan3, P.; Guadagno, F.M.; Revellino, P. The 

Contribu3on of Digital Image Correla3on for the Knowledge, Control and Emergency 

Monitoring of Earth Flows. Geosciences 2023, 13, 364. 

 

Chapter 5 has been published with the following cita3on: 

Cosen3no, A.; Marmoni, G.M.; Fiorucci, M.; Mazzan3, P.; Scarascia Mugnozza, G.; 

Esposito, C. Op3cal and Thermal Image Processing for Monitoring Rainfall Triggered Shallow 

Landslides: Insights from Analogue Laboratory Experiments. Remote Sens. 2023, 15, 5577.  
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Abstract 

Landslides are widespread Natural hazards with significant social and economic impact, 

needing advanced monitoring and analysis technologies. In recent years, innova3ve and non-intrusive 

PhotoMonitoring (PM) techniques have a[racted a[en3on for their poten3al in landslide monitoring. 

These techniques offer the opportunity to enhance our understanding of landslide processes, 

contribute to risk mi3ga3on, and provide new perspec3ves for geotechnical asset management. The 

research ques3ons guiding this study include the applicability of non-invasive techniques like Digital 

Image Correla3on (DIC) and Change Detec3on (CD) in monitoring rapid landslides, the addi3onal 

informa3on that PM techniques can offer compared to conven3onal methods, and the accuracy and 

reliability of measurements obtained through PM techniques, along with the development of new 

analysis methodologies to further enhance their poten3al. Throughout the thesis, the research 

explores PM techniques, focusing on specific case studies.  

Chapter 2 illustrates the applica3on of PM in combining various ground-based remote sensing 

tools for rockfall monitoring. The results show that PM techniques, par3cularly Gigapixel images 

combined with PM analysis, provide a unique view of deforma3ons preceding rockfalls, thus 

improving the rockfall risk assessment. 

Chapter 3 extends this inves3ga3on to the Pietrafi[a Earth Flow, examining the integra3on of 

PM techniques using satellite images with other monitoring techniques such as T-InSAR, R-TS, and 

TLS. The results expose the suitability of PM techniques for improving the understanding of Earth 

Flow processes, bridging knowledge gaps le] by conven3onal methods. 

Chapter 4 delves deeper into the poten3al of PM techniques, expanding the discussion of DIC 

techniques to assess knowledge, control, and emergency monitoring of Earth Flows. The results 

suggest that PM analyses can be used in a range of ways and offer a huge amount of informa3on for 

a variety of monitoring purposes. 

In Chapter 5, the focus shi]s to op3cal and thermal image processing for monitoring shallow 

landslides triggered by rainfall. The experimental applica3on of PM techniques reveals their sensi3vity 

in observing precursor signals of slope failure, highligh3ng their poten3al for Early Warning Systems. 

Overall, all these sec3ons demonstrate the high poten3al of PM techniques in various 

contexts, with different objec3ves, and using various data acquisi3on plamorms, all aimed at 
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monitoring rapid geological phenomena such as Rockfall and slow but impulsive processes such as 

Earth Flow and Shallow landslide. 

The concluding sec3on of this thesis addresses the research ques3ons introduced in the 

introduc3on, providing answers based on the study's findings. It is evident that non-invasive PM 

techniques contribute significantly to the monitoring of rapid or slow but impulsive landslides and 

offer unique informa3on not obtainable through conven3onal methods. The accuracy and reliability 

of PM measurements are highlighted, par3cularly when using high-resolu3on images. However, some 

limita3ons s3ll exist, and these are thoroughly discussed. 

Furthermore, the broader implica3ons and prospects are explored, emphasizing the 

adaptability, cost-effec3veness, and versa3lity of PM techniques, par3cularly in understanding and 

monitoring landslide processes. This opens new opportuni3es for research and prac3cal 

implementa3on. Finally, the increasing use of op3cal sensors and smartphones is discussed, further 

expanding the poten3al scope of data collec3on. These implica3ons have led to the crea3on of 

"IntelligEarth," a start-up of Sapienza aimed at realizing the vision outlined in this thesis. 
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Riassunto 

Le frane sono fenomeni naturali diffusi con significa3ve implicazioni sociali ed economiche, 

che richiedono avanzate tecnologie di monitoraggio ed analisi. Negli ul3mi anni, tecniche di 

PhotoMonitoring (PM) innova3ve e non intrusive, hanno aorato l'a[enzione per il loro potenziale nel 

monitoraggio di fenomeni franosi. Queste tecniche offrono l'opportunità di migliorare la 

comprensione dei processi di frana, di contribuire alla mi3gazione dei rischi e di offrire nuove 

prospeove per la ges3one degli asset geotecnici. Le domande di ricerca che guidano questo studio 

includono l'applicabilità di tecniche non invasive come la Digital Image Correla3on (DIC) e la Change 

Detec3on (CD) nel monitoraggio di frane rapide; l'aggiunta di informazioni che le tecniche di PM 

possono fornire rispe[o ai metodi convenzionali; l'accuratezza e l'affidabilità delle misure o[enute 

a[raverso le tecniche di PM e lo sviluppo di nuove metodologie di analisi per incrementale 

ulteriormente il potenziale di tali tecniche. Nel corso della tesi, la ricerca esplora le tecniche di PM, 

concentrandosi su casi di studio specifici.  

Il capitolo 2 illustra l'applicazione delle PM nella combinazione di vari strumen3 di 

telerilevamento a terra per monitorare la caduta di massi. I risulta3 dimostrano che le tecniche di PM, 

in par3colare le immagini Gigapixel combinate con l'analisi di PM, offrono una visione unica delle 

deformazioni che precedono le cadute di massi, migliorando così la valutazione dei rischi di caduta 

massi. 

Il capitolo 3 estende questa indagine al flusso di terra di Pietrafi[a, esaminando l'integrazione 

delle tecniche di DIC u3lizzando immagini satellitari con altre tecniche di monitoraggio come T-InSAR, 

R-TS e TLS. I risulta3 rivelano l'idoneità delle tecniche PM a migliorare la comprensione dei processi 

di flusso terrestre, colmando le lacune di conoscenza lasciate dai metodi convenzionali.  

Il capitolo 4 approfondisce il potenziale delle tecniche PM, ampliando la discussione sulle 

tecniche DIC per valutare la conoscenza, il controllo e il monitoraggio di emergenza dei flussi terrestri. 

I risulta3 so[olineano che le analisi PM possono essere u3lizzate in vari modi e sono preziose per 

o[enere una grande quan3tà di informazioni per diversi scopi di monitoraggio. 

Nel capitolo 5, l'a[enzione si sposta sull'elaborazione di immagini ooche e termiche per il 

monitoraggio di frane poco profonde innescate da precipitazioni. L'applicazione sperimentale delle 

tecniche di PM rivela la loro sensibilità nell'osservare i segnali precursori del cedimento del versante, 

evidenziando il loro potenziale per i sistemi di allerta precoce. 
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Nel complesso, ques3 capitoli dimostrano l'elevato potenziale delle tecniche di PM in vari 

contes3, con diversi obieovi e con varie pia[aforme di acquisizione dei da3, tuo finalizza3 al 

monitoraggio di fenomeni geologici rapidi come la caduta di massi, e/o fenomeni len3 ed impulsivi 

come le colate di terra e le frane poco profonde. 

La parte conclusiva affronta le domande di ricerca introdo[e nell'introduzione, fornendo 

risposte basate sui risulta3 dello studio. È evidente che le tecniche non invasive di PM contribuiscono 

in modo significa3vo al monitoraggio sia delle frane rapide sia delle frane lente con aovità impulsive 

impulsive offrendo informazioni uniche non o[enibili con i metodi convenzionali. Vengono 

so[olineate l'accuratezza e l'affidabilità delle misure di PM, in par3colare quando si u3lizzano 

immagini ad alta risoluzione. Tu[avia, esistono ancora alcune limitazioni che vengono ampiamente 

discusse. Inoltre, vengono esplorate le implicazioni più ampie e le prospeove future, so[olineando 

l'ada[abilità, l'economicità e la versa3lità delle tecniche di PM sopra[u[o per la comprensione ed il 

monitoraggio dei processi di frana, aprendo nuove opportunità per la ricerca e l'implementazione 

pra3ca. Infine, si discute dell'uso crescente di sensori ooci e smartphone che amplia ulteriormente 

la portata potenziale della raccolta da3. Queste implicazioni hanno portato alla creazione di 

"IntelligEarth", una start-up Sapienza che mira a realizzare la visione delineata in questa tesi. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduc6on 

1.1 General Context 

Landslide is a type of mass was3ng process that acts on natural and engineered slopes, and it 

is the movement of a mass of rock, debris, or earth down a slope, under the influence of gravity [1,2]. 

Landslides involve flowing, sliding, toppling, falling, or spreading, and many landslides exhibit a 

combina3on of different types of movements, at the same 3me or during their life3me. This natural 

process is present on all con3nents and plays a significant role in the evolu3on of landscapes, but it 

also poses a serious hazard to the popula3on in many areas of [3]. Different factors can affect the 

stability of slopes and cause landslides, such as precipita3on, snow mel3ng, temperature changes, 

earthquake shaking, volcanic ac3vity, and human ac3ons [4]. Climate and its varia3ons control or 

influence some of these factors, chiefly precipita3on and temperature [5,6] (Figure 1.1). 

 

Figure 1.1. Schema/c demonstra/ng the possible forcings of landslides. Forcings that may lead to a decrease in the shear 
strength of the landslide material, including altera/on and/or weathering, removal of vegeta/on and hydrological 
processes from rainfall infiltra/on, lake infill or material property changes during earthquakes. Alterna/ve forcings might 
lead to increased shear stress ac/ng on the landslide material, including debuBressing at the toe, anthropogenic loading 
or natural material deposi/on, and short-term loading (for example, earthquakes) [7]. 

Between 2004 and 2016 alone, an es3mated 55,997 people were killed worldwide in 4,862 

dis3nct landslide events (not coun3ng those caused by earthquakes) [8]. 
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As shown by [9] countries such as Colombia, Peru, Brazil, Nicaragua, El Salvador, Italy, Nepal, 

India, China and New Zealand have a high number of landslides, with a total number of 37,946 

landslides and 185,753 vic3ms recorded between 1903 and 2020 (Figure 1.2). 

 

Figure 1.2. Spa/al distribu/on of landslides worldwide registered between 1903 and 2020 in the UGLD database [9] 

Specifically, over the last 20 years, 1370 fatali3es and 784 casual3es have been recorded in 27 

European countries due to 476 landslide events (an increasing trend in recent years), with an average 

of 108 ± 82 fatali3es each year. In addi3on, landslides cause billions of Euros of damage to 

infrastructure such as roads, railways, pipelines, structures, embankments, and buildings, and have a 

relevant “indirect” cost for the society, encompassing loss of produc3vity, reduc3on of real estate 

value, loss of tax revenue, and other induced economic effects [10]. In Europe, the average economic 

loss per year is 4.7 billion Euros, and in Italy, the total annual losses caused by landslides are 3.9 billion 

Euros [11] (Figure 1.3). In the world, the na3ons that suffer the greatest economic impact due to 

landslides are Italy, the United States, Japan and India, with a loss of about 0.19% of their Gross 

Domes3c Product (GDP) (From Interna3onal Monetary) [12]. 
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Figure 1.3. Fatali/es and economic losses due to fatal landslides in Europe [12].  

The Landslide risks could be exacerbated by global changes such as increases in the frequency 

or magnitude of rainfall and permafrost degrada3on. This issue was considered in the IPCC's special 

report “Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adapta3on” 

[13], reads that “There is high confidence that changes in heat waves, glacial retreat, and/or 

permafrost degrada3on will affect slope instabili3es in high mountains, and medium confidence that 

temperature-related changes will influence bedrock stability. There is also high confidence that 

changes in heavy precipita3on will affect landslides in some regions” [14].  

Interna3onal organisa3ons and agencies ac3vely support policies that aim to mi3gate the risk 

of landslides, with the goal of deepening understanding of these phenomena and improving disaster 

prepara3on and response [15]. The 2020 Landslide Kyoto Commitment aimed to provide the 

informa3on, plamorms, and technical exper3se to promote landslide risk assessment on a global scale 

also because it has been confirmed, in several cases, that the cost of risk mi3ga3on is significantly less 

than the economic impact of failure (five 3mes the cost of mi3ga3on and preven3on) [16]. 

To achieve these goals, both landslide detec3on and monitoring are crucial, as integral parts 

of the general goal of landslide preven3on [15,17]. 

Landslide detec3on consists of the collec3on of data and informa3on on the presence, 

distribu3on, and intensity of landslides and the iden3fica3on of the elements affected by the 

deforma3ve process. The detec3on is strategic to plan immediate disaster response; moreover, 
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historical landslide inventories are also needed to prepare landslide suscep3bility and hazard maps. 

Following its iden3fica3on, it is fundamental to measure and monitor the key parameters in real 

landslide condi3ons, most notably its surface displacement over 3me [15], which is a mandatory step 

in the final landslide risk assessment. 

Monitoring instruments can be classified into two main categories, i.e. ‘‘contact’’ and 

‘‘remote’’. Contact systems require physical contact between instruments and the ground, but remote 

instruments do not because they are primarily based on sensors that receive and emit 

electromagne3c waves. Contact methods are today the most common in monitoring prac3ce because 

of their longer history and the capability to measure all the key geotechnical parameters. But in most 

cases, the measurement of a single parameter is not enough for a complete understanding of the 

behaviours of the slope, and these tools are generally not suitable for wide area monitoring, as every 

single sensor provides informa3on for a specific loca3on and not for surrounding areas, and in many 

cases can require the operators to enter hazardous or inaccessible areas [18]. 

Given the large number of landslides with contact methods, full monitorability of landslides 

results in an op3mis3c mirage, as well as only some of the broad spectrum of failure mechanisms can 

be adequately monitored for early warning purposes [19].  

During the past 30 years, there have been rapid developments in remote sensing methods for 

monitoring deforma3on, crea3ng significant applica3ons in the geotechnical field. Remote-sensing 

techniques (RSTs) have therefore become an indispensable tool in landslide inves3ga3on, as they offer 

a systema3c and synop3c view of the ground surface at various scales. The use of RSTs has enabled a 

greater understanding of the complex interac3on between different geological and geomorphological 

phenomena behind instability processes [15]. 

The RSTs are possible to categorise based on three key features: the type of plamorm (whether 

it's ground-based, aerial-based on an aeroplane, or satellite-based), the type of wave they collect 

(visible, infrared, or microwaves), and the type of sensor they use (ac3ve or passive). Based on these 

categories, a variety of different sensors are available today, which can be implemented on ground-

based, airborne and satellite plamorms. Given the huge availability of plamorms and sensors for each 

specific monitoring objec3ve, several factors must be considered to assess which RST is most suitable. 

These include precision (measurement repeatability), temporal resolu3on (data collec3on 

frequency), spa3al resolu3on (pixel size on the ground/structure), informa3on density (number and 

distribu3on of pixels), deforma3on geometry (measurement characteris3cs), interac3on level with 

the ground/structure (from fully remote to high sensor installa3on), monitored size area (maximum 
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coverage per sensor), data reliability and validity, maximum operability range, sensi3vity to 

atmospheric noise, and budgetary considera3ons (a qualita3ve assessment of the characteris3cs 

described above is shown in Figure 1.4) [20].  

 

Figure 1.4. Qualita/ve evalua/on of remote techniques based on the features described in this ar/cle. From red colour to 
green colour (see the scale bar) there is an increasing performance of the technique (e.g. increasing precision, temporal 
resolu/on, spa/al resolu/on, density, geometric informa/on, monitoring area, operability range, data reliability) and 
decreasing (e.g. atmospheric noise, cost, and interac/on) [20]. 

However, in landslide monitoring and management, it is crucial to ensure a suitable balance 

between the cost of implemen3ng monitoring systems in an area and the benefits linked to using 

them. For example, if an extensive and expensive monitoring network is installed to address a large 

landslide that has recently exhibited signs of reac3va3on, the high cost involved may limit the life of 

the system due to the high maintenance costs. Employing less expensive instruments for a long-term 

monitoring campaign on one or more landslides could enhance the likelihood of effec3vely 

monitoring any poten3al ac3va3on. This is also important to maintain a good cost-benefit ra3o of 

monitoring [15]. For this reason, more and more a[empts are being made to experiment with and 

test monitoring techniques that are non-invasive but at the same 3me able to provide important 

feedback for the three main steps required in the management of landslide hazards (detec3on, 

monitoring and predic3on) [15]. Therefore, future challenges in the field of landslide research are 

focusing on enhancing tools, aiming to acquire precise data at high frequencies and on a broader 

scale. Moreover, special a[en3on will be given to cost reduc3on in monitoring programs through the 

u3liza3on of innova3ve sensors and techniques [7]. 

In recent years, the evalua3on of an innova3ve method known as Digital Image Processing 

(DIP) also known as PhotoMonitoring (PM), has been applied to various fields of engineering geology, 

as evidenced by the increasing number of publica3ons on this topic [21–24].  

In general, PM techniques are based on extrac3ng informa3on about changes in the terrain 

by comparing different types of digital images (e.g., satellite, aerial or terrestrial images) collected at 
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different 3mes over the same area and scene [23,25]. Results are quan3ta3ve and expressed as the 

amount of change or displacement of the target objects in the scene: PM algorithms can return 

displacement field maps made up of pixel-based vectors of displacement (applica3on called Digital 

Image Correla3on- DIC) and changes field maps (applica3on called Change Detec3on- CD) with an 

accuracy that is a func3on of the intrinsic spa3al, temporal and radiometric resolu3on of the images 

and whole dataset. In detail DIC, also known as feature-tracking or subpixel offset [26,27], is an image 

processing technique that iden3fies and quan3fies ground displacement occurring orthogonal to the 

line-of-sight (LOS) of the camera. While DIC can be applied to various types of input data from 

different plamorms, its primary poten3al for slope instability detec3on and monitoring lies in the 

u3liza3on of high-resolu3on op3cal imagery, acquired by satellites [28] and manned or unmanned 

aerial vehicles (UAVs) [29]. Before failure, the deforma3on of a slope’s surface is one of the main 

parameters that allow for describing and observing the temporal evolu3on of slope instabili3es, to 

understand their behaviour, and predict their poten3al failure. In par3cular, a landslide's velocity is a 

fundamental parameter because it will determine the intensity of the damage. However, the degree 

of the damage also depends on other factors, such as the internal distor3on of the displaced mass, 

the type of landslide and the vulnerability of the exposed elements. The slow and con3nuous 

displacement of slopes over long periods can also be u3lized to detect previously unknown 

instabili3es and assess their hazard poten3al [30]. However, when referring to extremely rapid 

movements like Rockfalls or movements from extremely slow to extremely rapid like Earth Flow and 

Shallow landslides, which are characterised by extended periods of rela3ve quiescence interspersed 

with faster "surges," it can be challenging, if not impossible, to measure the speed of mass movement 

[1,2]. For this aim and this specific landslide process, the use of DIC with op3cal images to track Earth’s 

surface displacement is a poten3al alterna3ve or complementary system to SAR interferometry that 

has no limita3ons in terms of maximum detectable velocity and has the poten3al to be used in several 

deforma3on scenarios [22]. PM analysis could provide key informa3on on the spa3al and temporal 

evolu3on of surface displacements at slope instabili3es; however, its poten3al and accuracy have not 

yet been fully evaluated and exploited by [30]. Obstacles to the full exploita3on of poten3al are of a 

technical nature on the one hand, but also due to the lack of dissemina3on of specific skills on the 

other [31]. 
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1.2 Research Objec6ve 

This research strives to extract the maximum amount of informa3on from the 

PhotoMonitoring (PM) technique, developing new methods for using the results obtained and 

evalua3ng their reliability. Also, the overall objec3ve is to use the PM technique in different ways, 

coupled with different RTSs, in order to es3mate, quan3fy and validate its poten3al and accuracy in 

the monitoring of rapid processes such as Rockfall and slow but impulsive processes such as Earth 

Flow and Shallow landslide, which act at slope scale. In addi3on, the aim is to inves3gate the 

substan3al effects that the PM technique, which uses data from satellite, aerial, and ground-based 

plamorms, can have on our understanding of the scien3fic processes involved in rapid (Rockfall) or 

slow but impulsive landslides (Earth flow, and shallow landslides), as well as the evalua3on of the risk 

of landslides. 

This work proposes some monitoring case studies of different landslides, exploi3ng remote 

sensing techniques. 

The specific research ques3ons are the following: 

I. Can non-invasive monitoring techniques that u3lize digital image processing, such as Digital 

Image Correla3on (DIC) and Change Detec3on (CD), contribute to the monitoring of rapid 

landslides such as Rockfall and slow but impulsive processes such as Earth Flow? 

II. What addi3onal informa3on can PhotoMonitoring techniques provide compared to more 

conven3onal monitoring methods?  

III. How accurate and reliable are measurements obtained through PhotoMonitoring techniques, 

including their ability to detect and quan3fy movement with high precision and sensi3vity?  

IV. What are the main limita3ons of PhotoMonitoring techniques, and how may they be 

overcome to improve digital image analysis techniques? 

V. How can the understanding of shallow landslides be improved using thermal infrared data, 

analysed with PhotoMonitoring techniques? 

VI. Could DIC and CD techniques contribute to the development of early warning systems (EWS) 

for landslides?  

VII. Can PhotoMonitoring techniques be used to mi3gate the risk of landslides and help to manage 

high-risk areas in a safe and sustainable way? 
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1.3 Outline of the Thesis 

A]er this general introduc3on (Chapter 1), the outline of the thesis is structured as a collec3on 

of papers: 

Chapter 2 (Combining Ground Based Remote Sensing Tools for Rockfalls Assessment and 

Monitoring: The Poggio Baldi Landslide Natural Laboratory) focuses on research ques3ons I, II, III, IV 

and VII, through an intensive field survey at the Poggio Baldi Landslide Natural Laboratory. 

This chapter conducts a comprehensive evalua3on of the effec3veness of Gigapixel imaging 

and the PhotoMonitoring technique in the field of rockfall characteriza3on and monitoring. 

Furthermore, it explores the simultaneous applica3on of different types of Remote Sensing 

technology (HYDRA-G ArcSAR, Gigapan robo3c systems equipped with DSLR cameras, and the DUO 

Smart Noise Monitor) during a con3nuous three-day monitoring campaign in a natural laboratory. 

The objec3ve is to assess each sensor's capability to iden3fy rockfall events by comparing the results 

obtained from all sensors for the same area and at the same 3me. Finally, this chapter proposes a 

mul3-sensor approach that could contribute to the sustainable and safe management of areas at high 

risk of rockfalls, exploi3ng the full poten3al of gigapixel images and digital image processing 

techniques. 

This chapter was published in Sensors Journal and in the Special Issue Sensors and 

Measurements in Geotechnical Engineering in April 2021 (DOI: h[ps://doi.org/10.3390/s21082632). 

The addi3onal authors who contributed to this manuscript are Saverio Romeo, Giandomenico 

Mastrantoni, Francesco Giani and Paolo Mazzan3. 

 

Chapter 3 (Remote Sensing Monitoring of the Pietrafi[a Earth Flows in Southern Italy: An 

Integrated Approach Based on Mul3-Sensor Data) focuses on research ques3ons I, II, IV, V and VII, 

through a field survey at the Pietrafi[a Earth Flow. 

The present chapter aims to assess the capabili3es, peculiari3es, and limita3ons of various 

remote sensing techniques for earth flow monitoring through the case study of the Pietrafi[a 

landslide in Southern Italy. The research compared and combined data collected during the main 

landslide reac3va3ons from different ground-based remote sensors, including Robo3c Total Sta3on 

(R-TS), Terrestrial Synthe3c Aperture Radar Interferometry (T-InSAR), and Terrestrial Laser Scanner 

(TLS), with data derived from satellite-based Digital Image Correla3on (DIC) analysis. The objec3ve is 

to understand whether, in the face of complex events, the use of a single monitoring technique might 

be sufficient to fully observe and comprehend the ongoing processes and to determine the suitability 
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of satellite-based DIC compared to ground-based techniques. An addi3onal aspect of this chapter is 

that analysis was performed using IRIS so]ware, developed by NHAZCA S.r.l., a start-up of the 

‘Sapienza’ University of Rome, which enables Change Detec3on (CD) and Digital Image Correla3on 

(DIC), using various algorithms from the relevant literature and new algorithms developed specifically 

for this purpose. Finally, this chapter focuses on PhotoMonitoring techniques and their contribu3on 

to the understanding of complex land sliding phenomena, with possible implica3ons for landslide risk 

mi3ga3on and sustainable management in high-risk areas. 

This chapter has been published in the Remote Sensing Journal and in the Special Issue Ground 

and Structural Deforma8ons Monitoring Systems Integra8ng Remote Sensing and Ground-Based Data 

in February 2023 (DOI: h[ps://doi.org/10.3390/rs15041138). The addi3onal authors that contributed 

to this manuscript are Davide Mazza, Saverio Romeo, Paolo Mazzan3, Francesco M. Guadagno and 

Paola Revellino. 

 

Chapter 4 (The Contribu3on of Digital Image Correla3on for the Knowledge, Control, and 

Emergency Monitoring of Earth Flows) focuses on research ques3ons I, III, IV, V and VII, through a 

field survey at the Pietrafi[a and Grillo Earth Flows. 

This chapter focuses on evalua3ng modern DIC (Digital Image Correla3on) techniques using 

data acquired from low-cost ground cameras and UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) imagery at two 

different landslide sites. The data obtained through these sensors were compared with more 

conven3onal monitoring methods, such as GNSS (Global Naviga3on Satellite System) and Robo3c 

Total Sta3ons (R-TS). The objec3ve was to establish the most effec3ve methodology and present the 

poten3al advantages and limita3ons of employing DIC techniques for sustainable landslide 

monitoring near linear infrastructure. Finally, this chapter provides valuable insights into quan3fying 

the accuracy and sensi3vity of displacement measurements using PhotoMonitoring techniques, 

which are essen3al for understanding the contribu3on that this method can make in the development 

of Early Warning Systems (EWS) for landslide events." 

This chapter has been published in the Geosciences Journal and a Special Issue, Remote 

Sensing Monitoring of Geomorphological Hazards in September 2023, in November 2023 (DOI: 

h[ps://doi.org/10.3390/geosciences13120364). The addi3onal authors that contributed to this 

manuscript are Davide Mazza, Saverio Romeo, Paolo Mazzan3, Francesco M. Guadagno and Paola 

Revellino. 
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Chapter 5 (Op8cal and Thermal Image Processing for monitoring rainfall triggered shallow 

landslides: insights from analogue laboratory experiments) focuses on research ques3ons I, III, V, VI, 

VII and VIII, through a flume analogue laboratory experiment.  

This chapter explores the prac3cal applica3on of innova3ve monitoring techniques in the 

context of rainfall-triggered landslides. It examines the integra3on of Digital Image Processing (DIP) 

techniques, including Digital Image Correla3on (DIC) and Change Detec3on (CD), with Infrared 

Thermography (IRT) in laboratory experiments. These experiments aim to replicate and monitor the 

ini3a3on of shallow landslides due to precipita3on. The chapter analyzes deforma3on behaviour and 

tests the reliability of PhotoMonitoring analyses using IRT images, to iden3fy possible precursor 

signals, useful for the possible development of early warning systems (EWS). Finally, this work aims 

to advance the field of digital image analysis methods, par3cularly enhancing landslide monitoring 

through these methods by surpassing the limita3ons of op3cal images and u3lizing thermal imagery. 

This chapter has been published in the Remote Sensing Journal and in Special Issue Advances 

in Mul8sensor Applica8ons for Remote Sensing in the Engineering Geology and the Environment, in 

November 2023 (DOI: h[ps://doi.org/10.3390/rs15235577). The addi3onal authors that contributed 

to this manuscript are Gian Marco Marmoni, Ma[eo Fiorucci, Paolo Mazzan3, Gabriele Scarascia 

Mugnozza and Carlo Esposito. 

 

Chapter 6 corresponds to the Conclusions of the thesis. This chapter summarizes the main 

findings, answering the research ques3ons of this thesis and presents possibili3es for future 

development of the work presented. 
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2.1 Abstract 

Nowadays the use of remote monitoring sensors is a standard prac3ce in landslide 

characteriza3on and monitoring. In the last decades, technologies such as LiDAR, terrestrial and 

satellite SAR interferometry (InSAR) and photogrammetry demonstrated a great poten3al for rock 

slope assessment while limited studies and applica3ons are s3ll available for ArcSAR Interferometry, 

Gigapixel imaging and Acous3c sensing. Taking advantage of the facili3es located at the Poggio Baldi 

Landslide Natural Laboratory, an intensive monitoring campaign was carried out on May 2019 using 

simultaneously the HYDRA-G ArcSAR for radar monitoring, the Gigapan robo3c system equipped with 

a DSLR camera for photo-monitoring purposes and the DUO Smart Noise Monitor for acous3c 

measurements. The aim of this study was to evaluate the poten3al of each monitoring sensor and to 

inves3gate the ongoing gravita3onal processes at the Poggio Baldi landslide. Analysis of mul3-

temporal Gigapixel-images revealed the occurrence of 84 failures of various sizes between 14–17 May 

2019. This allowed us to understand the short-term evolu3on of the rock cliff that is characterized by 

several impulsive rockfall events and con3nuous debris produc3on. Radar displacement maps 
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revealed a constant movement of the debris talus at the toe of the main rock scarp, while acous3c 

records proved the capability of this technique to iden3fy rockfall events as well as their spectral 

content in a narrow range of frequencies between 200 Hz to 1000 Hz. This work demonstrates the 

great poten3al of the combined use of a variety of remote sensors to achieve high spa3al and 

temporal resolu3on data in the field of landslide characteriza3on and monitoring. 

 

2.2 Introduc6on 

Varnes in 1978 described the rockfall process as “a detached fragment of rock that falls along 

a ver3cal or sub-ver3cal cliff, proceeds down slope by bouncing and flying along ballis3c trajectories 

or by rolling on talus or debris slopes” [1]. Rockfalls are the most frequent and widespread instabili3es 

affec3ng steep slopes in mountain regions and sea cliffs [2–6]. Therefore, their impact energy and the 

associated hazard can reach very high values [7–13]. According to [14], along the Italian mountain 

ranges (Alps and Apennines), fast moving landslides such as rockfalls caused the largest number of 

deaths. As demonstrated in recent studies [15–23], surveying and monitoring ac3vi3es play a key role 

in rockfall hazard assessment and are therefore of paramount importance for the preserva3on of 

human life. As rockfalls occur in very steep slopes some3mes showing limited precursor signals [24–

29], their inves3ga3ons, as well as their predic3on and stabilisa3on, could face many difficul3es [30]. 

Conven3onal geotechnical instrumenta3ons like extensometers, inclinometers and piezo-electric 

transducers recording acous3c emissions (AE) caused by rock fracturing are currently used in rock 

slope monitoring with posi3ve results [31–37]. In detail, acous3c emissions have the poten3al to 

iden3fy ongoing deforma3ons affec3ng the slope, represen3ng a key component in the development 

of early-warning systems [33,38]. AE is generated during slope movements and acous3c monitoring 

is o]en capable of detec3ng pre-failure deforma3ons [39]. However, the installa3on of contact 

sensors on steep and unstable slopes may be expensive and hazardous. Hence, rockfall assessment 

and monitoring can be carried out using remote sensing techniques. Techniques like Terrestrial Laser 

Scanning (TLS) and Aerial Photogrammetry [4,40–43] are becoming more and more used for 

volumetric analyses of rock falls [44–47], geomechanical characteriza3on [21,48–51] and long-term 

monitoring of slow movements [52,53]. However, such technologies suffer some limita3ons for real 

3me monitoring implementa3on (e.g., automated data processing, measurement repeatability, 

reliability, etc.). Therefore, their implementa3on in early warning systems has not been fully achieved 

[54,55]. 
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In this context, this work shows the field ac3vi3es performed at the Poggio Baldi Landslide 

Natural Laboratory (herea]er referred as PBL) with the aim to combine data acquired from different 

ground-based remote sensing sensors for rockfalls assessment and monitoring. The PBL, developed 

since 2015 by the joint effort of the Department of Earth Sciences of “Sapienza” University of Rome” 

and NHAZCA Srl [56], is today an ideal environment for tes3ng the poten3al of different remote 

sensing technologies thanks to the frequent rockfall ac3vity of its scarp. 

The paper discusses the results of a three-day intensive monitoring campaign (14–17 May 

2019) based on con3nuous Terrestrial Interferometric SAR (TInSAR) data (i.e., every 30 s for 72 h), 

mul3-temporal Gigapixel images and acous3c records. Real-3me analysis was carried out for TInSAR 

data, while op3cal Gigapixel images and acous3cs data were subsequently processed by means of 

change detec3on and frequency analysis respec3vely. These monitoring ac3vi3es were performed at 

PBL with the purpose of assessing the poten3al gains from the combined use of ground-based remote 

sensors and improving the knowledge of the ongoing gravita3onal processes. 

In addi3on to the Introduc3on Sec3on, the paper is organized in five main chapters. The 

Materials and Methods Sec3on describes the employed methodology and equipment used. In Sec3on 

3 the geological and geo-morphological seong of PBL is described as well as its recent rockfall ac3vity. 

Sec3on 4 shows the main results of this field-work and the results are analysed in Sec3on 5. Finally, 

the main conclusions are presented in Sec3on 6. 

 

2.3 Materials and Methods 

In this sec3on, the monitoring techniques used during the three-day monitoring campaign at 

PBL are presented including their technical specifica3ons, seongs and loca3on on-field (Figure 2.1). 

It is worth highligh3ng that innova3ve tools, at the disposal of the research team, were used for the 

first 3me in an integrated way for an intensive monitoring campaign. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.1. Opera/onal ground-based remote sensing tools during the intensive monitoring campaign at Poggio Baldi 

Landslide Natural Laboratory (PBL): (a) Top view of the slope including the loca/on of monitoring instruments. Upper right 

inset with enclose the geographical frame of the Forlì-Cesena province in the Northern Apennines; (b) UAV picture of the 

Poggio Baldi landslide upper slope and the corresponding posi/ons of 01dB DUO Smart Noise Monitor (1), HYDRA-G ArcSAR 

(2) and GigaPan Epic Pro V system (3) about the rock cliff under study. 

Regarding the methods used, before the field ac3vi3es (i.e., data acquisi3on stage) a 

reasonable amount of 3me was dedicated to the designing of monitoring ac3vi3es to be carried out, 

taking into account the specific condi3ons of the landslide process, previous studies and evidence 

from past field surveys. In detail, the defini3on of the main parameters to be monitored, the 

iden3fica3on of the most appropriate technological solu3ons and the seong of measurement 

procedures with their on-field opera3onal ac3vi3es were carried out. 

In this way, a systema3c approach to planning the monitoring network was applied [57]. The 

planning ac3vity started by analyzing and defining the project condi3ons which included the analysis 

of exis3ng documents, data and literature describing the recent history of the landslide process. Focus 

was on physical parameters such as those which were objects of the intensive monitoring campaign: 

surface movements, sounds produced by cracks/joints opening and rockfalls. All these condi3ons 

were integrated with available geological and geotechnical informa3on to provide for a 
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comprehensive picture of the situa3on to deal with. In addi3on, given the remote loca3on of the 

landslide, par3cular focus was paid to logis3cs aspects (e.g., power supply, telecommunica3ons, 

safety of workers, etc.). 

 

2.3.1 GigaPan 

Gigapixel iden3fies a digital image achieved by s3tching technique, i.e., by merging several 

images acquired from the same posi3on covering the whole view of interest. These digital images can 

be composed of billions of pixels or more (equal to or greater than 1000 Megapixels) [58–60]. As 

commercial DSLR cameras generally use sensors with more than 20 million pixels (20 Megapixels), to 

create a Gigapixel image it is required the use of tool like GigaPan EPIC PRO, produced by GigaPan 

Systems LLC [61]. GigaPan was created in 2008 by a research collabora3on between NASA and 

Carnegie Mellon University to develop a high-resolu3on imaging technique for use in the Mars 

Explora3on Rover mission. In short, the GigaPan system allows the sequen3al acquisi3on, using a 

robo3c head (Figure 2.2), of hundreds of par3ally overlapped (40–80%) images, thus avoiding parallax 

errors. This result is achieved thanks to a robo3c head mounted on a tripod that allows the rota3on 

of the camera around the point of no parallax (NPP) [62,63]. The overlapping areas are exploited by 

the s3tching so]ware to determine the points of correspondence, from which starts the 

reconstruc3on of the image and the rearrangement of the pixels’ number. To date, this technique saw 

its greatest use in geosciences as a qualita3ve way for the representa3on and interpreta3on of high-

resolu3on scenarios [64]. The use of Gigapixel images as raw data processed by innova3ve 

PhotoMonitoring techniques (e.g., using Change Detec3on algorithms) may represent an effec3ve 

star3ng point for quan3ta3ve analysis for assessing and monitoring purposes. That means capturing 

high-resolu3on images over 3me from a fixed posi3on and comparing them, thus performing a 2D 

Change Detec3on (2D-CD) [65–67]. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.2. GigaPan acquisi/on system used at PBL: (a) GigaPan robo/c head with screen and controls; (b) GigaPan system 

equipped with a Nikon D5000 camera and 300mm telephoto lens.  

For the present case study, the high-resolu3on images in RGB colors have been acquired by 

the GigaPan Epic Pro V system [68] (produced by GigaPan Systems LLC), equipped with:  

• Digital camera Nikon D5000 with 23.6 × 15.8 mm CMOS sensor (12.3 Megapixel). 

• Telephoto lens with variable focal length up to 300 mm. 

The single shots, acquired up to a maximum distance of 700 m from the cliff, were processed 

through the s3tching so]ware Image Composite Editor (ICE, Microso]) [69]. The s3tched images were 

represented by an original resolu3on of 2.2 gigapixel. However, in order to facilitate further processing 

opera3ons, the images have been resampled to a lower resolu3on (572.28 megapixels) and finally 

exported. Once the s3tching phase was completed, the images were imported into the free so]ware 

QGIS to carry out the 2D-CD through the co-registra3on made by the georeferencing and the raster 

alignment tools. Within the 2D-CD, rockfall areas were detected and measured, and finally enclosed 

into a unique vector file. For such analysis, the GigaPan system was used from the same posi3on with 

a 3me interval of two hours during the monitoring campaign (day3me only). 

 

2.3.2 Terrestrial ArcSAR Interferometry 

In the last decades, one of the most effec3ve technologies among landslide monitoring 

systems has been Terrestrial SAR Interferometry, which exploits the interferometric technique (i.e., 

by comparing the phase signal difference between two or more images collected at different 3mes) 

measuring the displacement along the Line of Sight (LOS). This technology has several advantages, 

including the capability to collect data under any weather and ligh3ng condi3ons, a high data sampling 
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rate (up to few seconds), and does not require direct interac3on with the inves3gated area (e.g., 

targets are not mandatory) [70–73]. The first applica3ons of SAR interferometry (InSAR) appeared in 

the early 1990s, using radar images taken from satellites to measure displacements on the ground 

[74–79]. Terrestrial SAR interferometry (TInSAR) also referred as Ground-Based Interferometric 

Synthe3c Aperture Radar (GB-InSAR), is a technique for displacement monitoring based on the same 

principles of satellite-based InSAR [78–84]. TInSAR is an ac3ve microwave acquisi3on system 

opera3ng in the Ku-band (12–18 GHz) which uses phase measurements of the radar signal to detect 

displacements of targets; therefore, it is able to acquire images in any weather condi3ons during both 

day and night, and for each pixel of a SAR image, a phase value is measured along the LOS of the radar 

[85–89]. 

Differently from conven3onal SAR systems for landslide monitoring, consis3ng of radar 

antennas that move along a linear scanner, Terrestrial ArcSAR Interferometry uses sensor mo3on 

along a circular trajectory (e.g., along an arc) to create the synthe3c aperture [88,90]. The ArcSAR 

configura3on (i.e., radar antenna placed on a tripod which follows a circular movement) has solved 

many drawbacks of conven3onal TInSAR, such as large sizes, heavy weights, and significant on site 

infrastructure requirements [91]. Basically, ArcSAR allows to retrieve be[er resolu3on with smaller 

antenna [92,93]. 

In the framework of the present study, a compact ArcSAR called HYDRA-G designed and 

manufactured by IDS GeoRadar (part of Hexagon) was used (Figure 2.3). Such an instrument is able 

to provide displacement measures with a sub-millimetre accuracy, by combining a very high phase 

measurement accuracy (<0.1 radians) and a short wavelength (4 mm) [55]. Its maximum range is 

about 800 m with a field of view up to 120° (horizontal) and 30° (ver3cal) and its opera3ng 

temperature is −20°C to +55 °C. The image resolu3on is 0.2 m in range and 14 mrad in cross-range. 

The maximum sampling interval is of about 30 s. The instrument is also equipped with an op3cal and 

infrared HD camera and with a short-range laser scanner in order to provide real-3me images and to 

autonomously reconstruct the geometry of the monitored scenario. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.3. (a) HYDRA-G equipment; (b) Terrestrial ArcsSAR Interferometry installed at PBL. 

The equipment was deployed within the monitoring site of PBL in the vicinity of the other 

instruments used. The selec3on of the radar loca3on represented a crucial factor for the monitoring 

ac3vi3es and data interpreta3on as the radar measurements are computed only along the LOS. In 

detail, the radar with its tripod was placed in a stable and safe area about 400 m away from the scarp 

in order to obtain a field of view including both the ver3cal rock cliff and the debris talus at its toe 

(Figure 2.1). The radar measurements started on 14 May 2019 from 11:00 (UTC+ 01:00) and ended 

on 17 May 2019 at 11:15 (UTC+ 01:00) for a total of 72 h of monitoring. 

 

2.3.3 Acous<c Measurements 

The acous3c signal measurements were carried out on the sound level meter DUO Smart 

Noise Monitor (FW 2.45, class 1 IEC-61672 cer3fica3on) produced by 01dB company (part of ACOEM 

Group, Limonest, Rhône, France) and combined with an outdoor microphone unit of type DMK01, 

especially designed to split the microphone from the instrument body. This unit is made of a stainless-

steel body, a dedicated preamplifier (PRE22) connected to the external output, a noise cone and a 

specific windscreen (Figure 2.4). The 01dB DUO can measure one-third octave band noise levels down 

to 6.3 Hz together with recording audio samples up to 180 dB at set intervals. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.4. Overview of the 01dB DUO Smart Noise Monitor: (a) DUO instrument body in LOG mode; (b) Outdoor 

microphone unit DMK01 and the waterproof case DSC01 containing the instrument body during the rockfall monitoring 

campaign carried out at the PBL. 

Regarding acous3c landslide monitoring, instantaneous sound pressure levels (dB) and spectra 

(Hz) have been recorded [94,95]. In this way we could analyse and classify them by using the 

proprietary so]ware dBTrait 6 in post-processing LOG mode (Integra3ng Logging sound level meter), 

a kind of signal capture which includes the storage of 3me histories. 

According to the aim of iden3fying rockfall occurrence and its spectral signatures, we recorded 

both sound pressure levels and frequencies on 15 May 2019 from 18:00 to 19:00 (UTC+ 01:00) and 

on 16 May from 12:40 to 15:10 (UTC +01:00), installing the microphone unit on the lower part of the 

debris generated by the rock cliff (Figure 2.4b). These ac3vi3es were allowed thanks to the waterproof 

DSC01 case which provide complete protec3on to the DUO instrument also for mid- and long-term 

environmental sound measurements. With this configura3on, the external microphone DMK01 with 

its tripod was the only outdoor instrument. 

Once rockfall events were recognized and classified using the dBTrait so]ware, we were able 

to visualize their spectra with frequency-weigh3ngs of type “Lin”, and compare them with each other 

and with environmental sounds like birds, water runoff and aircra] noise, with the aim of defining the 

spectral contents of rockfalls arising from the Poggio Baldi rock cliff. Audio tracks of rockfall events 

and other environmental noises are available as supplementary materials. 
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2.4 Test Site of Poggio Baldi Landslide 

 

2.4.1 General Framework 

The PBL is located in the municipality of Santa Sofia (northern Apennines, Emilia Romagna 

Region, Italy), close to the Corniolo village, and it is reported in Sheet no. 265 “S. Piero in Bagno “scale 

1:50000 of the geological map of Italy [96]. The Poggio Baldi landslide develops from the slopes of 

the homonymous mountain (43.910538° N, 11.807625° E), on the hydrographic le] of the Bidente 

river, to the stream below, and it represents one the most prominent geomorphological features of 

the Bidente Valley. The first ac3va3on dates to 25 March 1914, whereas the last reac3va3on of the 

landslide deposit took place on 18 March 2010, and it was triggered due to the increase of water 

pressure in the pores of the paleo-landslide’s body following the mel3ng of the snow blanket caused 

by a sudden increase in temperatures. The landslide has an es3mated volume of about 4 × 106 m3 

[56], and it is currently ac3ve in its upper scarp due to frequent rockfall events [47]. 

Thanks to its dis3nc3ve features, which are representa3ve of many landslides worldwide in 

terms of material involved, type of movement and triggering factors, the PBL was established in 2015 

[56] with the aim of tes3ng innova3ve remote sensing technologies in such a characteris3c 

environment [47,97]. 

 

2.4.2 Geological and Geomorphological SeEng 

The slope involved in the Poggio Baldi landslide is a part of the hanging-wall of a major thrust 

system (i.e., San Benede[o in Alpe) and is composed by the Marnoso-Arenacea Forma3on (Miocene), 

involving an alterna3on of claystone, siltstone and sandstone, arranged in a monoclinal dip slope 

sequence (Figure 2.5) [56,97–101]. Landslides involving Flysch sequences, which are characterized by 

geo-lithological complexity and heterogeneity, are widely diffused in the northern Apennines as well 

as in other mountain chains [102–105]. A slight bending of the strata occurs in the lower part of the 

slope: the bedding aotude, dipping at about 45° upslope, progressively decreases reaching dip angles 

of about 15–20° downstream. A set of high angle, normal faults oriented roughly perpendicular to 

the main thrust geared NW-SE complete the structural frame [56,97,99,106]. The geomorphology of 

this sector is strongly controlled by the structural seong and the recent tectonic ac3vity. Thanks to 

the progressive erosion of the Bidente river, gravita3onal processes, featured by different landslide 
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types with a very wide range of dimensions, are one of the most significant morpho-gene3c factors 

of the area. 

 

Figure 2.5. Geological map of the Poggio Baldi landslide area with a related cross-sec/on along its body. The inves/gated 

rockfalls arise from the rock cliff outlined by the red dashed line and by the red box in the cross-sec/on; modified from 

[47]. 

According to [47,56,97], the landslide can be classified as a complex process ini3ally set as a 

rock wedge slide (1914) followed by rockfall processes arising from the resul3ng head scarp. Following 

a long period (about a century) of rock debris accumula3on on top of the landslide deposit, a cri3cal 

overload, combined with intense and prolonged rainfall and snow mel3ng, led to reac3va3on of the 

landslide deposit (2010) which evolved into a composite movement presen3ng rota3onal debris, 

earth slide [1,107] and flow slide-like movement [56,97,108,109]. The landslide was also favoured by 

the structure dip out of the outcropping rocks. The main rock slope, the target of this study, is a sub-

ver3cal scarp with a rise of about 100 m and a width of 250 m and it is characterized by high-frequency 

rockfall processes. 
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2.4.3 The Occurrence of Recent Rockfall Events 

Since the first ac3va3on in 1914, despite the following steady state of the main landslide body, 

the newly formed ver3cal rock cliff has always been frequently affected by rockfalls, which accumulate 

at the base of the scarp genera3ng a debris talus which con3nuously increases its volume [47]. The 

instability is predisposed by geologic, geomorphologic and structural factors, such as the alternance 

of arenaceous and clayey strata and the presence of several discon3nui3es. In [97] it is demonstrated 

that the bedding is the main discon3nuity system on the slope face and the joint set N108/73° (here 

called JS 1), is the prevalent joint system. Using the Markland method [110] different failure 

mechanisms like transla3onal sliding movements of rock wedges, transla3onal planar sliding and 

direct toppling were detected. Moreover, considering the progressive erosion of the clay strata, which 

gradually increases the overhang of the arenaceous strata, rockfalls are mainly triggered by: (i) the 

breaking of the arenaceous mass due to shear strength exceedance (Figure 2.6a) and, (ii) the 

intersec3on of a JS 1 joint with the exposed surface of the cliff (Figure 2.6b). The detached debris and 

blocks o]en find deposi3on surfaces over the underlying arenaceous strata. Over 3me, the volume 

of fallen material increases on the overhanging strata 3ll the debris fric3on angle (φ = 15°) is 

exceeded, with the consequent remobilisa3on, or the strata collapsing. These condi3oning factors, 

combined with each other, are the main cause of the widespread instability throughout the ver3cal 

rock cliff. As a ma[er of fact, [47] es3mates the general loss of volume from the ver3cal rock cliff to 

be in the range of 2.0 to 2.8 × 103 m3 per year. 

  

(a) (b) 
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Figure 2.6. Conceptual model related to the two main triggering mechanisms of rockfall phenomena on the Poggio Baldi 

rock cliff: (a) Breaking of the arenaceous mass due to shear strength (τ) exceedance; (b) Failures due to planar sliding along 

the JS 1 discon/nuity set. 

 

2.5 Results 

 

3.5.1 GigaPan 

The 2D-CD from GigaPan images allowed us to iden3fy and map a total number of 84 rockfalls, 

developed in the three days of monitoring, with 32 rockfalls occurring on the first day, 9 rockfalls on 

the second day and 43 on the third day of monitoring. The most ac3ve por3on of the rock cliff 

between 14 and 17 May 2019 was the central one, and it is pointed out in Figure 2.7. 

Using the different Gigapixel images, rockfalls were dated with an accuracy of two hours. For 

example, the rockfall depicted in Figure 2.8, having a surface of about 0.5 m2, occurred on 16 May 

2019 between 11:50 and 13:50. To calculate the surface of the rockfall and its size, it was necessary 

to define the Ground Pixel Size (GPS) using the 3DM CalibCam so]ware and an object distance 

calcula3on spreadsheet tool, knowing the exact distance between the GigaPan sta3on and the rockfall 

source zone. From the analysis of the Gigapixel images, acquired every two hours, it was possible to 

iden3fy both the debris movements on the cliff and at the base of the cliff. The detailed analysis of 

such images allowed us to also observe some precursory movements of the rock blocks, which later 

collapsed. An example is given in Figure 2.9, where it shown the evolu3on of the same rock block 

which moved two days before its collapse, progressively changing its dip angle. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 2.7. Gigapixel image with all rockfalls detected during the three days monitoring campaign: (a) 2D Change 

Detec/on (2D-CD) along the Poggio Baldi cliff with detached rock falls (yellow) and debris removal (red); (b) Zoom of the 

most ac/ve sector during the monitoring campaign. 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2.8. Example of a rockfall which occurred on 16 May 2019 between 11:50 and 13:50 local /me: (a) Image of 11:50; 

(b) Image of 13:50; (c) Loca/on of the rockfall event in the cliff (white-dashed box in Figure 7b). 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2.9. Evidence of precursory movements before the rockfall event as indicated by the withe arrow: (a) Zoomed 

Gigapixel image of 14 May 2019; (b) Zoomed Gigapixel image of 15 May 2019 with the /lted rock block; (c) Zoomed 

Gigapixel image of 17 May 2019 aqer the failure. 

 

3.5.2 Terrestrial ArcSAR Interferometry 

The radar monitoring by using the HYDRA-G equipment was carried out with con3nuous 

acquisi3on for 72 h. Data were processed directly on-field by the Guardian so]ware provided by IDS 

GeoRadar. Thanks to a rugged tablet it was possible to con3nuously check on-site the evolu3on of the 

monitoring parameters (e.g., displacement map and 3me series, reflec3vity map, etc.) and the status 

of the system during all phases of the work. 

Following the data processing, all pixels containing the measurement informa3on along the 

LOS (Radar-slope) were overlaid to a 3D model of the slope, generated by the instrument itself. Each 

pixel contains the cumula3ve displacement data of the 72 h of acquisi3on. As shown in Figure 2.10, 

the maximum cumula3ve displacement recorded during the 3-days monitoring by the ArcSAR 

instrument was about 5 mm (along LOS, approaching the sensor). The most ac3ve sector detected by 

the radar, displayed in red, was the debris talus located at the toe of the rock scarp with some por3ons 

bordering the scarp itself. In addi3on to the displacements recorded on the debris talus, a significant 

cumula3ve displacement of approximately 5 mm was iden3fied in the central sector of the slope 

(Figure 2.11). According to the radar measurements, such areas (D1 and D2) suddenly moved 

between 14 and 15 May 2019. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.10. Line Of Sight (LOS) displacement map as result of 72 h monitoring of the Poggio Baldi landslide by HYDRA-G 

ArcSAR: (a) Landslide top view with the cumula/ve LOS displacement map overlaid on the 3D model of the slope; (b) The 

same LOS displacement map from the viewpoint of HYDRA-G. 
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Figure 2.11. Central sector of the slope with correspondence between changes detected by radar measurements (green-

red pixels) and GigaPan image analysis (yellow polygons); D1 and D2 polygons indicate areas that suddenly moved 

between 14 and 15 May 2019. 

 

3.5.3 Acous<c Measurements 

The collected acous3c signals allowed us to iden3fy both the exact 3me of rockfall events and 

their signal characteris3cs in terms of sound pressure levels and spectral contents with a period of 

100 ms. During the monitoring 3me span, three rockfall events were registered. The first one was 

ar3ficially triggered by an operator by scaling a boulder in the middle part of the debris lying on the 

slope. This rock block felt for about ten metres before stopping at the bo[om of the debris. By 

analysing the acous3c signal produced by the fallen rock block (Figure 2.12a), the final impact is clearly 

detectable (i.e., 15 May 2019, 18:28:09:000 UTC +01:00). Its noise peak reaches 64.7 dB at the 

frequency of 315 Hz (Figure 2.12a). The corresponding frequency histogram shows values above 60 
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dB with frequencies ranging between 250 and 500 Hz. Thanks to the sonogram, it was possible to 

inves3gate the amount of dBs for different frequencies and 3me steps (Figure 2.12b). In Figure 2.12b, 

three peaks at 315 Hz corresponding to different impacts occurred during the fall, can be observed 

(i1, i2, i3). Focusing on peak i3, its frequencies with the highest sound values (greater than 50 dB) range 

between 200 and 630 Hz, with relevant contribu3ons up to 1 kHz (49 dB) and 2 kHz (47.4 dB). For all 

the three impacts, sound values above 40 dB are also reported for frequencies ranging from 16 Hz to 

80 Hz. In detail, those values were recorded with a 3me delay of 0.1 to 0.6 s from the block impact 

3me. 

Based on the results of the experimental rockfall, two different natural rockfalls detached from 

the rock cliff on 16 May 2019 at 13:28:00:400 and 13:59:40:700 (UTC + 01:00) were detected. Figures 

2.13 and 2.14 show the acous3c signal of the first and second rockfall, respec3vely. For the first one, 

significant noise from birds, water runoff and aircra] was recorded. However, among acous3c records, 

birdsong, water runoff and aircra] noise are depicted by frequencies of about 4–5 kHz, 8–100 Hz and 

6.3–250 Hz respec3vely (Figure 2.15) allowing us to separate them from the rockfalls related spectra. 

The 13:28 rockfall event was a long event with a total dura3on of 10.3 s including the 

detachment of the rock block from the cliff and the subsequent downfall marked by several impacts 

before stopping on the debris. Figure 2.13a shows in red the soundtrack sec3on classified as rockfall 

and its frequencies histogram, which records the highest values of dBs between 630 Hz and 800 Hz 

(45.1 dB and 46.5 dB respec3vely), considering lower frequencies as introduced by the aircra] noise. 

The related sonogram confirms those values. At 800 Hz of frequency, different peaks rela3ng to 

impacts occurred during the collapse are clearly evident (Figure 2.13b). 

The 13:59 rockfall event was quite different from the previous one. It was recorded only the 

detachment phase without clear evidence related to its eventual impacts along the cliff and on the 

debris. Therefore, as shown by the classified soundtrack (Figure 2.14a), its total dura3on was about 2 

s. This event produced the highest sound values between 630 Hz and 1.25 kHz, with its peak at 1 kHz 

(45.7 dB). The sonogram confirms the absence of subsequent impacts of the block and made it 

possible to dis3nguish bird noise (4–5 kHz) from the noise produced by the rockfall itself (Figure 

2.14b). 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.12. Overall representa/on of the acous/c signal emiBed by the rockfall event on 15 May 2019 at 18:28 (UTC + 

01:00) with its related impacts (i1, i2 and i3): (a) Spectral /me history of the rockfall event with the classified soundtrack 

(lower plot) and frequencies histogram (upper plot); (b) Focus on the audio track classified as rockfall by means of the 

sonogram showing the amount of sound pressure levels expressed in dB as a func/on of /me and signal frequency. The 

plot at the boBom shows the amount of sound pressure level over /me at the frequency of 315 Hz. Temporal resolu/on is 

0.1s. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.13. Overall representa/on of the acous/c signal emiBed by the rockfall event on 16 May 2019 at 13:28 (UTC + 

01:00): (a) Spectral /me history of the rockfall event with the classified audio track (lower plot) and frequencies histogram 

(upper plot); (b) Focus on the audio track classified as rockfall by means of the sonogram showing the amount of sound 

pressure levels expressed in dB as a func/on of /me and signal frequency. The plot at the boBom shows the amount of 
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sound pressure levels over /me at the frequency of 800 Hz. Yellow stars refer to different impacts recorded during the 

collapse. Temporal resolu/on is 0.1s. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.14. Overall representa/on of the acous/c signal emiBed by the rockfall event on 16 May 2019 at 13:59 (UTC + 

01:00): (a) Spectral /me history of the rockfall event with the classified audio track (lower plot) and frequencies histogram 

(upper plot); (b) Focus on the audio track classified as rockfall by means of the sonogram showing the amount of sound 
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pressure levels expressed in dB as a func/on of /me and signal frequency. The plot at the boBom shows the amount of 

sound pressure levels over /me at the frequency of 1 kHz. Yellow star refers to the /me of the rock block detachment. 

Temporal resolu/on is 0.1s. 

  

(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 2.15. Sonograms referring to specific noise sources recorded during the acous/c monitoring campaign: (a) 

Birdsong; (b) Water runoff; (c) Aircraq noise. Line plots underlying each sonogram show the amount of sound level 

expressed in dBs over /me at a fixed frequency (dark blue line). 
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5. Discussion 

 

In the present study, the Gigapixel technique results in a high-performance tool, able to 

achieve images with a millimetric Ground Pixel Size (in the present case study up to 5 mm) from a 

sensing distance of several hundred meters (700 m). At the same 3me, it allows the capturing of RGB 

informa3on useful in monitoring rockfalls and for the iden3fica3on of lithological heterogenei3es. 

The 2D-CD allowed us to iden3fy several rockfall events that occurred during the three-day 

monitoring campaign, precisely between 14–17 May 2019. Thanks to this technique, 84 failures along 

the rock cliff were iden3fied and measured, many of which were a[ributed to rockfall phenomena 

even smaller than 1 m2 (down to 0.06 m2 at 500 m). The analysis of Figure 2.7 suggests that rockfalls 

mainly involved arenaceous mass and subordinately clayey strata. As noted by [47], they are clustered 

in the upper central por3on of the rock cliff and accumulate at its toe. Furthermore, by means of 

several Gigapixel acquisi3ons within the same day, we were able to date rockfalls that occurred during 

the 3me span of two con3guous acquisi3ons (i.e., every two hours). Since only one rockfall event was 

detected through the 2D-CD performed with the pair of Gigapixel images acquired at 11:50 and 13:50 

on 16 May 2019, it was possible to localise the source zone related to noise recorded at 13:28 by the 

01dB DUO Smart Noise Monitor. Furthermore, knowing the exact Ground Pixel Size at that distance 

from the camera, we evaluated the areal dimensions of the collapsed rock mass in approximately 0.5 

m2. 

As the acquisi3on and analysis of Gigapixel images is 3me consuming, the synchronous use of 

the acous3c and op3cal sensor allowed a more efficient selec3on of Gigapixel images. These images 

were then processed for change detec3on purposes in order to localize the source area of the 

collapsed rock block. 

As showed in Figure 2.9, major rockfalls might be preceded by precursory movements (i.e., 

pre-failure deforma3on) highligh3ng the proneness of certain rock slopes to have deforming areas 

and associated opening fractures that precede the main failure event [111,112]. Gigapixel techniques 

can also be combined with LiDAR products for further analysis aimed at three-dimensional 

characterisa3on and monitoring of rock slopes [113–117]. In [62,115] the Gigapixel images have been 

used to iden3fy unweathered rock surfaces in order to map recent rockfall source zones. Another 

approach achieved by [113] consists of using such a technique to perform granulometric analysis of 

talus in rock slopes. In the case of PBL, we tested the applica3on of 2D-CD to take the process one 
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step further and present the use of Gigapixel images as a standalone tool to detect and date recent 

rockfall events as well as their geometrical features. 

The use of Terrestrial ArcSAR Interferometry allowed us to perform a fully remote sensing 

monitoring of the Poggio Baldi landslide, without the need to place targets directly on the slope. 

Radar measurements were con3nuously carried out for 72 h (during both day and night) with 

acquisi3ons performed every 30 s. Thanks to its high temporal resolu3on and the integrated LiDAR, 

the radar was able to accurately date and locate the unstable processes occurred during the intensive 

monitoring campaign. In detail, between 14–15 May a sudden displacement of the D1 and D2 areas 

within the central sector of the slope was clearly detected. Such process was also confirmed by 

comparing the results from Gigapixel image analysis with the displacement 3me series recorded by 

the radar (Figure 2.16). In fact, D1 and D2 areas in Figure 2.16, were detected by the 2D-CD and 

interpreted as debris movements. However, radar system was not able to detect pre-failure 

deforma3ons as observed with Gigapixel image analysis for the failure depicted in Figure 2.9. This 

could likely be due to the magnitude of deforma3on being above the level of detec3on (related to 

the wavelength of the radar system) or being shorter than the monitoring interval or due to 

monitoring geometry (e.g., no displacement along the LOS) or to the small size of the blocks, much 

smaller than the pixel size. Nevertheless, unlike the Gigapixel image analysis, radar data allowed to 

detect and quan3fy the displacement of debris talus at the toe of the scarp which reached a maximum 

displacement of 5 mm. Previous radar monitoring campaigns have been carried out at PBL using linear 

scanner TInSAR [56]. Thanks to the new monitoring campaign, through the use of HYDRA-G ArcSAR it 

was possible to focus the measurements within the unstable debris talus. 

The complementary and combined use of sonograms rela3ng to experimental and natural 

rockfalls together with sonograms rela3ng to external noise sources, such as birdsongs, water runoff 

and aircra] noises, allowed us to study sound pressure levels of rockfall phenomena as well as their 

spectral contents. According to the results, we can state that features of acous3c signals vary with the 

volume and distance of the rockfalls from the microphone unit, as observed by [95]. This is also 

confirmed by [118], who affirms that landslide volumes are directly propor3onal to the spectral 

magnitude. Hence, a unique spectral signature of rock blocks falling from the Poggio Baldi landslide 

scarp is barely discernible. A further factor is the different sound a[enua3on level, which depends on 

the amount of atmosphere through which the sound waves travel. However, a narrow range of 

frequencies (200 Hz to 1000 Hz) can be designated as those most representa3ve of rockfall signals. 

The assump3on is validated by the experimental rockfall we triggered, which was both the least-
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affected by other noise sources and the closest to the microphone unit DMK01. In addi3on, according 

to [95], significant acous3c waves in the range of infrasonic frequencies (<20 Hz) up to 80 Hz were 

produced by the ar3ficially triggered rockfall. However, as the other rockfalls recorded excessive 

noises in that frequency range, this spectral content can not be confirmed. 

By comparing the three acous3c measurements we can also deduce different degrees in 

rockfalls fragmenta3on. O]en, the detached mass breaks up on impact [107,119]. Rockfall 

fragmenta3on is the process by which the detached mass loses its integrity as it drops down a steep 

slope and sha[ers into smaller pieces [120]. Hence, the sonogram would show a series of minor 

randomly distributed peaks instead of a single well-defined impact. 

As a result, for the ar3ficially triggered rockfall (Figure 2.12), which did not exhibit 

fragmenta3on, the highest sound value is recorded at its third impact. Whereas we can assume a 

progressive and an instantaneous fragmenta3on respec3vely for the second and the third recorded 

rockfall (Figures 2.13 and 14). For the second one, fragmenta3on is suggested by the gradual 

reduc3on in the acous3c waves power as the number of impacts increases; while for the third one, it 

is indicated by the absence of audible impacts during the collapse. In our opinion, these different 

behaviours in fragmenta3on are due to lithological composi3on (i.e., sandstone or marl) and/or 

various fracture intensi3es of the rock mass. However, further studies are needed to confirm this 

hypothesis. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.16. Comparison between radar measurements and Gigapixel analysis for D1 and D2 areas: (a) Displacement /me 

series of D1 area measured by radar (above) and pre/post event images taken by GigaPan (below); (b) Displacement /me 

series of D2 area measured by radar (above) and pre/post event images by GigaPan (below). 
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6. Conclusions 

 

The aim of this study was to evaluate the poten3al of innova3ve remote sensing rockfall 

monitoring systems and to characterize the very short-term gravita3onal processes ongoing at the 

Poggio Baldi landslide, with a specific focus in its upper part. For the first 3me, in-depth studies 

combining Terrestrial Interferometric ArcSAR, Gigapixel imagery and acous3c signals related to slope 

stability were carried out. The results of the monitoring campaign revealed the capabili3es and 

limita3ons of each used tool: ArcSAR provided displacements of debris accumulated both at the toe 

of the scarp and on the arenaceous strata a]er the detachment. Gigapixel images have been analysed 

carrying out a 2D-CD in order to inves3gate the short-term evolu3on of the ver3cal rock cliff. This 

approach allowed us to detect and isolate several rockfalls events consis3ng of both sandstones and 

marls. Moreover, thanks to the short 3me interval of GigaPan acquisi3ons, pre-failure deforma3ons 

prior to rock fall were observed. As well as ArcSAR data, Gigapixel image analysis was able to iden3fy 

small deforma3ons of the accumulated debris on the bulging strata surfaces that evolved into debris 

avalanches. Further, acous3c measurements were analysed in both acous3c decibel curves and 3me-

frequency spectrum, revealing the ability of such sensors to detect failure occurrences and dominant 

frequencies affected by rockfall related signals. These unique proper3es could be used to automate 

the detec3on of future events. 

Despite these capabili3es, some open points in the assessment of PBL rockfall ac3vity are s3ll 

present. For instance, the obtained results could be combined with three-dimensional data such as 

point clouds, in order to achieve rockfalls frequency-volume rela3onships. 

With reference to the integra3on of acous3c measurements and Gigapixel 2D-CD, we argued 

that the combina3on of these techniques should be intended as an integrated monitoring method 

aimed at improving the da3ng as well as the characteriza3on—in terms of source zones, sizes, and 

lithology—of rockfall events. Following this approach, both high-resolu3on spa3al and temporal 

distribu3on of rockfalls can be obtained. 

In this perspec3ve, future developments will be aimed at using both op3cal Gigapixel images 

and acous3c records for the automa3c detec3on and distribu3on of rockfall events as well as the 

development of Digital Image Correla3on (DIC) algorithms tailored for Gigapixel images, in order to 

detect and track slow deforming areas. 
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3.1 Abstract 

Earth flows are complex gravita3onal events characterised by a heterogeneous displacement 

pa[ern in terms of scale, style, and orienta3on. As a result, their monitoring, for both knowledge and 

emergency purposes, represents a relevant challenge in the field of engineering geology. This paper 

aims to assess the capabili3es, peculiari3es, and limita3ons of different remote sensing monitoring 

techniques through their applica3on to the Pietrafi[a earth flow (Southern Italy). The research 

compared and combined data collected during the main landslide reac3va3ons by different ground-

based remote sensors such as Robo3c Total Sta3on (R-TS), Terrestrial Synthe3c Aperture Radar 

Interferometry (T-InSAR), and Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS), with data being derived by satellite-

based Digital Image Correla3on (DIC) analysis. The comparison between R-TS and T-InSAR 

measurements showed that, despite their different spa3al and temporal resolu3ons, the observed 

deforma3on trends remain approximately coherent. On the other hand, DIC analysis was able to 
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detect a kinema3c process, such as the expansion of the landslide channel, which was not detected 

by the other techniques used. The results suggest that, when faced with complex events, the use of 

a single monitoring technique may not be enough to fully observe and understand the processes 

taking place. Therefore, the limita3ons of each different technique alone can be solved by a mul3-

sensor monitoring approach. 

 

3.2 Introduc6on 

Earth flows can be dominant mass movements in hilly areas characterised by lithologically and 

structurally complex sequences [1,2]. Bulging toes, teardrop-shaped forms and smooth surface 

profiles are the most common features which iden3fy this kind of intermi[ent landslide. In addi3on, 

the presences of discrete shear surfaces; viscous, finer grained material; and long periods of rela3ve 

dormancy alterna3ng with more rapid “surge” differ earth flows from other flow-like landslides [3]. 

Their ac3vity is controlled by hydrologic forcing, the geometry of the basal slip surface, and 

the transmission of sediment pulses along the length of the flow. 

These types of landslides are generally characterised by slow and persistent surface 

movements alterna3ng between periods of rapid evolu3on, with the rates of displacement ranging 

between a few millimetres per day to more than one metre per day [4]. Accelera3ons or decelera3ons 

in surface displacement rates are mainly linked to the varia3on of the pore water pressure. However, 

the combina3on of prolonged rainfall, loss of efficient drainage pathways, and new sediment 

availability in the source area can cause earth flow surges. Under these condi3ons, the movement 

velocity can reach several metres per day. Moreover, during surge events, earth flow material can 

locally fluidise and fail catastrophically, involving life-line infrastructures (such as roadways and 

railways) and causing emergency phases in terms of civil protec3on [3,5–9]. 

The combina3on of slow (millimetres per day), long-term (over years) and localised (contained 

within five square meters or less) movements with surge events is a fundamental feature of earth 

flow ac3vity [3]. Therefore, landslide monitoring, for knowledge, control or emergency purposes, 

requires the integra3on of different remote sensing and in situ techniques [10–18]. Where earth flows 

show the outcropping of shear surfaces, wire extensometers are one of the most common 

geotechnical tools used for con3nuous superficial displacement monitoring. This method is a cost-

effec3ve solu3on for slow and persistent movement, ensuring sub-millimetre accuracy [19–21]. 

However, wire extensometers allow one to detect only 1D deforma3on. In this case, the 
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implementa3on of physical or op3cal benchmarks, for the use of Global Naviga3on Satellite System 

(GNSS) and Robo3c Total Sta3on (R-TS) technology, is necessary to measure earth flow movements. 

GNSS and R-TS enable the detec3on of 3D deforma3on with millimetric precision [10,19,22–24]. 

Although the poten3al high frequency of data collec3on (from seconds to hours) makes these 

methods suitable for near-real-3me monitoring, the difficulty of installing distance targets on sloped 

surfaces during earth flow surges represents a great disadvantage. Terrestrial Synthe3c Aperture 

Radar Interferometry (T-InSAR) allows one to overcome this drawback and, at the same 3me, ensures 

high temporal resolu3on and measurement accuracy (~10−3 m). Depending on the acquisi3on 

configura3on, T-InSAR is able to detect several deforma3on rates, ranging from m/day to mm/day. 

These features make this technology an essen3al support as an early warning system in landslide risk 

management [25–29]. Nevertheless, T-InSAR is not par3cularly suited to inves3ga3ng the 3D 

kinema3cs of earth flows due to its limita3on of only measuring displacements along the Line of Sight 

(LOS). Instead, 3D models generated by Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS), Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 

(UAV) or Structure from Mo3on Photogrammetry (SfM-P) can detect deforma3on in all direc3ons. 

Comparing between mul3-temporal Point Clouds (PCs) or Digital Eleva3on Models (DEMs) 

(elaborated from PCs) allows us to reconstruct the topographic evolu3on and es3mate the sediment 

and volumetric balance along the earth flows [22,30,31]. However, although SfM-P from TLS and UAV 

ensures high-density informa3on covering large areas, it is unsuitable for near-real-3me monitoring. 

Furthermore, the mul3-temporal approach for earth flow monitoring (knowledge-control) can also 

be performed thanks to the applica3on of Digital Image Correla3on (DIC) algorithms for satellite 

images or TLS imagery analysis [32–37]. DIC algorithms can return displacement field maps with an 

accuracy that is a func3on of the spa3al and temporal resolu3on of the dataset. 

This paper presents the results of the integrated monitoring ac3vity performed at the site of 

the Pietrafi[a earth flow (southern Italy) during the surge event of April–May 2016 that affected the 

SS87 na3onal road. The study exploits the displacement data recorded and derived from con3nuous 

T-InSAR and R-TS and mul3-temporal TLS surveys during the landslide paroxysm. It also analyses the 

deforma3onal processes through a DIC analysis of mul3spectral satellite imagery. Unfortunately, in 

then literature, only few works combined and cri3cally evaluated different remote sensing techniques 

specifically focused on earth flows over the same 3me period. This represents a serious gap 

considering that such phenomena can generate damage to human se[lements and assets. In this 

context, star3ng from this case study, following a bo[om-up approach, the outcomes of various 
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sensors and methodologies are thus integrated and compared to highlight advantages and limita3ons 

that are valuable for other earth flow sites. 

3.3 Study Area and Landslide Features 

The Pietrafi[a earth flow (Lat = 41°13ʹ12.83ʺN, Long = 14°44ʹ32.51ʺE) affects the na3onal road 

SS87 in Benevento Province (Campania Region, southern Italy), resul3ng in the occurrence of a typical 

slow-moving and intermi[ent event in the clay-rich flysch sequences of the Southern Apennines [1] 

(Figure 3.1A). It develops along the north-western slope of the Torre Palazzo hill on the southern side 

of the Reventa river valley from 200 to 250 m above sea level. 

 

Figure 3.1. (A) Loca/on of the PietrafiBa earth flow within the Reventa river valley. (B) Distribu/on of the main kinema/c 
elements along the slope. Basemap: orthophoto and Digital Surface Model (DSM) acquired during a UAV survey in February 
2016. 
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From a geological viewpoint, the Pietrafi[a earth flow is located at an overthrust fault 

between (i) the Flysch Rosso forma3on (FYR) outcropping in the upper part of the slope, where the 

main scarp of the source area is located, and (ii) the Fragneto Monforte forma3on (UFM) at the middle 

and lower parts of the slope [38,39]. Lithological and structural complexity is the dis3nc3ve 

characteris3c of these sequences, which consist of a chao3c alterna3on of clay, sandstone and 

calcareous marl levels. 

The earth flow is placed across the main flow drainage axis of the slope. This posi3on plays a 

key role in the movement direc3on and magnitude. The source area is complex and characterised by 

rota3onal–transla3onal movements on the right side and by a flow-like zone on the le]; downslope 

of the source area, the sliding of viscous–elas3c materials is dominant above all when significant 

rainfalls occur. Soil so]ening and fluidifica3on are favoured by local geomorphological and 

hydrogeological condi3ons [40] that lead superficial and shallow-circula3ng rainwater to be collected 

along the landslide axis. 

The landslide was about 250 m long from the source area to the ac3ve bulging toe, covering 

an area of about 10 × 103 m2: its width ranged from ~30 m (middle channel) to ~100 m (source and 

deposi3onal area). The landslide body had an average slope angle, including the head scarp, of about 

16°, and involved an approximate volume of 3 × 105 × 10 m3. Landslide thickness ranged between 2 

and 4–5 m. 

The compound kinema3c of the upper part of the source area, where grabens, scarps and 

back-3lted surfaces were present, together with the whole deforma3onal pa[ern (normal, thrust and 

strike slip faults (Figure 3.1B)) have some similari3es with those characterising other earth flows 

composed of mul3ple kinema3c zones in similar geo-structural seongs [41,42] and are related to the 

longitudinal geometry of the basal slip surface. In par3cular, a slip surface can be composed of an 

alterna3on between risers and treads controlled by the geologic complexity of the slope’s higher 

veloci3es occurring at steep traits (risers), with lower veloci3es occurring at gentle ones (treads). 

Due to the landslide, since 2014, only one lane of the SS87 has allowed the passage of the 

motor vehicles, in an alterna3ng manner; the other lane is occupied by part of the landslide toe. In 

October 2015, two intense and consecu3ve rainfall events affected Benevento Province, causing 

mul3ple effects such as floods, landslides and extensive soil erosion in a wide area [43,44]. The rainy 

events reac3vated the landslide body, leading to the total closure of the road. 
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3.4 Materials and Methods 

In order mi3gate the risk of the deposit of landslide material on the transit lane, an integrated 

monitoring system of the earth flow displacement was installed in an emergency in March 2016 

(Figure 3.2A). It consisted of (i) a Robo3c Total Sta3on (R-TS, Figure 3.2B), located on the opposite 

slope, looking at 16 reflectors (Figure 3.2C); (ii) a Terrestrial Synthe3c Aperture Radar Interferometry 

(T-InSAR, Figure 3.2D) device, located in front of the landslide on the opposite slope; (iii) a Terrestrial 

Laser Scanner (TLS, Figure 3.2E) conduc3ng mul3-temporal scans; (iv) a video surveillance system, 

installed at the toe and working for 24 h; and (v) some experimental, low-cost sensors [20]. 

The joint use of different accurate monitoring techniques allowed safety countermeasures to 

be undertaken and alert procedures to be used in order to stop the traffic at the right 3me on the 

road. From July 2016, the landslide ac3vity decreased, but by June, T-InSAR monitoring had been 

removed, and between November 2016 and July 2017, the TS monitoring was also temporarily 

stopped, in order to allow provisional works to be carried out. 
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Figure 3.2. (A) Dataset temporal distribu/on. (B) TOPCON 101 Robo/c Total Sta/on. (C) distribu/on of R-TS op/cal prisms 
along the slope. Basemap: orthophoto acquired during UAV survey in June 2016. The yellow dots represent the reference 
points installed in areas considered stable. The red dots represent the op/cal prisms relocated. (D) Posi/on of the IBIS-
FL/FM radar device. (E) Riegl Scan VZ-4000 Terrestrial Laser Scanner on the slope opposite the PietrafiBa earth flow  
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3.4.1 Ground-Based Monitoring 

 

3.4.1.1 Robo8c Total Sta8on (R-TS) Data 

The R-TS represents the evolu3on of the common Total Sta3on survey. It is equipped with a 

servomechanism and an automa3c target recogni3on device, which locks onto a specific target and 

follows its movement [45]. This instrument allows the operator to work remotely, as it is able to move 

and orientate autonomously, and to measure the direc3on and magnitude of the displacement of a 

series of points with a maximum precision of up to a millimetre (depending on various factors such 

as type of instrumenta3on and the configura3on of the monitoring network) at high sampling rates. 

The measurements acquired during this study and presented here were recorded by a 

TOPCON 101 Robo3c Total Sta3on. The sta3on was remote-controlled via 3G connec3on, and installed 

on the slope opposite the monitored slope, where 16 reflec3ve prisms were installed at an average 

distance of 800 metres from the R-TS. For the analysis, we used the data recorded from 8 prisms (see 

Figure 3.2C for loca3on) for the 3me span of 5 April 2016–31 May 2016, with an acquisi3on frequency 

of 1 h. Because of the con3nuous reloca3on, no completed 3me series were available for the 

remaining targets, and consequently, they were not considered for analysis. Moreover, it is worth 

no3ng that 3 op3cal prisms were installed in areas considered stable, and these were thus assumed 

as a reference. However, more than 1350 acquisi3ons were performed in less than 2 months. 

 

3.4.1.2. Terrestrial Interferometric Synthe8c Aperture Radar (T-InSAR) Data 

T-InSAR is a ground-based radar which uses microwaves to remotely detect the displacement 

of natural targets through the measurement of the phase shi] between two or more images collected 

at different 3mes [26,27]. Radar signals are acquired by emiong and receiving antennas mounted in 

the radar head. This technology has several advantages, including (i) the ability to collect data with 

high temporal resolu3on (e.g., up to a few seconds) under any weather and ligh3ng condi3ons, and 

(ii) the ability to remotely monitor an en3re area, rather than single points. The main limita3ons are 

(i) that only the displacement component parallel to the Line of Sight (LOS) can be measured, and (ii) 

the risk of displacement underes3ma3on for rapid processes due to the cyclical behaviour of the 

phase [26]. The main results which can be achieved by exploi3ng this technique involve the crea3on 

of both coloured maps and displacement 3me series from each pixel, when con3nuous monitoring is 

available. 
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The equipment used in the present study is the IBIS-FL/FM radar device produced by IDS 

Georadar S.r.l. (Figure 3.2D). The SAR device consists of a sensor module, a linear track (2 metres), a 

control PC, a power supply and data processing so]ware (Figure 3.3). The sensor module transmits 

an electromagne3c signal at a central frequency of 17.2 GHz (Ku band) with a maximum bandwidth 

of 200 MHz and an accuracy of up to 0.1 mm. The main characteris3cs of the sensor are shown in 

Table 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.3. T-InSAR System: schema/sa/on of the system and its components (image from IBIS Guardian User Manual).  

T-InSAR con3nuous monitoring started on 30 March 2016 and ended on 18 May 2016, with a 

temporal frequency of 5 min and more than 13,000 acquisi3ons recorded. Although the radar 

footprint covered an area larger than the extent of the landslide, the data analysis focused on Sector 

3 of the landslide (see Figure 3.1B), which represented the most cri3cal sector in terms of damages 

and risk to the road. Moreover, due to the presence of vegeta3on and shadow areas within the more 

distant sectors (1 and 2) causing con3nuous phase noise and a low correla3on index, reliable 

displacement analyses in these areas could not be performed. 

The analysis and monitoring were carried out using the IBIS Guardian so]ware, a powerful 

tool for managing the SAR images acquired by the ground-based radar which enables the user to 

quickly interpret the informa3on processed. The so]ware is able to store long-term datasets within a 

single monitoring project. Furthermore, displacement data are provided to the user in real 3me by 

employing advanced automa3c atmospheric correc3on techniques. The interpreta3on of radar data 

is made via the visualisa3on of fully georeferenced 3D data. 

Table 3.1. Characteris/cs of radar sensor IBIS-FL/FM installed on the PietrafiBa earth flow. 

Opera3ng Frequency 17.2 GHz (Ku Band) 

Max. Opera3onal Distance 1000 m 

Max. Range Resolu3on 0.5 m 
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Opera3ng Frequency 17.2 GHz (Ku Band) 

Nominal Displacement Accuracy 10−5 m 

Max. Acquisi3on Rate 200 Hz 

Cross-range Resolu3on 4.4 mrad in Ku band 

 

3.4.1.3 Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS) Data 

TLS is an instrument based on laser technology capable of measuring the distance, with a high 

level of accuracy, between the instrument and the object being measured [16]. Thanks to mechanical 

systems and rota3ng and oscilla3ng mirrors, it is able to direct laser pulses to different posi3ons in 

space, thereby ‘scanning’ the objects in front of it. Among the suitable techniques for landslide 

monitoring, the TLS is one of the most generally applicable [46,47]. Moreover, it is characterised by 

lower instrumental accuracy compared to R-TS, but its surveys are very fast, efficient and precise. 

The high-density Point Clouds provided (per cm2) can be processed to dis3nguish vegeta3on 

from soil [16]. The three-dimensional modelling of complex areas is also possible, combining surveys 

from different scanning posi3ons [48]. 

The data used for this study were acquired by a Riegl Scan VZ-4000 Terrestrial Laser Scanner 

(TLS), posi3oned on the opposite slope at an average distance of approximately 800 metres (Figure 

3.2E). The high-speed, high-resolu3on 3D Laser Scanner RIEGL VZ-4000 has a range of over 4000 m 

and a field of view of 60° ver3cally and 360° horizontally. It uses an invisible laser beam for eye-safe 

opera3on within Laser Class 1. The main characteris3cs of the sensor are shown in Table 3.2. Seven 

main scans were carried out from 29 March 2016 to 16 June 2016, as listed in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.2. Characteris/cs of Laser Scanner RIEGL VZ-4000. 

Accuracy Precision 
Laser 

Wavelength 

Minimum 

Range 

Maximum 

Range 

Laser Beam 

Divergence 

Laser Beam 

Footprint 

15 mm 10 mm Near infrared 5 m 4000 m 0.15 mrad 
150 mm @ 

1000 m 
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Table 3.3. Scans carried out at the site of the PietrafiBa landslide during the period of interest. 

Month Number of Scans Dates 

March 1 29 March 2016 

April 3 

6 April 2016 

11 April 2016 

27 April 2016 

May 2 
4 May 2016 

30 May 2016 

The data obtained from the TLS scanning were used for the 3D modelling of the unstable slope 

surface and for the assessment of the volumetric differences related to the earth flow process by 

comparing several Point Clouds [49]. The analysis was carried out using the M3C2 plugin [50], which 

represents one of the main algorithms capable of producing distances directly between two Point 

Clouds implemented on Cloud Compare. Prior to the analysis using the M3C2 comparison algorithm, 

the Point Clouds were filtered by the presence of vegeta3on and aligned semi-automa3cally using the 

alignment tool on Cloud Compare (RMS error: 0.17). 

 

3.4.2 Satellite PhotoMonitoring Data and Analysis 

PhotoMonitoring is a new monitoring solu3on based on advanced digital image-processing 

algorithms that exploits the widespread use of op3cal/mul3spectral, hyperspectral and radar sensors 

worldwide to obtain informa3on on changes or displacements in the terrain [51]. Analyses can be 

carried out on datasets of images acquired from the same type of plamorm, over the same area of 

interest and at different 3mes, evalua3ng any varia3ons in radiometric characteris3cs (Change 

Detec3on) and/or displacements occurring in the 3me interval covered by the image acquisi3on. 

Generally, the Digital Image Correla3on (DIC) technique, which is an op3cal–numerical measurement 

technique, can provide full-field 2D and 3D displacements of any type of object surface (Figure 3.4) 

[32]. 
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Figure 3.4. Schema/sa/on of the DIC process. 

Recently, analyses based on DIC algorithms have been recognised as a powerful tool not only 

for measuring landslide displacements [52–54], but also for other monitoring applica3ons, such as 

assessing the stability of flanks of ac3ve volcanos [55], tracking the flow of a glacier [56] or assessing 

earthquake-induced displacement [57]. DIC displacement measurements can theore3cally provide a 

sub-pixel accuracy of approximately 1/50th of a pixel [58] under op3mal condi3ons, although 

problems linked to image orienta3on, co-registra3on, topographical distor3on, instrumental and 

atmospheric noise, temporal and spa3al decorrela3ons and co-registra3on errors represent 

limita3ons that do not always allow these accuracy values to be achieved [59]. Algorithms available 

to date allow analysis between two images as well as between several consecu3ve images (mul3-

master analysis). 

 

3.4.3 IRIS SoLware Analysis 

Satellite PhotoMonitoring analysis was performed using IRIS so]ware, developed by NHAZCA 

S.r.l., a start-up of the ‘Sapienza’ University of Rome, which enables Change Detec3on (CD) and Digital 

Image Correla3on (DIC), using various algorithms from the relevant literature and new algorithms 

developed specifically for this purpose. The Change Detec3on method implemented in the so]ware 

makes use of the Structural Similarity Index, an algorithm in which the measurement of image quality 

is based on an ini3al image taken as a reference. The method is used on a local scale, itera3vely 

assessing image similarity over a small subset of image pixels using a sliding window approach, which 

allows the automa3c iden3fica3on of por3ons of the scene where changes have occurred. The 

displacement analysis method implemented uses different types of algorithms that exploit different 

analysis techniques (feature tracking, template matching, phase correla3on algorithm). Displacement 

maps can be created through a single pair of images (single analysis approach) or through a stack of 
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images depic3ng the same area (mul3-master approach), which also permits the extrapola3on of 

displacement 3me series for areas or pixels. 

The analyses shown in this paper are based on high-resolu3on RapidEye satellite images, a 

constella3on of five iden3cal satellites owned and operated by Planet, launched on 29 August, 2008 

(h[ps://earth.esa.int/eogateway/catalog/rapideye-full-archive (accessed on 20 September 2022)). 

The sensors on the satellite plamorms of this constella3on produce images in five spectral bands (red, 

green, blue, red edge and near infrared), with a geometric resolu3on of 5 metres/pixel on 

orthorec3fied products. 

A synopsis of the dataset used is shown in Table 3.4, which provides a descrip3on of the 

characteris3cs and dates of image collec3on. 

Table 3.4. Image used for DIC analysis. 

Name Images Date 

3358114_2016-03-19_RE4_3A_Analy3c_SR_5 19 March, 2016 

3358114_2016-04-30_RE3_3A_Analy3c_SR_5 30 April, 2016 

In this case, the analysis was performed using the phase correla3on algorithm [60], which is 

based on a frequency domain representa3on of the data, usually calculated by means of fast Fourier 

transforms (FT), with a moving variable window that, in this case, was 8 pixels. This algorithm, the 

most commonly used, is based on the FT transla3on property, which states that a shi] of two relevant 

images in the spa3al domain is transformed in the frequency domain as phase differences. In the 

following equa3on, the func3ons 𝐹(𝑢, 𝑣) and 𝐺(𝑢, 𝑣) are the corresponding FT of 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) and 

𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦), which we assume are two image func3ons, and F−1 denotes the inverse FT. 

 

𝑃𝐶	 = 	𝐹!" 	0
𝐹(𝑢, 𝑣) ∗ 𝐺(𝑢, 𝑣)
|𝐹(𝑢, 𝑣) ∗ 𝐺(𝑢, 𝑣)|3 	= 		 𝐹

!"{𝑒𝑥𝑝	(−𝑖(𝑢𝛥𝑥 + 	𝑣𝛥𝑦))}														 
(

1) 

 

The images, a]er being downloaded, were imported in the IRIS processing so]ware. A]er the 

co-registra3on step, a landslide Region of Interest (ROI) was selected, and the analysis was started. 

 

 

 

  

https://earth.esa.int/eogateway/catalog/rapideye-full-archive
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3.5 Results 

 

3.5.1 R-TS Analysis 

Figure 3.5 shows the cumula3ve planimetric displacements of the benchmarks selected for 

the analysis at each sector during the observa3on period. 

 

Figure 3.5. (A) Distribu/on of the benchmarks along the slope. Basemap: orthophoto acquired during UAV survey in June 

2016. (B) Correla/on between planimetric displacement for selected targets and rainfall events: coloured lines represent 

the displacement cumula/ve /me series while ver/cal bars represent the daily rain data. 

Despite having different magnitudes, a common displacement trend was found for all 

benchmarks. The only excep3on is represented by benchmark 1, which is located on the le] side of 

the source area, close to the landslide boundary. This difference could be due to the different 

kinema3c behaviours of this area, where rota3onal sliding (i.e., retrogressive movements) is generally 

prevalent, unlike in the transla3onal areas. 

The maximum displacements recorded between 5 April 2016 and 31 May 2016 were ~4.5 m 

in Sector 2 and ~10 m in Sector 3, albeit with variable veloci3es. Significant accelera3ons were 

recorded a]er rainfall events. Figure 3.6B compares the cumula3ve displacement of the monitoring 

points, with rainfall data collected at the “San Lupo” rain gauge, managed by the Agrometeorological 

Center (Centro Agrometeorologico Regionale, C.A.R.) of the Campania Region, and located 9 km west 

at an eleva3on of 343 m a.s.l. The main accelera3ons occurred following the main rainy events of 23–

25 April 2016 (85.6 mm) and 14–20 May 2016 (96.2 mm). Table 3.5 summarises the varia3on in the 

average displacement rate measured in a 5-day range from 23 April 2016 for each benchmark (except 
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for benchmarks No. 1 and No. 5, as explained below), which contains con3nuous recordings for the 

whole period. 

Table 3.5. Displacement rates measured between 18–22 April (T1) and 23–27 April (T2). 

Benchmark 
Displacement Rate T1 

(m/day) 

Displacement Rate T2 

(m/day) 

2 <0.01 ~0.019 

3 <0.01 ~0.018 

4 <0.01 ~0.018 

6 ~0.01 ~0.011 

7 ~0.07 ~0.035 

8 ~0.06 ~0.028 

 

 

Figure 3.6. (A) LOS displacement map. The raster raw data (3 m/pixel) were resampled (1 m/pixel) only for visualisa/on 

purposes. Each pixel of the image shows the cumula/ve displacement recorded in 48 days of observa/on. Nega/ve and 

posi/ve values indicate movement towards and away from the instrument, respec/vely. The black line represents the 

landslide boundary. The dashed black line represents the Sector 3 boundary. Basemap: orthophoto acquired during UAV 

survey in June 2016. (B) Average displacement /me series for Sector 3 from 30 March 2016 to 17 May 2016. (C) Average 
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displacement /me series for Sector 3 from 21 April 2016 to 27 April 2016. The light-blue box represents the 23 April rainfall 

event. 

However, it should be noted that the irregular surface deforma3ons caused the 3l3ng of some 

op3cal prisms, affec3ng the measurements and resul3ng in a temporary rising-like trend of the 3me 

series. This is evident from the curve’s tail at benchmark 3 and parts of the benchmark 5 curve before 

and a]er the 23–25 April rainfall event. Because of the high displacement rate, benchmark 6 was not 

visible for several days and, subsequently, was completely lost. 

 

3.5.2 T-InSAR Analysis 

As shown in Figure 3.6A, the LOS cumula3ve displacement map obtained from the 

interferometric device highlights displacements of up to a maximum of 15 m on the le] side of Sector 

3 between 30 March 2016 and 18 May 2016. However, the average displacement of the en3re Sector 

3 was approximately 10 m. This value was computed from the average of the cumula3ve displacement 

recorded on each pixel of the map. The displacements mainly occurred along shear surfaces which 

border this area. No significant ac3vity was iden3fied at the le] side of the toe and outside the 

landslide perimeter. The average displacement 3me series (Figure 3.6B) of the whole sector indicates 

a constant progression of the landslide toe, with sudden accelera3ons in connec3on with rainfall 

events (e.g., 23 April rainfall event (Figure 3.6C)). The average displacement rate recorded was ~0.1 

m/day, whereas the maximum velocity was ~0.2 m/day on 25 April 2016. 

 

3.5.3 TLS Analysis 

Figure 3.7 shows the results of TLS scans (29 March 2016–27 April 2016) performed at the site 

of the Pietrafi[a earth flow. Considering that the ver3cal lowering and raising of the topographic 

surface are interpreted as the loss or gain and material, respec3vely, the colour map of Figure 3.7 

indicates a prevalent loss of material along the le] flank of the landslide, specifically at the border 

between Sectors 2 and 3, where the maximum varia3on reaches about −1 m. Despite having lower 

values, nega3ve varia3ons in eleva3on were also detected at the landslide head, connected with the 

retrogressive kinema3cs of this zone. 
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Figure 3.7. Ver/cal displacement map computed through 29 March 2016 and 27 April 2016 scans. The results are overlaid 

on the June 2018 3D model of the slope. Raising and lowering of the topographic surface are indicated with red and blue 

colours, respec/vely. 

Conversely, an increase in eleva3on of up to 2 m was assessed at the toe of the earth flow. It 

should be noted that this part of the landslide suffered significant material removals to maintain road 

circula3on. Therefore, the value gained of the increase in eleva3on is not fully representa3ve of the 

natural evolu3on of the phenomenon and is underes3mated. This underes3ma3on is confirmed by 

the volumetric analysis performed, which indicates a total mobilised volume deficit (nega3ve surface 

varia3on) of about 853 m3, between 29 March 2016 and 27 April 2016, and a total mobilised volume 

surplus (posi3ve surface varia3on) of about ~621 m3, providing a nega3ve volume balance of about 

−232 m3. This result can be explained by the removal of material from the toe. 

 

3.5.4 DIC Analysis 

As men3oned above, the deforma3on process of the Pietrafi[a landslide that occurred 

between March and April 2016 was studied using the DIC analysis of high-resolu3on RapidEye satellite 

images. Figure 3.8 presents the displacement map obtained, which shows that the most ac3ve areas 

during the period of interest were the transport zone and the toe of the landslide, located in Sectors 

2 and 3, respec3vely. The maximum measured displacement was about 4 metres. In contrast, no 

significant movements were detected in Sector 1. The prevailing direc3on of movement was along 
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the line of greatest slope, from north to south, corresponding to the strike–slip fault direc3on. The 

results obtained also iden3fy two zones—named “A” and “B”—which present different behaviours to 

the rest of the landslide body. 

 

Figure 3.8. Results obtained from Digital Image Correla/on (DIC) analysis. Displacement map projected on June 2016 

orthophoto. The raster raw data (5 m/pixel) were resampled (1 m/pixel) only for visualisa/on purposes. Each pixel of the 

image shows the displacement computed on variable window comparing master (19 March 2016) and slave image (30 

April 2016). 
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5. Discussion 

The analysis performed shows that the countless differences in terms of spa3al and temporal 

resolu3on of the employed sensors and the variability in magnitude and geometry of the 

displacements produce outcomes that are not always easy to compare, as shown in Figure 3.9. 

 

Figure 3.9. Summary and comparison of the monitoring results. ST: start-/me; ET: end-/me; TR: temporal resolu/on; SR: 

spa/al resolu/on. The R-TS spa/al resolu/on refers to the op/cal prisms dimension. The red, right-handed Cartesian axes 

and planes represent the direc/on and the field of displacements, respec/vely, to which the results refer. 
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The R-TS and T-InSAR monitoring allowed us to obtain high-frequency and accurate data to be 

used for both the understanding of middle- to long-term behaviour and the short-term emergency 

management and risk reduc3on of the landslide. They returned comparable displacement data within 

certain movement veloci3es. The average displacement computed from T-InSAR data for the whole 

of Sector 3 was about 10 m, with the maximum pixel-based values being measured up to 15 m. On 

the other hand, the cumula3ve displacements reached at R-TS benchmarks 7 and 8, located in the 

same sector, were about 10 m and 7 m, respec3vely (Figure 3.9). 

A qualita3ve comparison between R-TS and T-InSAR outputs was made, similar to that 

reported in [61], re-projec3ng R-TS data recorded at benchmark 7 alongside T-InSAR LOS. For this 

purpose, the pixel corresponding to the posi3on of the same benchmark within the LOS displacement 

map was selected and the rela3ve displacement 3me series was extracted. Similarly, the displacement 

3me series rela3ve to the whole of Sector 3 was obtained. Figure 3.10A shows the comparison made, 

indica3ng that, despite their different spa3al resolu3ons (i.e., the T-InSAR 3me series is representa3ve 

of a 3 m/pixel resolu3on, while the R-TS 3me series shows single-point detail), the deforma3on trends 

were coherent with external forcing. 

 

Figure 3.10. (A) Comparison between point-based displacement /me series and (B) point-based/area-based displacement 

/me series. 
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Although there were non-negligible intra-curve differences in terms of velocity, the cumula3ve 

displacements differed slightly and the overall trends were consistent; such a discrepancy is likely due 

to the intrinsic varie3es in the acquisi3on between the technologies (T-InSAR and R-TS). It is worth 

no3ng that, because of the presence of a larger number of pixels within Sector 3, the related area 

3me series has a smoother shape (Figure 3.10B), being a mean value of all the pixels selected. 

The displacement pa[erns recorded with both R-TS and T-InSAR are compa3ble with the 

values observed by several authors in the literature [24,28], who applied the same technologies for 

different earth flow monitoring tasks. In addi3on, the results of the present work show a clear 

correla3on between R-TS and T-InSAR displacement data regarding the recorded rainfall events 

(Figures 3.6 and 3.7), evidencing the key role of hydrologic force in these kinds of landslides [40]. 

T-InSAR displacement data between 21 and 22 April 2016 were also coherent with wire 

extensometer displacement data recorded in the same period at the site of the Pietrafi[a earth flow. 

This instrument, used at a seismic sta3on, was installed along the le] flank in Sector 3, in the context 

of the experiment conducted by [62], which aimed to demonstrate that, a]er 4–5 h of the night 

closure, the landslide movement stopped and then restarted simultaneously with the road day 

opening. This test proved that, even in the absence of rainfall events, the vibra3on induced by vehicle 

traffic acts as a trigger event of movement when geotechnical and geomorphological seongs create 

ideal condi3ons for slope failure. In this context, our study revealed that T-InSAR is able to detect the 

same effects induced by this process (Figure 3.11). These results demonstrate that, a]er data 

elabora3on and valida3on, an ac3ve remote sensing system located at an observed area distance of 

about 800 m with a coarse spa3al resolu3on (i.e., cross-range) allows the retrieval of a similar 

displacement pa[ern to the one recorded by a local contact sensor such as a wire-extensometer. In 

addi3on to the intrinsic differences between technologies, the temporal shi] visible in the curves is 

mainly linked to the different spa3al resolu3ons of the sensors used. In other words, the benchmark 

of the wire extensometer is representa3ve of a single point of displacement, while T-InSAR data are 

representa3ve of an area of about 10 m2. 
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Figure 3.11. Modified from [62]: correla/on between ar/ficial vibra/on generated by vehicular traffic and earth flow 

displacement between 16:00 (UTC +2) on 21 April 2016 and 00:00 (UTC +2) on 22 April 2016. The red line shows the 

displacement /me series extracted from pixels corresponding to wire extensometer posi/ons within T-InSAR LOS 

displacement map. 

The combina3on of the techniques discussed above, while allowing a comprehensive 

understanding of the event, did not provide a global knowledge of the process. The use of the TLS 

technique and Satellite DIC fit into this context and were applied to close the knowledge gap. Through 

the use of TLS data, it was possible to reconstruct the intensity of the process that occurred in the 

period of interest. In fact, TLS data, unlike T-InSAR and R-TS data, can provide 3D volumetric 

informa3on that is useful for understanding material discharge and sediment pulses. Between 29 

March 2016 and 27 April 2016, the volume of material involved was 852.86 m3 (as shown in Sec3on 

4.3). 

The displacement map obtained from the PhotoMonitoring analyses provided evidence that 

main movements were localised in Sector 2 and Sector 3 (Figure 3.8). As also reported in the literature 

[54,61,63], our work indicates that the displacements retrieved by this technique were 

underes3mated, although the results are consistent in terms of the direc3on and loca3on of the 

displacement when comparing the results obtained from T-InSAR and R-TS. The underes3ma3on is 

likely due to the low geometrical resolu3on of RapidEye images that are not able to catch complex 
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geomorphological features affec3ng the small size of the Pietrafi[a earth flow. Overall, the analysis 

was able to detect a maximum displacement of around 4 m. More accurate results could be achieved 

by overcoming the “Single-couple” approach and performing a mul3-master analysis [63], using Very 

High Resolu3on (VHR) images with a Ground Sampling Distance (GSD) of 5 metres. However, our 

solu3on indicates that the DIC analysis was able to achieve a precision of around 1/10th of a pixel, in 

accordance with the results of [52], which produced the same value employing op3cal and 

mul3spectral imagery. 

Despite the failure to fully detect the magnitude of the displacements that occurred, the 

results obtained from the PhotoMonitoring technique show some more deforma3ons of the 

Pietrafi[a earth flow that were not highlighted by T-InSAR and R-TS: (1) in Sector 2, an enlargement 

along the right flank (A in Figure 3.12) caused by the detachment of material from it, and (2) in Sector 

3, an expansion zone at the right part of the toe (B in Figure 3.12), although the la[er is an artefact 

due to the building of a drainage channel. 

 

Figure 3.12. Visual comparison of the orthophotos acquired before and aqer the period analysed with DIC (19 March 

2016–30 April 2016) confirmed the presence of two widening zones along the right flank of the earth flow. The dashed red 

line represents the earth flow boundary in February 2016. 

Since there are limited examples in the literature where remote sensing has been applied for 

the earth flow assessment, monitoring and possible failure 3me predic3on [12,24,28], this paper aims 
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to also provide the reader with a technical review of the most widely used methods in the field of 

engineering geology today, along with the most innova3ve methods which have shown the most 

promising results. As an example, the work carried out by Giordan et al. [24] focused on 

geomorphological long-term evolu3on (1954–2011) using aerial/satellite imagery, DEMs and 

topographic measurements, while Bardi et al. [29] manly focused on the role of T-InSAR during 

emergency monitoring. 

Although, of course, the integra3on of technologies is o]en the solu3on to be pursued, and 

this should be a focus of landslide science in the next years [64], an overview of the main features of 

monitoring techniques applied to earth flows is provided in Table 3.6, with ra3ngs based on the 

experiences of the members of this project during its conduc3on. Generally, it can be stated that, 

although T-InSAR has a high cost and involves complex deployment, it is able to reach a mm accuracy 

with very high temporal resolu3on and also allows emergency monitoring. In fact, in the present case 

study, the T-InSAR measurements detected a sudden accelera3on of earth flow induced by an intense 

rainfall event (Figure 3.7C). It must be pointed out, however, that T-InSAR was only able to monitor 

Sector 3 with adequate accuracy along the LOS (corresponding to the earth flow toe). 

 

Table 3.6. Overview of the main features of monitoring measurements carried out at the site of the PietrafiBa earth 

flow. The capability ra/ngs for each parameter on earth flow monitoring are given in parentheses. 

Techniques 
Accuracy 

Reached 

Spa3al 

Resolu3on 

Temporal 

Resolu3on 
Range Targets 

Presumed 

Cost 
Deployment 

R-TS 
mm 

(+) 

Measurements 

on prisms (−) 
1 h 

800 m 

(+) 

Yes 

(−) 
€€ Complex 

T-InSAR 
mm 

(+) 

8–10 m 

(−) 

5 min 

(+) 

800 m 

(+) 

No 

(+) 
€€€ Complex 

TLS cm 

10 

points/cm2 

(+) 

Weeks 
800 m 

(+) 

No 

(+) 
€€ Difficult 

DIC dm 5 m 
Months 

(−) 

km 

(+) 

No 

(+) 
€ 

No 

hardware 

required 
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R-TS measurements required the installa3on of prisms on the unstable slope but allowed us 

to extract 2D displacement measurements with a mm accuracy and adequate temporal resolu3on. 

Considering its use in earth flow processes, it is worth no3ng that the irregular surface deforma3ons 

could cause the 3l3ng and/or breaking of op3cal prisms, affec3ng the measurements, as happened 

in the present case. 

TLS provides data with very high spa3al resolu3on without using ground targets and can be 

effec3vely used to understand the amount of material mobilised using 3D volumetric informa3on. 

The results from the Pietrafi[a earth flow show that TLS monitoring, performed weekly, can provide 

useful data in terms of both ver3cal/horizontal deforma3on and the loss/gain of material for all the 

inves3gated sectors. 

DIC does not require physical tools in the field and can be used with satellite data acquired 

several kilometres away from the unstable slope. Despite its low cost, it can be useful for observing 

the earth flow process as a whole. In the case of the Pietrafi[a earth flow, due to the DIC results, 

some deforma3on processes were detected in areas that other techniques had failed to monitor (e.g., 

right flank, Figure 3.12). Overall, the algorithm used was able to detect a maximum displacement of 

around 4 m. Our work indicates that the displacements retrieved using this technique were 

underes3mated. 
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6. Conclusions 

The aims of this study were to characterise the ongoing gravita3onal process of the Pietrafi[a 

earth flow and derive insights into the performance of different remote sensing techniques for the 

purposes of earth flow knowledge, control and emergency monitoring. Specifically, TLS, R-TS, T-InSAR 

and DIC technologies were applied, thus allowing us to understand the capabili3es, peculiari3es and 

limita3ons of the different techniques used in order to understand and monitor earth flow 

phenomena. 

Taking into account the results achieved from each monitoring technique used, in the context 

of the present work, the following considera3ons can be made: 

• The results obtained from R-TS and T-InSAR were combined and compared in order to 

understand the deforma3on behaviour at different scales. This approach made it possible to 

observe that, despite the different resolu3ons of these techniques, the deforma3on trends 

recorded remained approximately consistent, with only the presence of differences mainly 

related to intrinsic acquisi3on inequali3es between the technologies. Both techniques were 

proven to be reliable tools for evalua3ng the evolu3on of earth flows, allowing their typical 

characteris3cs to be highlighted, such as slow, localised and persistent movements and 

sensi3vity to rainfall events (i.e., the varia3on of pore water pressure), resul3ng in the 

accelera3on or decelera3on of displacement rates. 

• Using the TLS measurements, it was possible to derive the volume of material that was 

mobilised during the period of maximum ac3vity; 

• The use of the DIC technique by means of satellite images made it possible to study the 

deforma3on behaviour as a whole; using this technique also allowed us to observe a 

deforma3on zone, in Sector 2, with a tendency for the landslide body to widen along the right 

flank. This aspect was not evidenced with the other techniques previously used. 

More generally, it has been shown that, when faced with a complex landslide, the synergic use 

of different monitoring techniques should be considered a standard approach in order to obtain a 

comprehensive understanding of the processes involved [64]. However, integrated approaches based 

on mul3-sensor data s3ll leave unresolved areas in applied research in earth flow monitoring today. 

For this reason, further studies are needed to broaden the experiences reported in this field and verify 

the considera3ons made.  
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Within this framework, the following general points should be inves3gated in greater detail in 

future works: 

• The design and use of new integrated monitoring points to be installed in the field (e.g., corner 

reflectors for T-InSAR equipped with op3cal prisms for R-TS) would make the monitoring 

network more efficient, providing addi3onal insights into measurement accuracies; 

• The use of orthophotos acquired from aerial plamorms (e.g., UAVs) on a weekly basis would 

provide high-spa3al- and temporal-resolu3on data that would cons3tute an excellent dataset 

for analysis using the DIC technique; 

• The use of increasingly automated systems that make it possible to fully exploit the poten3al 

of mul3-sensor monitoring should be recommended, with the help of cuong-edge techniques 

such as machine learning; 

• The dra]ing of shared guidelines and standards regarding the monitoring instrumenta3on and 

techniques to be used in earth flow situa3ons would lead to the spread of a set of best 

prac3ces and be[er use of the monitoring solu3ons available today.  
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4.1 Abstract 

Earth flows are complex geological processes that, when interac3ng with linear 

infrastructures, have the poten3al to cause significant damage. Consequently, conduc3ng 

comprehensive inves3ga3ons and con3nuous monitoring are becoming paramount in designing 

effec3ve mi3ga3on measures and ensuring sustainable risk management prac3ces. The use of digital 

image correla3on (DIC) algorithms for the displacement monitoring of earth flows is a rela3vely new 

and growing field with a limited number of dedicated works in the literature. Within this framework, 

the present paper contributes by evalua3ng DIC techniques at several earth flow sites. These 

assessments were founded upon data obtained from both low-cost and mul3-plamorm sensors, used 

to assess the displacement field, pinpoin3ng the most ac3ve sectors, and gauging their rates of 

movement during different kinema3c phases. In this regard, the highest localized movement 

veloci3es reached in the Pietrafi[a (0.01 m/day) and Grillo (0.63 m/day) earth flows experience 

different ongoing kinema3c processes. The versa3lity of these techniques is notable, manifes3ng in 

the ease of installa3on, cost-effec3veness, and adaptability to various plamorms. The proven reliability 
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in terms of maximum accuracy (1 pixel) and sensi3vity (0.05 m) lays the founda3on for the extensive 

use of the presented techniques. The amalgama3on of these a[ributes posi3ons DIC techniques as 

compe33ve, adaptable, and readily deployable tools in earth flow studies. 

 

4.2 Introduc6on 

Earth flows predominantly occur within clayey and structurally complex forma3ons [1–7]. 

When they interact with human-made structures, they can cause substan3al damage. This holds 

par3cularly true with linear infrastructures like highways, railways, and pipelines crossing inhabited 

hilly regions such as the Italian Apennines [8]. Implemen3ng mi3ga3on and stabiliza3on measures is 

o]en challenging due to their typical rheological and mechanical behaviors and their complex 

kinema3cs [9]. In this context, inves3ga3on and monitoring ac3vi3es play a pivotal role in designing 

effec3ve mi3ga3on strategies and, consequently, in sustainable risk management [10–12]. Despite 

this, only a few works in the literature focused on the cri3cal evalua3on of both conven3onal and 

innova3ve techniques for earth flow monitoring. As an example, the authors of [13] studied the 

geomorphological evolu3on of earth flow through a combina3on of monitoring techniques such as 

visual interpreta3on of aerial and satellite imagery, quan3ta3ve analysis of digital eleva3on models 

(DEMs), and three-dimensional topographic measurements using robo3c total sta3ons (RTSs). Also, 

the authors of [14] employed a Ground-Based Interferometric Synthe3c Aperture Radar (GB-InSAR) 

for risk management associated with an earth flow reac3va3on. Instead, the authors of [15] compared 

and combined data collected during different earth flow phases that occurred in 2016 in the site of 

Pietrafi[a using different ground-based remote sensors such as RTS, GB-InSAR, and Terrestrial Laser 

Scanners (TLSs), with the aim to derive insights into the performance of such techniques. In addi3on, 

the authors of [16] demonstrated the applicability of using global posi3oning system (GPS) techniques 

to determine the 3D coordinates of the moving points of an earth flow precisely.  

This scarcity may stem from the need to integrate mul3ple sensors to monitor the various 

factors influencing these complex processes, along with cost issues [17]. Although imaging techniques 

possess considerable poten3al benefits, the monitoring of earth flows near linear infrastructures 

remains a rela3vely nascent and evolving field, even in common prac3ce. In recent years, some 

analyses based on digital image correla3on (DIC) algorithms have been successfully employed for 

landslide assessment and monitoring [18–30], as well as for many other applica3ons in geosciences 

[31]. Applying these techniques requires careful considera3on of several factors, including selec3ng 
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appropriate processing algorithms, data calibra3on and valida3on, and integra3ng different data 

types. Furthermore, interpre3ng DIC data requires specialized knowledge and skills in the field of 

engineering geology. Given the complexi3es involved, comprehensively studying landslides is 

challenging and requires accurate imaging and modeling over 3me [32,33]. As indicated in [34], its 

overarching purpose is a pivotal determinant of the success of geotechnical monitoring. Three main 

monitoring categories are per3nent: knowledge monitoring, control monitoringand emergency 

monitoring. These classifica3ons can greatly assist in managing earth flow risk related to the presence 

of linear infrastructures. In all the aforemen3oned monitoring categories, DIC techniques are 

nowadays able to provide reliable data quickly, and, in specific cases, they can underpin the 

establishment of early warning systems (emergency monitoring) [35]. Such monitoring data can serve 

early warning purposes by iden3fying, for instance, displacement thresholds. 

The overall objec3ve of this work is to understand how modern digital image correla3on (DIC) 

techniques can be u3lized for the knowledge, control and emergency monitoring of earth flows while 

also conduc3ng an assessment and comparison with more conven3onal monitoring techniques. 

This study aims to present three examples of DIC monitoring applica3ons on two dis3nct case 

studies, namely the Pietrafi[a and Grillo earth flows, during three different 3meframes. For these 

studies, images were acquired from three different plamorms (a ground-based camera for Pietrafi[a 

and UAV and satellite images for Grillo) during specific periods of heightened earth flow ac3vity. 

However, unlike other methodologies, DIC analysis carried out with satellite images was only 

used for long-term cogni3ve monitoring in the absence of ancillary data. The specific objec3ves are 

as follows: 

• Evaluate the monitoring capabili3es of the DIC technique at the Pietrafi[a earth flow pilot site 

using low-cost ground-based sensors; 

•  Assess the monitoring capabili3es of the DIC technique at the Grillo earth flow pilot site using 

sensors installed on UAV plamorms; 

•  Perform a quan3ta3ve comparison with two classical monitoring techniques used at the pilot 

sites: the robo3c total sta3on survey (RTS) for Pietrafi[a and the global naviga3on satellite 

system (GNSS) for Grillo. This comparison will focus par3cularly on displacement field 

assessment, iden3fying the most ac3ve sectors, and measuring mo3on rates during various 

phases of the earth flow. 
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4.3 Case study sites 

This sec3on presents the study sites characterized by the presence of slope instabili3es and 

strategic road infrastructures. Ac3vi3es were carried out at two landslide sites within the Campania 

Region (Italy), known as Pietrafi[a and Grillo, situated in the provinces of Benevento and Avellino, 

respec3vely (Figure 1a). Both landslides can be classified as earth flows according to the well-known 

classifica3on in [36], owing to their characteris3c slow-moving and intermi[ent nature and the 

material involved. They mobilize clay-rich flysch forma3ons (late Cretaceous–Miocene), which are 

widespread in the southern Apennines [1]. 

 

Figure 4.1. a) General overview and loca/on of the earth flow study site. The PietrafiBa and Grillo earth flows are shown, 
with their topographical seyng in b) and d), and orthophotos in c) and e), respec/vely. PEF: PietrafiBa earth flow, GEF: 
Grillo earth flow, NR: na/onal road; RR: Reventa River; R: railway; CR: Cervaro River; TF: thrust fault; NF: normal fault; SSF: 
strike–slip fault; C-FOV: camera field of view; RoI: region of interest.  
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4.3.1 PietrafiPa Earth Flow 

The Pietrafi]a earth flow (41°13’13” N, 14°44’33” E) develops along the north-western slope 

of the Torre Palazzo hill, situated at eleva3ons ranging from 200 to 250 m a.s.l., on the southern side 

of the Reventa River Valley, with an average slope angle of about 16° (Figure. 4.1 b-d). The earth flow 

is located within an overthrust fault zone between the Flysch Rosso forma3on (FYR) and the Fragneto 

Monforte forma3on (UFM). These geological sequences consist of a complex alterna3on of clay, 

sandstone, and calcareous marl levels. The en3re extent of the earth flow spans approximately 250 

m, with a width varying from approximately 30 m at the middle channel to around 100 m at both the 

source and deposi3onal areas. Overall, it covers an area of about 10,000 m2; the es3mated thickness 

of the material involved is between 2 and 5 m. The volume mobilized during various reac3va3ons 

events is es3mated at around 300,000 m3. Its ac3ve bulging toe has repeatedly affected a segment of 

the na3onal road SS87, leading to several issues related to road asset management. The periods of 

greatest ac3vity were in 2015 and 2016 which led to the complete closure of the road. From 

November 2016 to July 2017, some provisional works were carried out to mi3gate the 

geomorphological risk. In par3cular, the earth flow toe was covered with a waterproof sheet and a 

drainage trench was dug at the middle of the slope. However, an intensive rainfall period - exacerbated 

by a rapid snow mel3ng event - leading at the beginning of March 2018 to the earth flow reac3va3on 

affec3ng more than half of the slope. The rainfall period is well evidenced by rainfall data collected at 

the “Torrecuso” rain gauge, managed by Centro Agrometeorologico Regionale (C.A.R.) of the 

Campania Region, located 3 km west and at the same eleva3on as the Pietrafi]a earth flow (Figure 

4.2). 
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Figure 4.2. “Torrecuso” rain gauge pluviogram.  

Pietrafi]a’s earth flow has been the subject of specific studies including the work [15], which 

aimed to study the process through remote sensing instruments and a mul3-sensor approach. The 

work carried out by the authors of [15] took into considera3on the period of ac3vity in 2016, 

exploi3ng different monitoring systems installed along the slope and combining the results of the 

different technologies. Thanks to this approach, the authors were able to fully understand the 

deforma3ve behaviour of earth flow in Pietrafi]a and the work presented here has taken advantage 

of this knowledge to study the period of ac3vity in March 2018. 

 

4.3.2 Grillo Earth Flow 

The Grillo earth flow (41°14ʹ32ʺN, 15°15ʹ51ʺE) is located along the southwestern slope at 

eleva3ons ranging from 350 to 500 m a.s.l, on the northern side of the Cervaro River Valley (Figure 

4.1 c-e), involving the Flysch of Faeto forma3on (FAE) terrain [37], which crops out with a calcareous–

clayey–marly member. The Flysch of Faeto is highly fractured and many springs, which are typically 

controlled by a local permeability contrast between clayey and fractured strata, are widespread in the 

area, especially in the upper part of the slope [38]. The earth flow body exhibits a stream bed incision 

that remains wet for a significant por3on of the year. Two ac3ve branches depart from the source 

area of the earth flow, with one of them being notably more pronounced, featuring a 130-metre-long 

transport zone, and a fan-shaped, bulging toe. Different from the transport and deposi3on zone—

where thrust and strike–slip faults are dominant—the source area is characterized by the presence of 

normal faults (Figure 4.3). In total, the Grillo earth flow, covers an area of approximately 20,000 m2 
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and is located in the proximity of the well-know Montaguto earth flow [13,38,39]. This la[er earth 

flow has experienced mul3ple reac3va3ons over the years, resul3ng in severe damage and 

disrup3ons to both the SS90 na3onal road and the strategic railway line connec3ng Benevento and 

Foggia towns [38]. Similarly, the Grillo earth flow affects the same linear infrastructures. During the 

monitoring campaign, rainfall data were collected from April 2022 to June 2023 at the “Orsara di 

Puglia” rain gauge, managed by the local Civil Protec3on. Currently, the SS90 na3onal road has been 

subjected to deforma3on due to the pressure exerted by the earth flow toe, whereas the railway line 

is presently safeguarded through the implementa3on of structural mi3ga3on works. These measures 

include the construc3on of pile bulkheads and retaining walls (Figure 4.1e). 

 

Figure 4.3. The red arrows highlight the segment of the main scarp generated by the presence of a normal fault-like 
structure. 

 

4.4 Materials and Methods 

This chapter presents the Remote Sensing instruments (§4.4.1) in terms of sensors and 

plamorms used in this study as well the techniques for data processing (§4.4.2) [40].  

The main tools used in the processing phases were the IRIS so]ware (version 1.17) [20], 

developed by NHAZCA S.r.l., for coregistra3on, mul3-master, single-pair DIC analysis, and genera3on 

of displacement maps and 3me series; the Agiso] Metashape (version 1.7.6) so]ware for the 

Structure from Mo3on (SfM) photogrammetric processing of Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) 
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imagery; and the QGIS so]ware (version 3.10.8) for Digital Surface Model (DSM) genera3on, 

computa3on of hillshades, and for all spa3al analyses. 

 

4.4.1 Remote Sensing Instruments and Data 

In this study, monitoring instruments and available data were selected based on their 

func3onal proper3es to ensure efficient performance in terms of spa3al, radiometric, spectral, and 

temporal resolu3on.  

With reference to the Pietrafi]a earth flow, the ini3al integrated monitoring system described 

by [15] was removed and only par3ally reac3vated—with a different configura3on—in July 2017 

(Figure 4.4a). Specifically, a ground-based rugged camera (72x300mm in size) equipped with a 1/2.9" 

progressive CMOS low-resolu3on sensor (2MP) and a 3.6mm focal length was securely installed on a 

stable pole situated on the le] flank of the earth flow (Figure 4.4b-c). Addi3onally, the Robo3c Total 

Sta3on (Topcon mod. PS-101)—previously located on the opposite slope [15]—was posi3oned on the 

right flank of the earth flow, looking at 11 reflectors strategically placed along the slope for loca3on 

(Figure 4.1d). The R-TS acquired data with a minimum resolu3on/accuracy of 1”. While the installa3on 

of these monitoring instruments—as already men3oned—occurred in July 2017, our data analysis 

was primarily centred on data acquired in March 2018. This 3meframe coincided with the landslide 

reac3va3on. The data obtained from the RTS were compared with those derived from the DIC analysis 

to evaluate the reliability of the technique. We employed the well-established Pearson correla3on 

method for this compara3ve analysis [41]. 
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Figure 4.4. a) Timeline of the new monitoring system. The shaded grey box represents the /meframe analysed. b) Loca/on 
of the ground-based camera and RTS captured from the opposite flank of the earth flow. c) Loca/on of RTS looking 
downhill. 

Regarding the employment of a UAS for the Grillo earth flow study, we used a DJI Phantom 4 

coupled with a D-RTK2 mobile sta3on. This drone was equipped with a 1-inch CMOS sensor (20 

megapixels) and a 24 mm focal length. The Real-Time Kinema3cs (RTK) system exhibited a remarkable 

posi3oning accuracy of 2 cm + 1 part per million (ppm) in both the ver3cal and horizontal dimensions. 

For georeferencing targets and monitoring ac3vi3es within the Grillo earth flow area, we employed 

an RTK-capable GNSS receiver (Topcon model HiPer SR) with 3.5 mm + 0.4 ppm and 3.0 mm + 0.1 

ppm ver3cal and horizontal precision, respec3vely. The data were acquired during a monitoring 

campaign that started in April 2022 through mul3-temporal UAS and GNSS acquisi3ons in RTK mode 

using self-made targets (Figure 4.5). Table 4.1 presents a synopsis of the surveys performed, offering 

a comprehensive summary of the acquired dataset. 
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Figure 4.5. a) An operator during GNSS-RTK data collec/on. b) A self-made GNSS target.  

 

Table 4.1. Timing of the mul/-temporal UAS and GNSS surveys performed at the Grillo earth flow.  

Date GNSS UAS 

12/04/2022  ✔ 

03/10/2022  ✔ 

01/12/2022 ✔ ✔ 

01/02/2023 ✔ ✔ 

22/03/2023 ✔ ✔ 

18/05/2023 ✔ ✔ 

Furthermore, with the aim of observing how the phenomenon evolved over a longer period, 

Google® satellite imagery was used to perform DIC analysis on the Grillo earth flow. A summary of 

the dataset is shown in Table 4.2.  

Table 4.2: Dataset for satellite DIC analysis at Grillo earth flow. 
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Date Satellite GSD (m) 

13/05/2009 GeoEye-1 0.41 

15/04/2013 WorldView-1 0.47 

01/11/2017 TripeSat-1 0.80 

14/06/2019 WorldView-2 0.46 

Table 4.3 summarizes the characteris3cs of the monitoring plamorms from which the data for 

the DIC technique were acquired. 

Table 4.3. Summary of the imaging plazorms used for the DIC technique. 

Plamorm Pole (ground-based) UAS Satellite 

Sensor 1/2.9" CMOS (2MP) 1" CMOS (20MP) 
various (depending on 

constella3on) 

Scenario Pietrafi]a earth flow Grillo earth flow Grillo earth flow 

Geometric resolu3on 10-63 cm 3 cm 30-100 cm 

Radiometric resolu3on 10-bit 12-bit various 

Spectral resolu3on low (RGB) low (RGB) low (RGB) 

Temporal resolu3on days–hours months years 

 

 

4.4.2 Imaging techniques for data processing 

For each study site, separate processing chains were created for the DIC techniques. To 

enhance clarity, these processing chains have been categorized into three main stages: Pre-

processing, Processing, and Post-processing (Figure 4.6). The analyses were carried out for a 2D 

monitoring of the slope surface; therefore, no volumetric studies were carried out because they were 

not in line with the objec3ve of the work. 
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Figure 4.6. General workflow for the instruments used. 

The analyses performed with the dataset obtained from the ground-based camera (for the 

Pietrafi]a earth flow) and those performed with the UAV dataset (for the Grillo earth flow) were then 

quan3ta3vely compared with the data obtained with other monitoring tools (RTS and GNSS, 

respec3vely). For the Grillo earth flow, in addi3on to the men3oned methods of analysis, it was 

necessary to use a dataset of satellite images with for long-term cogni3ve monitoring, which was 

previously performed for the Pietrafi]a earth flow [15]. These DIC analyses using satellite images 

were used for a qualita3ve purpose and the results were not quan3ta3vely compared with the other 

techniques. 

 

a) Analysis at the Pietrafi]a landslide 

For the Pietrafi]a earth flow, we commenced by co-registering the data acquired from the 

ground-based rugged camera. This co-registra3on process was undertaken as an ini3al step in the 

pre-processing stage. Subsequently, we computed the Ground Sampling Distance (GSD), which 

represents the distance, measured on the ground, between two adjacent pixel centres (Pre-

processing). The determina3on of GSD holds pivotal importance as it serves as a key parameter to be 

considered before star3ng any monitoring ac3vi3es. The GSD is calculated by taking into account the 

distance from the area of interest to the camera, along with the specific camera specifica3ons such 

as image and sensor widths, as well as the focal length. To clarify, it is worth no3ng that a larger GSD 

corresponds to a reduced spa3al resolu3on within the captured image, resul3ng in diminished 

visibility of finer details.  
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In this scenario, an average GSD value was determined, factoring in the distance arising from 

the camera's non-perpendicular alignment rela3ve to the Line of Sight (LoS) and this configura3on 

can significantly distort the pixel size. Unfortunately, in this case, the value of the angle of incidence 

was omi[ed from the GSD calcula3on due to obvious measurement problems. To solve this problem 

and correct the GSD value, iden3fiable points of known sizes within the image were used as 

benchmarks. 

To generate a displacement map, a mul3-master analysis based on the DIC algorithm was 

carried out. DIC is an op3cal numerical measurement technique that provides 2D surface deforma3on 

data through the comparison of co-registered digital images collected at different 3me points [42,43]. 

Displacement maps can be generated either by comparing a single pair of images taken before and 

a]er the deforma3on event (single analysis approach) or by u3lizing an image stack of the same area 

(mul3-master approach). The la[er approach allows for the extrapola3on of displacement 3me series 

for each selected pixel. The displacement analysis, performed to retrieve the movements that 

occurred at the Pietrafi]a earth flow, relies on the Phase Correla3on (PC) algorithm proposed in [44]. 

The PC algorithm is based on a frequency domain data representa3on, computed through fast 

Fourier transforms (FTs) employing a moving window. It leverages the FT transla3on property, wherein 

a spa3al domain shi] between two images manifests as phase differences in the frequency domain 

[15]. In Equa3on (1), the func3ons 𝐹(𝑢,𝑣) and 𝐺(𝑢,𝑣) represent the respec3ve FTs of  𝑓(𝑥,𝑦) 

and  𝑔(𝑥,𝑦), which we assume to be two image func3ons. The nota3on F−1 signifies the inverse FT. 

 

𝑃𝐶=𝐹−1 {𝐹(𝑢,𝑣)∗𝐺(𝑢,𝑣)|𝐹(𝑢,𝑣)∗𝐺(𝑢,𝑣)|}= 𝐹−1{𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑖(𝑢Δ𝑥+𝑣Δ𝑦))}  (1) 

 

It is worth no3ng that three different displacement analyses, designated as A, B, and C, were 

performed for this case study using the PC algorithm. The primary objec3ve was to evaluate varia3ons 

in the accuracy of image analysis in response to different temporal resolu3ons. In this regard, different 

moving windows sizes were used, and different approaches were tested as detailed in Table 4.4. 
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Table 4.4. Analysis performed for the PietrafiBa case study. Time span covered by analysis B and C refers to a single day 
(21 March 2018). Time is expressed as UTC +1. MM: mul/-master analysis; SA: single analysis. 

Analysis 

 A B C 

Time span covered 07.03.2018 – 31.03.2018 08:47 – 17:18 13:02 – 14:06 

Images processed 25 8 2 

Temporal resolu3on 1 day 1 hour 1 hour 

Approach MM MM SA 

Window size 64 pixel 8 pixel 8 pixel 

Considering the camera FOV, a]er the co-registra3on stage, a region of interest (RoI) was 

selected (Figure 1e) and the analysis was started (Processing). This was also to avoid the possible noise 

that could interfere with the analyses due to the presence of dense vegeta3on on the sides of the 

slope. 

Harnessing the intrinsic capability of DIC to quan3ta3vely measure deforma3ons that 

occurred between two or more sequen3ally acquired images, captured at different 3mes, we 

systema3cally extrapolated displacement 3me series for select deforming pixels, in order to assess 

their evolu3on over 3me (Post-processing). The verifica3on and valida3on of these 3me series were 

conducted with regard to the available ancillary data, primarily derived from the RTS. 

b) Analysis at the Grillo landslide 

With regard to the u3liza3on of Unmanned Aerial Systems (UASs) in the monitoring of the 

Grillo earth flow, we used the acquired aerial images to conduct photogrammetric processing through 

the well-known SfM technique [45]. The applica3on of SfM photogrammetry to UAS imagery 

represents an emerging methodology that ensures high spa3al resolu3on and flexible surveying 

periodicity, both of which are fundamental elements in earth flow monitoring [46–48]. Furthermore, 

UAS photogrammetry facilitates the mapping of remote and impervious areas [46,49,50].  

Subsequently, 3D topographic models were generated and accurately georeferenced, enabling 

the deriva3on of DSMs and consequently, the produc3on of hillshades at a resolu3on of 20 cm\pixel 

for each UAS campaign (Pre-processing). 

Following this stage, a mul3-master analysis, employing the PC algorithm, was used to 

generate a displacement map. This approach is similar to the methodology u3lized for the Pietrafi[a 

earth flow (Processing). In this case, a window size of 32 pixels was employed for the analysis. 
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Similarly, we extrapolated displacement 3me series for specific deforming pixels to evaluate 

their temporal evolu3on (Post-processing). As described above, these 3me series were compared and 

validated with the available ancillary data (GNSS receiver, Table 4.1). 

Moreover, Google® satellite imagery between 2009 and 2019 was exploited for image analysis. 

Firstly, we exclusively selected and exported images that contained well-known Ground Control Points 

(GCPs). Subsequently, these images were georeferenced using the coordinates of the reference points 

themselves (Pre-Processing). Furthermore, the selected images were co-registered to facilitate the 

customary mul3-master analysis u3lizing the Normalized Cross Correla3on (NCC) algorithm for the 

genera3on of the displacement map (Processing). Unlike the previously introduced PC algorithm, it is 

worth no3ng that the NCC operates directly within the spa3al domain of the data [51]. For each pixel 

of the master image, a Square Template Window (STW) is defined, and various parameters such as 

the number of pixels, mean, and standard devia3on are computed. Simultaneously, the search 

template, which shares the same size as the STW, is also moved within a defined search radius around 

each pixel of the secondary image, with similar parameters computed for this template. An itera3ve 

computa3on of the NCC value then allows us to iden3fy the op3mal correspondence correla3on 

surface. Mathema3cally, the NCC is defined as follows: 

 

                             𝑁𝐶𝐶 = 	 "
#
	∑ "

$!$"
	(𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) −	𝜇%)&,( (𝑡(𝑥, 𝑦) −	𝜇))            (2) 

       

where f and t are the primary and secondary images, respec3vely; n is the number of pixels in 

each template; μ is the mean; and σ is the standard devia3on. 

In addi3on, in this case, the displacement 3me series from pixels were also extrapolated (Post-

processing). 
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4.5 Results 

In this sec3on, we present the main outcomes obtained in both temporal (e.g., displacement 

3me series) and spa3al terms (e.g., displacement maps). Furthermore, whenever feasible, we 

conducted comparisons among different datasets origina3ng from the diverse monitoring 

instruments to validate the strength and direc3on of the linear rela3onship between the two 

quan3ta3ve variables, u3lizing the Pearson Correla3on Coefficient (r) [9]. 

 

4.5.1 Image analysis acquired by ground-based camera (PietrafiPa landslide) 

Due to the presence of a pole-mounted camera, ini3ally intended solely for visual inspec3on 

purposes, along with its op3mal configura3on in terms of distance and perspec3ve, we were able to 

generate detailed displacement maps and 3me series. Specifically, this setup enabled us to detect the 

main direc3on of displacement of the geomorphological process, which aligns approximately with the 

line of the maximum slope gradient and quan3fy its rate. 

Figure 4.7 shows the displacement map resul3ng from the image analysis A (in Table 4.4) with 

a daily image capture frequency. It should be noted that the earth flow involves a considerable sec3on 

of the slope with veloci3es that are notably higher in the inner part of the earth flow body and 

decreasing towards the edge and toe of the earth flow, closer to the road infrastructure. To validate 

displacement rates, we deployed a Robo3c Total Sta3on on the right flank of the earth flow looking 

at 11 reflectors placed along the slope. For this analysis, only reflector No. 3 was considered as it was 

located within the area covered by the visual beam (see Figure 1d for loca3on). The comparison of 

data shows a high correla3on in terms of direc3on (posi3ve) and strength (strong), with a Pearson 

Coefficient of r = 0.91 (chart in Figure 4.7). Importantly, the p-value is less than 0.05, confirming the 

sta3s3cal significance of the correla3on between these two variables. Moreover, the chart in Figure 

4.7 also compares the cumula3ve displacement of the monitoring point, with rainfall data collected 

at the “Torrecuso” rain gauge. The accelera3on trend dues to the rainy events of 11-22 March 2018 

(84.4 mm) is well evident.  
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Figure 4.7. Displacement map from image analysis (labelled A in Table 4.4) with a daily image frequency. The white circle 
represents the area of interest around reflector 3. The chart below shows the correla/on among displacement /me series 
derived from DIC analysis, Total Sta/on reflector No. 3 and rainfall data. 

We used hourly images to inves3gate the velocity rates achieved during periods characterized 

by high earth flow ac3vity. As shown in Figure 4.8, on March 21st, 2018, the earth flow exhibited a 

displacement of 18 cm in approximately 8.5 h, maintaining a constant velocity (R2 = 0,99) of about 2 

cm/h (i.e., moderate velocity according to [52]). Again, the displacement measurements were 

confirmed by comparisons with reflector (No. 3) sigh3ngs made by RTS. Addi3onally, Figure 4.9, 

displaying the displacement map obtained through a single analysis approach (u3lizing two images 

captured between 13:00 and 14:00), demonstrates the analysis's remarkable sensi3vity, capable of 

measuring approximately 5 cm of displacement within 1 h. This result aligns with RTS data, specifically 
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referencing benchmark 3, which underscores that the maximum displacement velocity on March 21, 

2018, was reached between 13:00 and 14:00. 

 

 

Figure 4.8. Displacement map from mul/-master analysis (labelled B in Table 4) with an hourly image frequency. The white 
circle represents the area of interest around reflector 3. The chart below shows the correla/on between displacement /me 
series derived from DIC analysis (in red) and Total Sta/on reflector No. 3 (in black).  
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Figure 4.9. Displacement map obtained through single analysis approach (labelled C in Table 4.4). The white circle 
represents the area of interest around reflector 3. 

 

4.5.2 Image analysis acquired by UAS camera (Grillo landslide) 

For the Grillo earth flow, an image analysis was carried out using accurate and georeferenced 

imagery generated through several UAS photogrammetric surveys. In contrast to the Pietrafi]a earth 

flow, the displacements observed in this case are presented from a top-down perspec3ve (zenithal 

view). Also, in this case study, the DIC techniques used enabled the iden3fica3on of the main 

displacement direc3on of the earth flow process and the localiza3on of its most ac3ve areas. The 

results show a heterogeneous displacement pa[ern characterized by localized reac3va3ons occurring 

along two main direc3ons (Figure 4.10). Addi3onally, these movements exhibited a "step-like" 

kinema3c, poten3ally indica3ve of impulsive responses to rainfall events. This trend was confirmed 

by the available rainfall data collected from April 2022 to June 2023 at the “Orsara di Puglia” rain 

gauge, managed by the Protezione Civile (Centro Funzionale Decentrato, C.F.D.) of the Puglia Region, 

located about 2 km east and at the same eleva3on as the Grillo earth flow (Figure 4.11). Although the 

distance is not negligible, it is considered to be acceptable given the unique availability of the 

instrument and the gentle terrain catchments of the area [53]. In addi3on, for the type of analysis 

performed, even small cumulate changes would be irrelevant. 

Furthermore, a reliability assessment of the measurements was carried out considering GNSS 

data for the targets placed on the ground (Figure 4.11). Since not all targets were placed and surveyed 

simultaneously with the UAS surveys, the reliability analysis was restricted to three specific targets 
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(No. 2, No. 3, and No. 4). Although the sample size was limited (n=4), the comparison shows a robust 

posi3ve correla3on in terms of direc3on (posi3ve) and strength (strong) with a Pearson Coefficient r 

= 0.99 for each of the targets. Given that the p-value is less than 0.05, we can conclude that the 

correla3on between these two variables holds sta3s3cal significance. The GNSS analysis for target No. 

2a is not present because, having been installed on 23 March, it was no longer found on 23 May, 

probably due to surface modifica3ons caused by the landslide process under considera3on (no data 

available). Regarding target No. 6, it is probable that the reference area experienced its maximum 

displacement before the installa3on of the target itself. In fact, the latest GNSS measurements validate 

the trend recorded through DIC, with comparable absolute displacements. Overall, the accuracy of 

the DIC analysis ranged from 0.2 to more than 1 m, namely from 1 pixel to more than 5 pixels. 

 

Figure 4.10. Displacement map obtained from UAS hillshade DIC analysis. The numbered black dots represent the posi/on 
of the GNSS targets. 
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Figure 4.11. Time series from DIC and GNSS analyses using UAS imagery of Grillo earth flow. Each shaded blue ver/cal bar 
represents the rain fall in three months from April 2022 to June 2023. 

 

4.5.3 Image analysis acquired by satellite camera (Grillo landslide) 

A further analysis was conducted using op3cal Google® satellite imagery for the Grillo earth 

flow. As previously men3oned with regard to UAS imagery, the displacements detected are presented 

in an overhead perspec3ve (zenithal view.). The employed DIC techniques provided sufficient detail 

to discern the main direc3on of movement in the geomorphological process and iden3fy the most 

ac3ve areas (Figure 4.12). The results confirmed the heterogeneous displacement pa[ern observed 

earlier using UAS imagery, with localized unstable areas along two primary direc3ons. The 

displacement observed at the source area (Area of Interest) can be a[ributed to a retrogressive 

kinema3c process (Figure 4.12). This can be currently witnessed by the presence of grabens, scarps, 

and back-3lted surfaces mainly linked to normal fault-like structures in the source area. These 

extensive kinema3c elements cause an upstream widening of the earth flow resul3ng in a movement 

inverse to the “natural direc3on” (i.e., downstream) in the DIC analysis. 
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Figure 4.12. Displacement map from an image analysis using satellite imagery of the Grillo earth flow. The black circle 
represents the area of interest. The arrows represent the main displacement direc/ons. 
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4.6 Discussion 

The results presented above appear promising for all configura3ons adopted (e.g., the various 

plamorms), but their poten3al and limita3ons s3ll warrant further inves3ga3on. Nevertheless, the 

u3liza3on of DIC techniques is steadily gaining popularity as the method for data acquisi3on and 

processing. The necessary setup is o]en cost-effec3ve and straighmorward to install, enabling the 

acquisi3on of substan3al amounts of data across diverse environments with minimal efforts. With 

regard to the Pietrafi[a earth flow, due to the op3mal configura3on in terms of distance and 

perspec3ve of the pole-mounted camera, we were able to generate detailed displacement maps and 

3me series. This allowed us to discern the main displacement direc3on of the geomorphological 

process—approximately aligned with the maximum slope gradient—and to quan3fy its rate. 

Furthermore, when comparing the displacement rates with the data obtained from reflectors sighted 

by an independent RTS, we observed a close correla3on in terms of both direc3on (posi3ve) and 

strength (strong). However, it is important to note that this comparison was made on the horizontal 

component measured by the RTS, which is the component most perpendicular to the image plane. 

This choice was made to ensure maximum comparability. This aspect is of par3cular significance in 

imaging since post-processing s3ll requires complex steps, including georeferencing, georec3fica3on, 

and feature tracking. These steps are necessary to transform oblique images into meaningful data for 

quan3ta3ve analysis (e.g., velocity rates). In this regard, several a[empts have been made, and today, 

there are some free and open-source applica3ons available to overcome these obstacles [54,55]. 

Furthermore, looking ahead to future monitoring campaigns, par3cular a[en3on must be paid to 

achieving the op3mal geometric configura3on for measuring the intended movement while also 

keeping factors such as the angle of incidence and posi3on of the camera in rela3on to the monitoring 

target under control. However, this is not always possible and there are cases where the distance 

between the object and the sensor, as well as its GSD, may increase or may not be in the op3mal 

configura3on. In these cases, it may be advantageous to use higher-resolu3on cameras, such as 

gigapixel or depth cameras [56].  

In reference to the Grillo earth flow, which was analyzed using images acquired by a UAS, a 

cri3cal aspect lies in the precise determina3on of the image capture point due to the u3liza3on of an 

aerial plamorm. This specific configura3on granted us a comprehensive, bird’s-eye view of the en3re 

earth flow kinema3cs. In the author’s perspec3ve, when dealing with landslides of this type, 

specifically earth flows, this vantage point represents the op3mal approach for genera3ng a 
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comprehensive map of the unstable sectors and their respec3ve displacements. Regarding the 3ming 

of these acquisi3ons, there are two factors to consider: (a)the extreme versa3lity of the acquisi3on 

technique (survey through a drone) permits us to adjust—increasing or decreasing—the frequency 

of data collec3on in accordance with the evolving state of the geomorphological process; (b)the 

necessity for a well-trained team and physical accessibility to the inves3ga3on site can influence the 

planning and execu3on of these acquisi3ons. The incorpora3on of ground-based targets for 

georeferencing significantly facilitated data processing and analysis while enhancing their overall 

reliability. However, even in the absence of georeferenced data, UAS surveys, when coupled with DIC 

processing, s3ll enable us to ini3ate the mapping and monitoring of earth flows, even when other 

sources of informa3on and control monitoring are unavailable. The analysis of satellite imagery of the 

Grillo earth flow provided us with a general understanding of the evolu3on of the geomorphological 

process over the past decade, thereby facilita3ng knowledge monitoring. Although the absence of 

ancillary data from conven3onal monitoring techniques did not allow a quan3ta3ve assessment of 

the displacement values, our analysis confirmed the poten3ality to derive surface displacement data 

from Google® Earth images [57], especially for a knowledge monitoring of an earth flow. This 

applica3on could be u3lized to obtain very high geometric resolu3on (i.e., GSD) satellite imagery 

easily [58]; however, when conduc3ng DIC analyses for processes characterized by high seasonality, 

especially those occurring within rela3vely vegetated areas, it is advisable to avoid using op3cal 

images, be they satellite based or otherwise. This is because changes in vegeta3on can introduce a 

mul3tude of processing errors. In such cases, it is recommended to employ hillshade products 

instead.  

Moreover, the results and interpreta3on of monitoring ac3vi3es carried out at the two study 

sites allowed us to observe the typical earth flow ac3vity: slow localized movements (e.g., Grillo earth 

flow) and surging events (e.g., Pietrafi[a earth flow) [52].  

The key role of the hydrologic forcing on earth flow movement velocity was demonstrated at 

the Pietrafi[a study site: the intensive rainfall period of January–March 2018 and the snow mel3ng 

that occurred at the end of February 2018, increasing the pore-water pressure causing a fluidiza3on 

of the earth flow material and resul3ng in a surge event. In this phase, the highest localized movement 

velocity reached was about 0.63 m/day. This value is consistent with other earth flow surge speeds in 

the literature [38,59]. Meanwhile, the distribu3on of the displacement and average velocity observed 

along the longitudinal axis of the right branch of the Grillo earth flow proved the importance of the 

basal slip-surface geometry [60] on earth flow ac3vity, expressed as the rela3onship between 
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morphological structures and velocity distribu3ons. Indeed, as observed in Figure 4.10, the highest 

displacement rates were measured where the flow movement was bounded by normal and strike–

slip faults, whereas the lowest veloci3es were measured where thrust faults were present (Figure 

4.1e). As reported in [60], extensional and compression structures could be associated with risers and 

treads, respec3vely, in the basal slip surface. 

To contextualize the contribu3on of our study and, therefore, of DIC techniques within 

geotechnical monitoring, with a specific focus on monitoring earth flows facing linear infrastructures, 

Figure 4.13 shows the applica3on domains of the monitoring techniques used in this study and 

presented using the classifica3on proposed in [34]. Considering the three main monitoring categories 

proposed, namely knowledge, control, and emergency monitoring, and drawing insights from our 

prac3cal field experiences (indicated by colored dots in Figure 4.13), the u3liza3on of the DIC has 

been generalized (represented by colored areas in Figure 4.13) based on the specific plamorm used 

and its general purpose. 

 

Figure 4.13. Usage domains of the presented monitoring techniques on a space–/me chart based on the used plazorms 
(red: ground-based camera; green: UAS camera; blue: satellite camera). The boxes indicate the different types of 
geotechnical monitoring: knowledge, control, and emergency monitoring (modified from [34]). 

For example, ground-based cameras, such as the one used in the Pietrafi]a earth flow, 

demonstrated great poten3al in emergency and, par3ally, control monitoring. Cameras mounted on 

drones (UASs), as in the case of the Grillo earth flow, give a great advantage, especially for control 
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monitoring. Satellite images, such as those employed for the Grillo earth flow, seem to be crucial for 

knowledge monitoring. 

 

4.6 Conclusions 

The present study has examined the use of digital image correla3on (DIC) for the 

displacement monitoring of earth flows by presen3ng the outcomes from the evalua3on and 

comparison of dis3nc3ve techniques for three different study sites in the Pietrafi[a and Grillo 

earth flows. Based on the results presented in this study and considering the main poten3ali3es 

of the DIC techniques that have emerged from this research, the following general considera3ons 

can be made:  

• The spa3ally con3nuous coverage, given by the DIC technique, affords the opportunity to 

perform monitoring with clear, prac3cal advantages. Indeed, this approach enables us to (i) 

comprehensively cover large areas, thereby avoiding the risk of underes3ma3ng 

geomorphological processes; (ii) increase the sta3s3cal robustness of the acquired data; and 

(iii) iden3fy the most ac3ve sectors and their rates of movement. These aspects are 

par3cularly relevant when monitoring complex kinema3c phenomena like earth flows. 

• The versa3lity of DIC, in terms of the facility of the installa3on of sensors, cost-effec3veness, 

and compa3bility with various plamorms, makes this technique a compe33ve, adaptable, and 

ready-to-use solu3on. This versa3lity holds significant importance in the field of geotechnical 

asset management (GAM).  

• The proven reliability in terms of both accuracy (e.g., high correla3on with RTS; r = 0.91) and 

sensi3vity (ability to measure approximately 5 cm of displacement within 1 h) lays the 

founda3on for extensive use of the DIC techniques presented so far. Furthermore, through 

future developments, e.g., involving the automa3on of analyses, the DIC could easily be 

implemented as a technique underlying early warning systems (EWS).  

In the view and opinion of the authors, the most appropriate way to quan3ta3vely monitor 

earth flows in the case of control monitoring is to use the DIC from UAS data and through hillshades 

for several reasons: (i) they are not subject to varia3ons in vegeta3on; (ii) due to the high resolu3on, 

it is possible to also iden3fy localized displacements without running the risk of ambiguity; and (iii) 

low cost of realiza3on. For con3nuous and emergency monitoring, the most effec3ve way to 
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quan3ta3vely monitor the earth flow is to use low-cost ground-based cameras that maintain a good 

cost–benefit ra3o.  

Although it has been shown that the techniques used, with their different configura3ons and 

acquisi3on plamorms, can be immediately exploited for the above-men3oned purposes, their actual 

benefit will only materialize once some of the main limita3ons, which also emerged in our work, have 

been addressed. For example, with regard to ground-based cameras, great care should be paid to 

achieving the op3mal geometric configura3on for measuring the intended movement while also 

maintaining the angle of incidence and posi3on of the camera in rela3on to the targets. 

Finally, from our perspec3ve, the revised ra3ng presented in Figure 13 and a focus on imaging 

(DIC) could be very useful for the risk management of earth flows in the presence of linear 

infrastructures. 
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5.1 Abstract 

This study explores the innova3ve use of Digital Image Processing (DIP) techniques, also 

named PhotoMonitoring, to the monitoring the triggering condi3on of shallow landslide. The 

approach, based on the combina3on of Op3cal and Infrared Thermographic imaging (IRT), is applied 

to a laboratory-scaled slope, reconstructed in a flume test apparatus. Three experiments were 

conducted to replicate rainfall-induced shallow landslide, applying Change Detec3on and Digital 

Image Correla3on analysis to both op3cal and thermal images. The method combines IRT's ability to 

measure ground surface temperature changes with DIP's capacity to track movement and 

displacement. Results showed the high reliability of the displacement 3me-series obtained through 

IRT-DIP with respect to the reference Op3cal-DIP. IRT-DIP technique also detect anomaly signals two 

minutes before the landslide occurrence that can be regarded as a possible failure precursor. The 
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study tes3fies to the poten3al of PhotoMonitoring as a remote sensing technique, demonstra3ng the 

ability of DIP to capture the dynamics of shallow landslides, as well as the advantages of Op3cal-IRT 

combina3ons to follow slope deforma3on processes during night-3me. This approach, if scaled to real 

scenarios, could contribute to a be[er understanding of the behaviour of landslides, improving 

strategies for landslide monitoring and thus promo3ng more effec3ve Early Warning Systems (EWS). 

 

5.2 Introduc6on 

The ability to detect early evidence of incipient slope instabili3es from contact and remote 

monitoring is one of the main challenges for engineering geologist and geotechnical engineers. 

Landslide monitoring is the most cost-effec3ve way to minimise the direct [1] and indirect [2] 

consequences of landslides [3,4]. Their mi3ga3on passes through the understanding of their 

predisposing, preparatory and triggering factors [5] and the ability to monitor their evolu3on in 

advance with respect to their characteris3c deforma3ve behaviour.  

Given the large number of landslides, the full monitorability of landslide result as an op3mis3c 

mirage, as well as only some of the broad spectrum of failure mechanisms can be adequately 

monitored for early warning purposes [4]. In this sense, the use of alterna3ve and cost-effec3ve 

solu3ons for landslides monitoring is crucial, especially for areal distributed scenarios of ground 

failures, like the one posed by prolonged intense rainfall events or impulsive episodes. This type of 

landslide are mainly shallow and featured by reduced volumes, however are o]en causes of extensive 

damage to infrastructure and human casual3es in many mountainous regions of the world [6].  

In situ monitoring techniques are generally not suitable for wide area monitoring, while 

Remote-sensing techniques (RSTs) offer a systema3c and synop3c view of the ground surface at 

various scales [7]. 

In this sense, RST fit the requirements for a proper monitoring for some typical hazard 

scenarios, especially in terms of kinema3c features and extent of the areas of interest, where several 

and concomitant shallow landslides clustered within small catchment (e.g., rainfall-induced landslide 

scenarios). The la[er can be nowadays detected and monitored thanks to the rapid growth and 

development of technologies and computa3onal resources and algorithms [3,8]. Despite this, cost-

effec3ve, distributed ground-based monitoring solu3ons, integra3ve with aerial or satellite ones, 

must be taken into account to maximize the monitoring poten3al and the ability to collect reliable 
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informa3on on slope processes. For this reason, the use of less expensive tools for a long-term 

monitoring ac3vity is a strategy that the scien3fic community is pursuing in order to increase the 

likelihood of effec3vely monitoring any poten3al ac3va3on. 

In recent years, Digital Image Processing (DIP), also called PhtoMonitoring, has gained trac3on 

in various engineering geology applica3ons, evidenced by a growing in literature [9–12]. DIP is 

characterised by its adaptability, par3cularly in contrast to resource-intensive in-situ methods. 

Advancements in camera technology and customized algorithms have made DIP techniques like 

Digital Image Correla3on (DIC) and Change Detec3on (CD) increasingly appealing [13,14]. DIP offers 

the chance to extract data from images captured at different 3mes and from different types of 

plamorm, allowing quan3ta3ve assessments of changes and movements within a scene [11]. These 

techniques produce displacement field maps (DIC) and change field maps (CD) with an accuracy that 

is linked to the image resolu3ons (spa3al, temporal and radiometric). 

Another RST that has experienced a large number of applica3ons in various fields of 

engineering geology in recent years is InfraRed Thermography (IRT) imagery. The adaptability and 

skills of this method allow the use which has been tried and tested in recent years, for volcanic 

surveillance [15,16], geothermal [17–19], archaeological [20], and civil engineering [21,22]. Growing 

are the applica3ons for engineering geological purposes, spanning from in-situ laboratory tests 

[23,24], sinkhole detec3on [25], or large-scale monitoring of rock slope instabili3es (e.g., [24,26–33]) 

but the applica3on of IRT for quan3ta3ve monitoring of rain-triggered shallow landslide is rarely in 

the literature [32].  

The primary aim of this research is to evaluate the u3lity of Digital Image Processing (DIP) 

techniques, specifically when applied to infrared thermography (IRT-DIP) data, in the context of rain-

triggered shallow landslides. While the use of IRT-DIP has been emerging in laboratory seongs, 

primarily for assessing jointed rock behaviour under concentrated load [34], its applica3on to shallow 

landslides triggered by rainfall and the detec3on of early subsidence or precursor signals is an area 

that remains rela3vely unexplored in the exis3ng literature. 

To inves3gate this novel approach, three laboratory-scale experiments were conducted using 

a flume test apparatus, replica3ng an analogue model of a rain-induced earth slope failure. Given the 

intricate nature of this subject and the mul3tude of variables involved, we sought to replicate and 

monitor rain-triggered shallow landslides using a combina3on of contact and remote sensing 

techniques within a controlled laboratory environment. This experimental configura3on allowed us 

to recreate the landslide process under controlled condi3ons, including specific physical parameters, 
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slope geometry, dimensions, and trigger intensity [35,36]. The applica3on, and this experimental 

setup, allows combining the capability of IRT imaging, which can be used to measure the rela3ve 

difference in land surface temperature (LST) [37], with the ability to obtain displacement and velocity 

informa3on, together with changes maps offered by DIP techniques.  

The specific objec3ves are as follows: 

• To assess the reliability, poten3al, and capabili3es of Op3cal and IRT-DIP techniques as an 

innova3ve method for monitoring shallow landslides triggered by rainfall, using RGB op3cal 

images extracted from digital videos and InfraRed thermal images. 

• To study the deforma3ve behaviour of shallow landslides, reproducing it in the laboratory 

using flume test analogic apparatus,  

• To deepen the understanding of the behaviour of earth slopes involved in shallow landslide 

processes, iden3fying poten3al precursors of slope failures. 

 

5.3 Materials and Methods 

To test the suitability of DIP techniques for detec3ng incipient failures for shallow landslides 

mechanism and analyse poten3al precursor signals of an incipient instability, a suite of laboratory 

experiments was conducted using a flume test apparatus able to reproduce triggering condi3ons of 

earth landslides under scaled condi3ons [38]. 

 

5.3.1 Descrip<ons of experimental Set-Up 

The experimental set-up is composed of a rectangular sloping flume apparatus 100 cm long, 

60 cm wide, and 20 cm high, filled with a granular soil mixture collected from the Cinque Terre field 

laboratory [39]. Both sides of the metallic framework were made of thick plexiglass to allow the visual 

observa3on of the weong and triggering processes along the lateral soil sec3on. To ensure basal 

fric3on between the soil par3cles and the base of the flume apparatus and avoid generalized 

displacement of the filling material, a rough plas3c panel was applied. A s3ff permeable barrier was 

fixed in front of the soil to contain it a]er the failure (Figure 5.1). 

The soil material used for the experiments was composed of silty gravel (GM according to the 

Unified Soil Classifica3on System -USCS), i.e., composed of more than 50 % of gravel with a range of 
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11 % - 25 % of silty fine (ML according to Casagrande Plas3city Chart) and recons3tuted at the site 

density according to the in-situ natural bulk density, equal to 14.6 ± 1.05 kN/m3. The granular soil 

mixture has been posed on a squared box by overlaying four compacted layers 4 cm thick parallel to 

the flume base. Given the fixed rectangular geometry, the soil weight required to fill that volume was 

calculated considering also the fixed ini3al water content. Finally, a wedge-shaped slope was created 

in the termina3on of the material. Three different tests were conducted with soil ini3al water content 

(w0) of 9 % (T1), 14 % (T2) and 16 % (T3). Soil water content was imposed before placing the soil into 

the flume, by weong a specific quan3ty of oven-dried soil with the amount of water needed to reach 

the desired ini3al water content value. A]er, the soil was set into the flume and the water content 

was checked by sampling the soil at different points.To ar3ficially reproduce the rainfall process, two 

sprinklers consis3ng of individual nozzles were placed at a height of 3 m from the flume, at a distance 

such that the free surface was evenly we[ed, and the raindrop size and impact energy distribu3on 

was consistent with the scale of the experiment. To ensure the correct func3oning of the system, the 

supplied water pressure has been kept constant at 3.2 bar, resul3ng in a steady rainfall input of 

approximately 1mm/min.  

 

 

Figure 5.1. Above) Sketch of the equipment for monitoring slope instability phenomena; Below) different stages of 
prepara/on of the for the flume test equipment. 
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5.3.2. Descrip<on of sensors 

During experiments, a video camera was used to monitor the 3me occurrence and loca3on of 

failure ini3a3on, while concurrent thermographic acquisi3ons were carried out every 30 sec to frame 

surface temperature evolu3on during the ar3ficial rainfall event. For this work, a Canon PowerShot 

SX730 HS and a FLIR T840 model, IRT imaging camera were used, both installed on a fixed tripod at 

2.40 meters from the flume. The two cameras were installed at the front of the experimental channel, 

to have the same viewpoint. The characteris3cs of the cameras are shown in Table 5.1 below. 

Table 5.1. a) technical specifica/ons of the FLIR Thermal Camera; b) Technical specifica/ons of the Op/cal camera. 

a) 

Monitoring Tool Specifica3ons 

 

FLIR T840 

 

IR Resolu3on: 
464 x 348 (161,472 

pixels) 

Accuracy: 
±2°C (±3.6°F) or ±2% of 

reading 

Thermal 

Sensi3vity/NETD: 

<30 mK at 30°C (42° 

lens) 

Object Temperature 

Range: 

-20°C to 1500°C (-4°F to 

2732°F) 

Spectral Range: 7.5 - 14.0 µm 

Lens: 24° 

b) 

Monitoring Tool Specifica3ons 

 

Canon PowerShot SX730 

HS 

Sensor Type: 1/2.3 CMOS 

Sensor Resolu3on: 20 Mpx 

Focal Length: 4.3 – 172.0 mm 

Zoom: Op3cal 40x 

Movies Resolu3on: 

(Full HD) 1920 x 1080, 59.94 / 

29.97 fps 

(HD) 1280 x 720, 29.97 fps 

(L) 640 x 480, 29.97 fps 
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An infrared thermal camera typically consists of an op3cal system, a detector, and a signal 

processor. The principle of InfraRed Thermography (IRT) relies on the acquisi3on of energy reflected 

by an object in the InfraRed band of the electromagne3c spectrum, and on the conversion of such 

energy in temperature according to the Stephan-Boltzmann “black-body” law, given a specific 

emissivity [40]. The phenomenon is known as "thermal radia3on," which can be detected from a 

distance and used to measure the radiant temperature of the analysed environment [41]. In the 

electromagne3c spectrum, infrared (IR) occupies a posi3on between visible light and microwaves. 

The infrared band extends from approximately 430 MHz (with a wavelength of about 0.7 μm) to 300 

GHz (with a wavelength of about 103 μm). This band can be divided into several sub-bands: near-

infrared (with wavelengths between 0.7 and 1 μm), short-wave infrared (between 1 and 3 μm), mid-

wave infrared (between 3 and 5 μm), and long-wave infrared (between 8 and 14 μm). Unlike visible 

light, infrared wavelengths are longer, making this radia3on generally invisible to the human eye. 

However, it can be detected using specifically designed sensors, such as infrared thermal cameras. In 

a thermal image, a false-colour scale is used to represent the temperature of each pixel. The 

temperature of each pixel is based on the infrared radiance detected in the area under considera3on. 

Different temperature values are then mapped to different colours, crea3ng a visual representa3on 

of the thermal profile of the object under examina3on.  

The emissivity value of soil was evaluated a priori adop3ng a standard reference method with 

the use of reference material with a known emissivity (ISO 18434-1). Reflected apparent temperature 

was realised using a reflector method, according to the ISO standard, availing of aluminium foil and 

seong an emissivity equal to one and a distance between the camera and the monitored object to 

zero. 

The use of video footage to acquire high sampling rate op3cal data and study very rapid 

processes with a PhotoMonitoring approach has shown encouraging results in some applica3ons for 

the dynamic study of structures [42]. This applica3on could also be used to study processes such as 

rainfall triggering landslides. In this work, the same principle shown by [42]was used, i.e. recording a 

video from a fixed posi3on in order to acquire high-frequency op3cal data during experimental flume 

tests.  

Video recording during the analogue laboratory tests was performed using a Canon PowerShot 

SX730 HS camera, mounted on a tripod at 2.40 metres from the flume test as shown in figure 5.1. The 

video camera was programmed to acquire an image at a frequency of 30 Hz, that is 30 frames per 
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second and in Full HD resolu3on (1920 x 1080). The characteris3cs of the video camera are shown in 

Table 5.1. 

 

5.3.3. Remote Sensing Technique (RTS) 

 

5.3.3.1. Principles of PhotoMonitoring 

PhotoMonitoring is an innova3ve monitoring solu3on that u3lizes advanced digital image 

processing algorithms to harness the extensive u3liza3on of op3cal/mul3spectral, hyperspectral, and 

radar sensors on a global scale [12]. By employing digital image processing techniques, 

PhotoMonitoring enables the extrac3on of considerable change informa3on (Change Detec3on) and 

or analysis of displacement of target object in two (or more) pictures (Digital Image Correla3on) 

(Figure 5.2).  

 

Figure 5.2 A conceptual scheme illustra/ng the process of digital image correla/on analysis (DIC) is presented. This 
analysis involves comparing two images of the same scenario, one as a Reference image and the other one as a Deformed 
image, captured at two dis/nct /me points, denoted as t0 and t0+Δt, respec/vely (with Δt determined based on the 
temporal resolu/on needed to monitor the event). The result is a displacement vector map within a predefined region of 
interest. 

The versa3lity and abili3es of this method have proven to be par3cularly advantageous in the 

iden3fica3on and monitoring of landslides, especially when compared to tradi3onal in-situ 

techniques that can be costly and 3me-consuming in terms of manpower and installa3on. 

Advancements in camera technology, along with op3cal sensing and image processing algorithms, 

have made technologies like Digital Image Processing (DIP) highly appealing [13].  

Digital Image Correla3on (DIC) is an op3cal-numerical measurement technique capable of 

providing full-field 2D surface displacements or deforma3ons in a direc3on normal to the Line of 

Sight. The accuracy of the displacement field maps obtained from DIC algorithms depends on the 
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spa3al and temporal resolu3on of the dataset. DIC involves registering two or more images of the 

same scene and extrac3ng displacement fields to determine the best match. Deforma3ons are 

calculated by comparing and processing co-registered digital images of the object's surface before 

and a]er the deforma3on event [43]. Theore3cally, DIC displacement measurements can achieve sub-

pixel accuracy of approximately 1/50th of a pixel [44] under op3mal condi3ons. However, challenges 

related to image orienta3on, co-registra3on, topographical distor3on, instrumental and atmospheric 

noise, temporal and spa3al decorrela3ons, and co-registra3on errors may limit the a[ainment of 

these accuracy values [11,45]. In many cases, DIC enables displacement and deforma3on 

measurements without the need for installing sensors or reflectors on the object, making it a fully 

remote measurement system [46]. However, a random speckle pa[ern on the object's surface is a 

fundamental requirement for obtaining a unique solu3on in the correla3on process [11]. 

The here presented analysis was performed using IRIS so]ware, developed by NHAZCA S.r.l., 

a start-up of the ‘Sapienza’ University of Rome, which enables Change Detec3on (CD) and Digital 

Image Correla3on (DIC), using various algorithms from the relevant literature and new algorithms 

developed specifically for this purpose. 

The Change Detec3on method employed in the so]ware u3lizes the Structural Similarity Index 

Method (SSIM), a percep3on-based model. SSIM considers image degrada3on as a change in the 

percep3on of structural informa3on, incorpora3ng factors such as luminance masking and contrast 

masking.  

Below is the equa3on found in the literature of the SSIM. 

𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑀	(𝑥, 𝑦) = [𝑙(𝑥, 𝑦)]* ∙ [𝑐(𝑥, 𝑦)]+ ∙ [𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦)], 

Here, l is the luminance (used to compare the brightness between two images), c is the 

contrast (used to differ the ranges between the brightest and darkest region of two images) and s is 

the structure (used to compare the local luminance pa[ern between two images to find the similarity 

and dissimilarity of the images) and α, β and γ are the posi3ve constants [47]. The algorithm will 

return an index that express the images similarity, i.e., in which a value of '0' will indicate a total 

change between the master and slave image, while a value of '1' will be associated with areas where 

no change between the two analysed images was iden3fied. 

The term "structural informa3on" highlights the strong interdependence and spa3al proximity 

of pixels, providing important visual object informa3on within the image domain. In image quality 

assessment, SSIM is one of the widely used techniques, but there are other methods such as MSE, 
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UIQI, PSNR, HVS and FSIM; these methods es3mate perceived quality by measuring the similarity 

between the original image and the secondary image [47]. As noted by [48], SSIM showed great 

poten3al for use in change monitoring due to the good quality and accuracy of the results.  

The CD method implemented in the so]ware uses the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) 

algorithm to assess image quality based on a reference image. It operates on a local scale, itera3vely 

assessing image similarity within small subsets of pixels (window size), allowing automa3c 

iden3fica3on of regions where changes have occurred. In this research, the analysis was conducted 

using a moving window size of 32 pixels. The IRIS so]ware used for this work returns a raster map 

with an SSIM value for each pixel. The map is associated with a colour bar that varies from 'green', 

which is associated with the SSIM value '1' (no change iden3fied between the two images), to 'blue', 

which is associated with the SSIM value '0' (total change between the two images). 

The displacement analysis method implemented in the IRIS so]ware, on the other hand, 

involves different types of algorithms that exploit different analysis techniques (feature tracking, 

phase correla3on and Op3cal Flow algorithm). Displacement maps can be created through a single 

pair of images (single analysis approach) or through a stack of images depic3ng the same area (mul3-

Master approach) [12]. In this second case, the use of a stack of images instead of a single pair allows 

an advanced applica3on of the DIC technique (mul3ple-pairwise image matching correla3on (MPIC) 

or Mul3-master analysis). This approach involves the use of a sliding master that is compared with a 

user-selected redundancy with the rest of the images in the stack. This processing makes it possible 

to obtain for each pixel the 3me series of the displacement along the N-S and E-W direc3ons and the 

correla3on coefficient (i.e. an es3mate of the "quality of the cross-correla3on"), with an increase in 

the signal-to-noise ra3o (Figure 5.3) [9,49,50]. 
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Figure 5.3. Conceptual depic/on of Digital Image Correla/on (DIC) and Change Detec/on (CD) Analysis applied to a series 
of images acquired at different /me points. The Change Detec/on Analysis approach is portrayed ver/cally, enabling the 
observa/on of varia/ons between the image at /me t0 (Master) and the one at /me t1 (Slave) step by step. This analysis, 
executed redundantly and sequen/ally, traces the evolu/on of changes over /me. Meanwhile, the Digital Image 
Correla/on approach is represented horizontally and, when itera/vely applied to each image in the stack (where each 
image progressively becomes the Master), yields a cumula/ve displacement of the objects present. The outcomes are 
presented through maps of the Structural Similarity Index (SSI) or displacement fields. 

The analysis in this case was conducted using the GEFolkie algorithm, which is a specific 

implementa3on of the Op3cal Flow algorithm [51]. The la[er reconstruct the distribu3on of apparent 

velocity of brightness pa[erns in an image, allowing the deriva3on of rela3ve mo3on of objects with 

respect to the observer's plane. Consequently, op3cal flow can provide valuable informa3on about 

the spa3al arrangement of observed objects and the speed at which such arrangement changes [52]. 

In detail, the GEFolkie algorithm is based on moving-window methods, of the Lucas-Kanade type, 

which employs an itera3ve, mul3-resolu3on approach, following a pyramid strategy that allows the 

es3ma3on and iden3fica3on of large and small displacements [53].  

The equa3on of the GeFolkie algorithm used is shown below: 

𝐽(𝑢; 	𝑥) = K
&#	∈	/

𝜔	(𝑥′	 − 	𝑥)(𝑓"	(𝐼"	(𝑥′)) 	−	𝑓0	(𝐼0	(𝑥′	 + 	𝑢(𝑥)))0 
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where ω defines a local window of radius r and size (2r + 1) × (2r +1), thus ω(x)=1 iff |x|∞ ≤ r 

and 0 else; f1 is a func3on applied to the master image I1, and f2 is a func3on applied to the slave 

image I2. These func3ons f1 and f2 are designed to project the images in a space where f1 (I1) and f2 

(I2) are similar enough to validate the brightness constancy model [53]. 

 

5.3.3.2. Data processing 

Figure 5.4 illustrates the flow chart showing the steps performed from data acquisi3on to data 

processing carried out for the monitoring of rainfall-triggered landslide failures here reproduced in 

the laboratory and studied with the integrated monitoring system previously described. 

 

Figure 5.4. Flow chart of the experimental procedure with summary of the data analysed and processing performed. 

sampling rate of 30 Fps. IRT images were taken at regular intervals of 30 seconds from when 

the test began. The contact sensors (Soil Temperature), instead recorded con3nuously throughout 

the test.  

The op3cal data were pre-processed, extrapola3ng from each video the frames over the first 

20 minutes, encompassing the occurrence of slope failure in the flume, then sub-sampling one frame 

every 10 seconds, i.e., 1 frame every 300, as described in Table 5.2.  

Table 5.2. Frames extrapolated from each video of the 3 experimental flume tests performed. 
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Experiment Execu3on date Video dura3on Frame* Subsampling (1/300) ** 

1 01/06/2022 29:59 36000 120 

2 19/07/2022 23:45 36000 120 

3 02/09/2022 23:44 36000 120 

* Number of frames extrapolated for the first 20 minutes of video 

** Subsampled at a rate of 1 frame every 10 seconds. 

 

IRT images were pre-processed directly using the proprietary Research-IR Max FLIR® So]ware. 

Colour pale[es were standardised and extrapolated in JPEG-Rad format, in order to retain the 

radiance informa3on. The IRT images used are different for each experiment, as can be seen in Table 

5.3, in rela3on to the 3me and mode of break-up of the three experiments. 

Table 5.3. Number of IRT images used and analysed for each experiment. 

Experiment Execu3on date Number IRT images 

1 01/06/2022 150 

2 19/07/2022 120 

3 02/09/2022 76 

For both datasets, DIC and CD analyses were performed using the IRIS® so]ware. IRT images 

were also processed directly on the proprietary FLIR® so]ware to extrapolate the surface 

temperature changes during the test. From these analyses performed on both datasets, displacement 

and change maps were extrapolated for the en3re dura3on of the experiments.  

The final combina3on and cross-valida3on step were conducted by comparing the results 

obtained from CD and DIC, using both the Op3cal and IRT datasets. Specifically, for the DIC, a 3me 

series was extracted from both datasets on a specific Region of Interest (ROI 1) and then a 3me series 

was also extracted for a smaller ROI 2 located at the fracture enuclea3on area. The 3me series of ROI 

1, one from the op3cal data and the other one from the IRT data, were quan3ta3vely compared by 
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calcula3ng the Pearson Correla3on Coefficient. This was performed itera3vely on all three laboratory 

tests in order to ensure adequate sta3s3cal representa3veness. 

The Pearson correla3on coefficient is a sta3s3cal measure that indicates the strength and 

direc3on of the linear rela3onship between two variables. Its value can range from -1 to +1, where 

maximum posi3ve or minimum nega3ve values express posi3ve correla3on, i.e., the two-3me series 

are perfectly linearly and posi3vely correlated or a perfect an3correla3on. A value of 0 indicates no 

linear correla3on between the two-3me series. 

Through this approach, it was possible to assess the similarity between the two measurement 

techniques and the confidence of the displacement analyses conducted on the IRT images compared 

to those performed on the Op3cal images. Contact deforma3on monitoring devices are not available 

to retrieve ground truth. In addi3on, the displacement measurements were subjected to advanced 

valida3on by direct comparison with measurements performed directly in the laboratory. All 

displacement maps were returned in millimetres by calcula3ng the Ground Sampling Distance (GSD), 

i.e., the distance between two consecu3ve pixel centres measured on the ground. The higher the GSD 

value of the image, the lower the spa3al resolu3on of the image and the less detail is visible. In this 

case, IRT images have a GSD of 2.3 mm and Op3cal images have a GSD value of 1.8 mm. 

 

5.4. Results 

The laboratory experiments were performed with three different ini3al water contents (w0) 

and showed different behaviour and 3mes to failure. The characteris3cs of the three experiments are 

shown below in Table 5.4.  

Table 5.4. Number of IRT images used and analysed for each experiment. The /me-to-failure is expressed as hh:mm:ss 
from the beginning of the test in which the failure occurs in the model. 

Experiment Execu3on date Ini3al Water Content (w0) Time to Failure [HH:MM:SS] 

1 01/06/2022 9.86% 00:29:30 

2 19/07/2022 14.65% 00:11:30 

3 02/09/2022 15.51% 00:12:90 
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In general, all the tests exhibited a similar behaviour. Indeed, in each case, an ini3al stable 

phase was followed by an incipient slope movement, which was subsequently accompanied by the 

appearance of fractures on the surface of the earthen slope shortly before generalized failure. 

This paper only presents and discusses the results of experiment No. 2 from 19/07/2022, 

which was used as a reference for the occurrence of failures. The discussion sec3on includes an 

evalua3on of all three experiments. 

 

5.4.1. Results from op<cal camera 

 

As previously described, 3600 frames were extracted from the video. To make the analysis 

process quicker, a sub-sampling was employed capturing one frame every 10 seconds (equivalent to 

1 frame every 300 seconds). The result was a set of 120 frames to be analysed that made it possible 

to reconstruct the 3me evolu3on of the laboratory test (Figure 5.5). It was observed that the first 

surface fractures occur approximately 10:30 minutes a]er the start of the experiment. Based on the 

observed evidence, a specific ROI 1 was selected to extract a displacement Time Series (TS) and 

highlighted in Figure 5.5. These selected images from ROI 1 were imported into the IRIS so]ware and 

analysed following the previously described methods. 

Op3cal-CD analyses performed on the op3cal images' frames allowed us to observe how the 

surface of the slope changes during the experiments by comparing the previous frame with the 

subsequent frame (sequen3al frame-by-frame analysis every 10 seconds). This enabled us to study 

when and where changes in the slope surface occur due to the ini3a3on of landslide phenomena. 

The results revealed that the surface showed consistent evidence of ac3vity, and then from minute 

10:30 onwards, the forma3on of first surface fractures and a]er the beginning of the slope failure. As 

depicted in Figure 5.5, the slope surface reproduced in the laboratory experiment displayed evidence 

of changes in the lower le] por3on of the image, the ac3ve and moving por3on. The failure occurred 

at minute 11:30, and a]er the CD analysis (at minute 16:00) showed the distributed failure phase, 

with the forma3on of fracture in the upper por3on of the slope previously unaffected by the failure, 

as well as the development of a longitudinal fracture from le] to right in the test flume. Such linear 

fracture is representa3ve of a transla3onal deforma3on (and failure) mechanism, that well 

reproduced the infinite slope condi3ons. Despite the general transla3onal mechanism, a single and 

coherent rota3onal surface occurred in the slope toe. 
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Figure 5.5. The image illustrates the chronological progression of the experiment, spanning from its ini/a/on to its 
conclusion, and it includes the outcomes derived from the analyses carried out on the op/cal dataset. Each column 
corresponds to a specific moment, depic/ng the condi/on of the slope, alongside the corresponding CD and DIC results, at 
various /me intervals following the experiment's commencement (0 minutes (a), 9 minutes and 30 seconds (b), 14 minutes 
(c), 17 minutes (d), 18 minutes (e), 20 minutes (f)) 

Op3cal-DIC analysis allowed us to obtain a quan3ta3ve representa3on of the process 

evolu3on, as depicted in Figure 5.5. In the lower le] part was observed a displacement of about 35 

mm and a forma3on of first surface fractures a]er 10:30 minutes from the start of the experiment. 

In the same area the failure was observed a]er 11:30 minutes from the beginning and with a 

cumulated displacement of about 70 mm. The Op3cal-DIC results, presented in Figure 5.5, 

demonstrate a gradual backward of the landslide process a]er 14 minutes, accompanied by a 

displacement of approximately other 145 mm in the lower por3on. This backward movement is also 

evident in the Op3cal-CD analyses, which reveal the forma3on of perimeter fractures in the upper 

part of the ground slope. Gradual movement in the upper sec3on of the test flume is observable, 

reaching 40 mm a]er 18 minutes from the start of the experiment. In addi3on to the retrogressive 

style, it is worth to note that the fracture also affects the right side, exhibi3ng a significant 

displacement of approximately 150 mm towards the end of the experiment. A]er 20 minutes from 

the start of the experiment, Op3cal-DIC analysis observed a maximum displacement of approximately 

320 mm in the lower sec3on of the test flume (Maximum displacement highlighted in purple in Figure 

5.5). As observed from Figure 5.5, there is a significant spa3al overlap between the results of Op3cal-
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CD and Op3cal-DIC. In fact, both analyses highlight the bo[om-le] area as the region undergoing 

incipient deforma3on and then fractures. 

Thanks to the Op3cal-DIC analysis performed on the dataset comprising 120 images, it was 

possible to obtain a temporal displacement series for each pixel within the analysed area (figure 5.5a). 

Within the ROI 1, a temporally averaged series was extracted, enabling the reconstruc3on of the 

temporal evolu3on of the process for that specific area and facilita3ng the observa3on of the 

displacement value in millimetres throughout the en3re dura3on of the test. As depicted in Figure 

5.6, the 3me series exhibits an ini3al phase of apparent stability las3ng un3l 9:00 minutes. From that 

point onwards, a rapid velocity change is observed, indica3ng a phase of incipient slope movement 

followed by the forma3on of first surface fractures (10:30 minute) and the failure of the 

experimentally simulated slope (11:30 minute). From the beginning of the incipient slope movement 

un3l the distributed failure (from 9.00 minute to the end of the test), two dis3nct behaviours occur: 

an ini3al phase with a velocity of 0.82 mm/s, followed by a phase with a velocity of 0.35 mm/s. This 

observa3on indicates that the process tends to decelerate slightly, possibly due to a decrease in the 

slope angle.  

 

Figure 5.6. Time series acquired from the op/cal dataset and extracted from the ROI 1, illustra/ng the temporal evolu/on 
of the experiment with an ini/al phase of stability followed by a phase of incipient slope movement (green point), fracturing 
(yellow point), failure (red point) and distributed failure phase (orange point). 
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5.4.2. Results from IRT sensor 

 

Using IRT images acquired at regular intervals of 30 seconds, the same DIC and CD analyses 

performed on the op3cal images were conducted as described in the Materials and Methods sec3on. 

The temporal evolu3on of the laboratory test was thus observed through a sequence of 40 IRT images, 

as highlighted in Figure 5.7. The results of the IRT-CD analyses allowed for the observa3on of changes 

in the slope related to varia3ons in surface temperature caused by the pluvia3on, surficial weong 

and ini3a3on of the landslide phenomenon. Analyses were performed, as men3oned above, by 

comparing the previous IRT image with the next one (sequen3al image-by-image analysis every 30 

seconds). 

The results of the IRT-CD analysis, as shown in Figure 5.7, iden3fied changes occurring in 

specific por3ons of the slope surface, consistent with the area where slope failure occurred. The 

changes detected by the IRT-CD analysis, represented by the red areas with an SSIM value below 0.5, 

can be associated with zones that exhibit altera3ons on the surface of the slope, linked to the 

presence of posi3ve thermal anomalies caused by the opening of longitudinal fractures (a 

phenomenon also observed in the corresponding op3cal images). As reported in Figure 5.7, a]er 

10:30 from the beginning of the test, during the forma3on of first surface fractures, posi3ve thermal 

anomalies (higher temperature than the surrounding area) start to appear in the lower le] por3on of 

the flume test. The failure occurred at 11:30 minute a]er the beginning of experiment and by the 

14:00 minute, the sca[ered anomalies observed tend to coalesce, clearly indica3ng the fracture 

delimi3ng the por3on of the slope where maximum displacement occurs, and a sec3on of the slope 

detaches. As the laboratory test progresses, a]er 17 minutes from the start, the IRT-CD analyses 

reveal the presence of longitudinal anomalies from le] to right, associated with fractures affec3ng 

the en3re lower part of the slope. 
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Figure 5.7. The image illustrates the chronological progression of the experiment, spanning from its ini/a/on to its 
conclusion, and it includes the outcomes derived from the analyses carried out on the op/cal dataset. Each column 
corresponds to a specific moment, depic/ng the condi/on of the slope, alongside the corresponding CD and DIC results, at 
various /me intervals following the experiment's commencement (0 minutes (a), 9 minutes and 30 seconds (b), 14 minutes 
(c), 17 minutes (d), 18 minutes (e), 20 minutes (f)) 

The IRT-DIC analysis was conducted to obtain a quan3ta3ve representa3on of the process 

evolu3on using IRT images. The analysis clearly reveals the forma3on of a fracture zone with a 

progressive displacement in the lower le] por3on of the flume (Figure 5.7). As indicated by the IRT-

DIC results, a]er 14 minutes from the beginning of the test, the forma3on of an ac3ve area in the 

lower le] part becomes evident, with a measured displacement of approximately 140 mm. Star3ng 

from minute 17, a progressive widening of the deforma3on front is observed, exhibi3ng a 

retrogressive trend. In fact, it can be observed that the upper le] part of the slope suffers a 

displacement of approximately 35 mm. 

Addi3onally, a]er 18 minutes from the start of the test, it is evident that the fracture also 

involves the right side of the slope, displaying a significant widening of the deforma3on zone. A]er 

20 minutes from the start of the experiment, through IRT-DIC analysis, a maximum displacement of 

approximately 320 mm was observed in the lower part of the flume test (Maximum displacement 

highlighted in purple in Figure 5.7).  

The IRT-DIC analyses performed on the dataset of 40 IRT images allowed for obtaining a 

displacement 3me series for each pixel within the analysis area. For the ROI 1, a temporally averaged 

displacement series was extracted to reconstruct the temporal evolu3on of the process for that 
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specific area, thereby observing the displacement values in mm throughout the en3re dura3on of the 

test. Figure 5.8 displays the temporal series of the ROI 1 obtained from the IRT images. It is clearly 

visible that the 3me series exhibits, although not perfectly centred around zero, an apparent stability 

phase of the area for up to 9 minutes from the start of the test. From that point onwards, a rapid 

change in the gradient is observed, indica3ng a phase of incipient slope movement followed by the 

forma3on of first surface fractures (10:30 minute) and the failure of the material under progressive 

satura3on (11:30 minute). From the beginning of the slope movement un3l the distributed failure 

(from 9.00 minute to the end of the test), displays two different trends: a first part with a velocity of 

0.50 mm/s and a subsequent part with a velocity of 0.28 mm/s. This indicates that the process tends 

to slightly slow down due to the probable decrease in the slope angle, and the achievement of a new 

dynamic equilibrium, as similarly observed by Op3cal-DIC (Figure 5.6). 

 

Figure 5.8. Time series acquired from the IRT Images and extracted from the ROI, illustra/ng the temporal evolu/on of 
the experiment with an ini/al phase of stability followed by a phase of incipient slope movement (green point), fracturing 
(yellow point), failure (red point) and distributed failure phase (orange point). 
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5.5 Discussion 

The performed DIC analyses allowed to study the shallow landslide replicated in the laboratory 

and quan3ta3vely reconstruct the evolu3onary process leading to failure, with a precision that is 

capable to reach resolu3on lower that the 1/50 of the pixel size [54] and relevant accuracy [55].  

Furthermore, the laboratory experiment facilitated the acquisi3on of measurable and 

comparable data, ensuring the repeatability and adaptability of the proposed workflow. Indeed, as 

demonstrated by [35,40], the u3liza3on of the laboratory analogue model has emerged as an 

extremely effec3ve means to comprehensively explore and understand the behaviour of slopes 

involved in landslide dynamics. This approach has proven essen3al for evalua3ng new monitoring 

methods, allowing for the control of variables influencing such phenomena, including precipita3on, 

temperature, and soil mechanics. 

The obtained results from DIC and CD analyses conducted on the Op3cal and IRT images 

acquired during the execu3on of flume test experiments were compared. As reported in Figure 5.5 

and Figure 5.7, the results qualita3vely show the same deforma3on trend and magnitude of 

cumula3ve displacement, which reflected in a similar failure mechanism: with a fracture nuclea3ng 

in the bo[om-le] por3on of the flume a]er 10:30 minutes from the beginning of the test, which then 

evolves with a retrogressive and roto-transla3onal failure. 

For a quan3ta3ve comparison, as shown in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.8, the two 3me series were 

extracted from the DIC displacement analyses for the same ROI 1, one obtained from Op3cal data 

and the other from IRT data. Subsequently, these two 3me-series were quan3ta3vely compared using 

a Pearson Correla3on Coefficient.  

As reported in Figure 5.9, the IRT and op3cal DIC 3me series exhibit a high correla3on with a 

coefficient of 0.75, indica3ng a strong correspondence among the series and the suitability of the two 

techniques. Approximately 9 minutes a]er the start of the test, a significant incipient slope movement 

phase can be observed, followed by the appearance of the first fracture and the subsequent failure 

of the slope. Both 3me series are characterised, from 9:00 minutes onwards, by two different slope 

angles, the first one constant up to 14:00 minutes (speed of approx. 0.82 mm/s), which subsequently 

changes, indica3ng a tendency to decelerate due to the reduc3on of the slope (speed of approx. 0.35 

mm/s). 

To study the quan3ta3ve difference between the two 3me-series, the Mean Absolute 

Percentage Error (MAPE) was calculated, which expresses the average percentage error. This value 
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was calculated without considering the ini3al part (0 min. - 9:00 min.). In this stage, there is an 

overes3ma3on error of displacement in the IRT-DIC analysis. In fact, the displacement in this stability 

phase is not perfectly zero. Consequently, throughout this ini3al part, the IRT 3me series (in red) 

consistently appears above the Op3cal 3me series (blue line in Figure 5.9). This is due to the surface 

temperature change that occurred following the opening of the rain irrigators in the ini3al phase of 

the test, which are sensi3ve to IRT images but not to Op3cal ones. From the analysis of the second 

part of the 3me series, it is evident that the DIC analyses conducted with IRT images tend to 

underes3mate the displacement by approximately 3.6% compared to the DIC analyses performed 

with Op3cal images (considered as a benchmark and validated by the displacement measured in the 

laboratory). In this case it is possible to see how the Op3cal-DIC is slightly more precise and accurate 

than the IRT-DIC, in fact it is able to be[er discern the beginning of the phase of Incipient slope 

movement. It must be considered, however, that the techniques of Op3cal-DIC are more used in the 

literature and therefore more evolved from a computa3onal point of view [56]. 

 

Figure 5.9. Quan/ta/ve comparison between the Time Series obtained from DIC-Op/cal analyses (in blue colour) and the 
Time Series obtained from IRT-DIC analyses (in red colour) for the ROI area. The figure indicates the corresponding images 
present in the results chapter. 
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The correla3on analysis conducted on DIC results reported for Experiment No. 2 were also 

carried out for the other laboratory experiments. Specifically, the 3me series obtained from DIC 

analyses conducted with op3cal data were compared with the 3me series obtained from DIC analyses 

conducted with thermal data for the same Region of Interest (ROI). The correla3on index values for 

all three experiments are presented in Table 5.5 below. 

Table 5.5. Summary of the correla/on coefficient obtained from the other laboratory tests comparing the /me series 
obtained from DIC-Op/cs and IRT-DIC for the same ROI. 

Experiment Date Coeff. Correla3on TS 

1 01/06/2022 0.71 

2 19/07/2022 0.75 

3 02/09/2022 0.69 

 

The correla3on coefficient values highlight an excellent correspondence between the 3me 

series obtained with op3cal images and those obtained with thermal images over the three 

experiments. This result confirms that through the IRT-DIC analyses it is possible to quan3ta3vely 

reconstruct the deforma3on process induced in the flume introducing a small underes3mate but 

enabling the monitoring the soil surface temperature evolu3on during and a]er the rainfalls and 

following the deforma3on process up to failure. In addi3on, IRT-DIC analyses could allow 24h 

monitoring in contrast to those of Op3cal-DIC, which are not applicable for example during the night, 

making the technique suitable for con3nuous monitoring and can also be used in an Early Warning 

system a]er more in-depth studies. 

The Change Detec3on analyses, on the other hand, were used to compare step-by-step 

changes occurring on the surface of the earth slope, inves3ga3ng any signs of incipient failure. As the 

results show (Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.7), the surface of the slope did not undergo any no3ceable 

changes un3l a]er the first fracture had appeared (10:30 minutes). The results obtained from the 

Op3cal-CD clearly show an area with low SSIM values (red area in Figure 5.5), representa3ve of the 

large por3on where significant surface changes occur due to the deforma3on affec3ng the lower le] 

por3on (Figure 5.5 b"- c"- d"- e"- f"). 

In contrast to Op3cal-CD, the results obtained from IRT-CD allow the observa3on of numerous 

small changes (with low SSIM values) that resul3ng from the appearance of posi3ve thermal 

anomalies on the surface. These thermal anomalies, clearly visible, are a[ributable to the enuclea3on 
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of the fractures. For this difference, IRT-CD analysis was be[er suited and effec3ve than Op3cal-CD 

for a more detailed examina3on of the fracture geometry and their growth over 3me (Figure 5.7 b"- 

c"- d"- e"- f"). 

The presence of this specific posi3ve thermal anomalies on the surface is primarily due to the 

thermal difference produced between the surface, cooled by the presence of infiltra3ng water, and 

the deeper soil, which is affected with a temporal delay by the cooling effect of water. These thermal 

contrasts begin to be seen from the forma3on of the first surface fractures (10:30 minutes), when the 

fracturing slowly exposes the deepest soil. This is further confirmed by comparing the surface 

temperature to the temperature measured using the thermocouples located at depths of 4, 6, and 

12 cm below the surface (Figure 5.10). From the analysis of Figure 5.10, an important drop of 

approximately 2 degrees °C in surface temperature is clearly observed around 2 minutes a]er the 

start of the test. 

Through the results of IRT-CD, it was possible to accurately reconstruct the fracture geometry 

due to the emergence of thermal anomalies. To achieve this, a detailed study of the occurrence of 

these posi3ve thermal anomalies was conducted, correla3ng the IRT-CD results with the 3me series 

obtained through IRT-DIC. This allowed for an understanding of the deforma3on state of the test in 

the moment when surface thermal anomalies related to the fracture phase appeared. As shown in 

Figure 5.9, the appearance of surface thermal anomalies occurs a]er the incipient slope movement 

phase, approximately 10:30 minutes a]er the start of the test. 

However, thanks to the detailed analysis and the correla3on between IRT-CD and IRT-DIC 

results, small and localized posi3ve thermal anomalies were observed at 9:30 minutes from the start 

of the test, as depicted in Figure 5.7b". These small anomalies, iden3fied exclusively through IRT-CD 

results and not visible to the naked eye or through Op3cal-CD, appear in the lower le] por3on of the 

slope before the appearance of surface fractures. In fact, as the test progressed, these anomalies 

evolved to form the first fracture and the subsequent collapse of the slope into the soil (Figure 5.7b-

5.7b'-5.7b") (Figure 5.10).  
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Figure 5.10. Descrip/ve sketch of the surface fracturing that occurred during the experiment is presented in the image. 
The analysis of the thermal images reveals posi/ve anomalies due to the exposure of the deeper soil, which is warmer than 
the surface soil cooled by the infiltrated water. To confirm this, it can be observed from the temperature /me series shown 
in the figure that at 10:30 minutes (when the first fracture appears), there is a temperature differen/al of approximately 
2°C between the surface and the deeper soil. 

To understand the origin of the thermal anomalies observed before the fracture, which were 

not caused by the thermal difference produced between the surface and the deeper soil, a more 

detailed 3me series was extracted. This 3me series was obtained from the IRT-DIC analysis within ROI 

2, located within ROI 1, in the por3on where these thermal anomalies were registered. The primary 

aim was to determine if these thermal anomalies were caused by a small displacement that opening 

the fracture, or if they were caused by drainage-induced se[ling effect before the first fracture 

appeared. To be[er understand the origin of these pre-failure thermal anomalies, the results of IRT-

CD and IRT-DIC were compared (Figure 5.11).  
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Figure 5.11. Result of IRT-DIC with a /me series extracted from ROI 2 and ROI 1 combined with IRT-CD results and Op/cal-
CD. This combina/on allowed us to observe how thermal anomalies appeared at 9:30 minutes from the start of the test 
(image with green star), preceding the appearance of the first fracture occurring at minute 10:30 (image with orange star). 
It is noteworthy how the small thermal anomalies observed pre-fracture evolve un/l the failure (image with blue star). 

As is clearly observed in Figure 5.11, the surface thermal anomalies occur a 2 minute before 

the slope failure, which is preceded by the forma3on of a surface fracture. It is evident that the area 

in which the thermal anomalies are observed at 9:30 minutes corresponds to the sector in which a 

con3nuous fracture has developed (Fig. 5.11c), as these thermal anomalies progressively coalesce 

into a main fracture that allows roto-transla3onal sliding at the foot of the slope. 

Considering what has been observed, it is therefore assumed that the appearance of these 

thermal anomalies is linked to a slight pre-fracture se[lement and internal slope drainage, which is 

not visible to the naked eye and in the visible bands. 

This occurs in response to the infiltra3on effect of water from the rainfall system and 

consequent development of a saturated water front migra3ng downward (e.g., [35,39]). In fact, 
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recent reports [57–59] have concluded that, for rainfall-induced transla3onal slides in terrains of 

homogeneous soil, the sliding failure can be categorized as occurring in two major phases: the 

infiltra3on phase and the satura3on phase. In the infiltra3on phase, rainwater infiltrates causing the 

advance of the weong zone. If the failure takes place in this phase, the failure plane can occur at 

specific depth depending on slope angle, rainfall intensity, and soil mechanical parameters and matrix 

suc3on condi3ons. The satura3on phase takes place during the rising of the water table, which ini3ally 

occurs a]er rainwater reaches the impermeable interface [60]. If failure occurs in the infiltra3on 

phase, precursor signs may occur rela3vely close to the final stages of landslide triggering and 

therefore conven3onal instruments are not suitable to iden3fy [61]. On the other hand, if failure 

occurs during the satura3on phase the failure plane occurs only at the impermeable interface and 

with instrument like Soil deforma3on sensors at high frequency, installed in subsurface, it possible to 

inves3gate the precursors signals [62].  

The approach tested in this work, i.e., the combined use of IRT-CD and IRT-DIC, turns out to be 

able to reconstruct the landslide process by extrapola3ng 3me series, and also to iden3fy thermal 

anomalies (Figure 11 b) directly relatable to the specific failure mechanism can be registered in 

advance (before the fracture nuclea3on and slope failure). 

However, further studies and tests are needed to extend this applica3on to real-world 

scenarios where geometric and triggering condi3ons are not controlled and cause-effect rela3onships 

unclear. The major poten3al of this methodology resides in the versa3lity of the sensors used for the 

analysis, which allow for a wide range of flexibility in real-world applica3ons. This includes the 

possibility of using IRT sensors with different, focal length and spa3al and temporal resolu3ons and/or 

in combina3on with op3cal cameras with higher geometric resolu3on, offering higher measurement 

sensi3vity. The here reported findings, if scaled up for real-life monitoring applica3ons, could create 

a low-cost Photomonitoring technique capable of opera3ng both in day and night that could also be 

integrated into a more complete monitoring system able to provide near real-3me informa3on in a 

broader spectral band. 

 

5.6 Conclusion 

In this study, we present an integrated approach to monitor shallow landslides triggered by 

rainfall, employing Digital Image Processing (DIP) techniques by availing of Op3cal and InfraRed 
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Thermography (IRT) data. Two principal methods of image analysis have been adopted: Digital Image 

Correla3on (DIC) and Change Detec3on (CD). While these techniques are more frequently used with 

Op3cal data, the use of IRT data for monitoring shallow landslides is a rela3vely new and promising 

research applica3on. The adopted approach, applied at the scale of a laboratory experiment, enabled 

us to accurately reconstruct the en3re landslide process throughout its stages of stability, incipient 

slope movement, and slope failure.  

We use in this work DIC and CD analysis with the advantages offered by infrared thermography, 

capturing and integra3ng data on displacement, velocity (IRT-DIC), and surface temperature changes 

(IRT-CD), as well as performing the same analysis using the Op3cal dataset (Op3cal-DIC and Op3cal-

CD). 

IRT-DIC analyses shown a high reliability and accuracy in defining the pa[ern and magnitude 

of slope displacement, highligh3ng the same deforma3on phases observed in the Op3cal-DIC 

analysis. Cross-correla3on among IRT-DIC and Op3cal- DIC derived 3me series results in good 

correla3on coefficient for all the test conducted. Notably, both IRT-DIC and Op3cal-DIC analysis results 

showed the presence of an incipient slope movement phase about two and a half minutes before the 

slop failure and without the presence of any type of surface evidence. In addi3on, the combina3on 

of the IRT-CD and IRT-DIC results showed the presence of anomalies in the Structure Similarity Index 

value, given by slight thermal anomalies about one minute before the slop failure and without the 

presence of surface evidence of fracture. 

Our results, in par3cular the iden3fica3on of the incipient slope movement phase and the 

small thermal anomalies, can be considered poten3al precursor signs of slope failure, providing 

convincing evidence of the reliability of digital image processing (DIP) with the combina3on of Op3cal 

and Thermal data.  

More generally, the considera3ons are that this methodology has proven its reliability on a 

laboratory scale, promising for poten3al real-scale applica3ons. Informa3ve poten3al of the obtained 

results can be remarkable, especially when scaled and transferred to real scenarios for Early Warning 

purposes, where the delay between precursors signal and failure can be large. Applica3on of DIP on 

thermal data, unlike op3cal images, improve the ability to collect data even during the night-3me, 

which is very useful for an Early Warning System. 

The Op3cal and IRT-DIP techniques introduced in this study represent a tool for monitoring 

the deforma3on processes associated with shallow landslides. Despite the full scalability of this 

approach to natural processes requires further inves3ga3on, the obtained results represent a 
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promising example of integrated monitoring func3onal for defining appropriate and cost-effec3ve 

strategies for shallow landslide risk mi3ga3on and safety improvement in vulnerable areas.  
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

This last chapter is structured to offer a synop3c overview of the results obtained in the 

previous four papers, answer to research ques3ons presented in the introduc3on and highlight the 

implica3ons and future prospects of this doctoral research. These four papers offer an in-depth 

examina3on of the opportuni3es offered by the innova3ve, non-intrusive PhotoMonitoring (PM) 

technique, also known as Digital Image Processing (DIP) and highlight the fundamental importance of 

both understanding the rapid landslide processes like Rockfall or slow but impulsive processes like 

Earth Flow and mi3ga3on of the risks. 

 

6.1 Summary of Main Results  

The thesis begins with the paper in Chapter 2 “Combining Ground Based Remote Sensing Tools 

for Rockfalls Assessment and Monitoring: The Poggio Baldi Landslide Natural Laboratory”, in which a 

complete exposi3on of the remote sensing systems used to monitor the phenomena of rockfall in the 

Poggio Baldi natural laboratory is made. The work shows the results obtained by different remote 

sensing systems (HYDRA-G ArcSAR; Gigapan robo3c systems equipped with DSLR cameras and DUO 

Smart Noise Monitor) during a three-day con3nuous monitoring opera3on. The HYDRA-G ArcSAR 

technique provided the displacement of debris accumulated both on the escarpment and the 

sandstone layers a]er detachment. While the integra3on of acous3c measurements and Gigapixel 

2D-CD, resulted in a very effec3ve integrated monitoring method to improve the da3ng and 

characteriza3on - in terms of source zones, dimensions and lithology - of the events of rockfall.  

The obvious considera3on that emerged from the work is that the Gigapixel images, combined 

with the PM analysis, provided a unique view of the deforma3ons before the rockfall and the 

escarpment state of ac3vity. 

Therefore, rapid processes such as rockfalls can be carefully monitored through a low-cost 

non-invasive technique such as PM, which in this case showed a greater sensi3vity than other 

techniques. In addi3on, the use of very high-resolu3on images for the PM applica3on allows us to 

obtain some informa3on (iden3fica3on of small isolated rockfall events and/or observa3on 
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deforma3ons before rockfall) not achievable with more conven3onal techniques but essen3al for the 

rockfall risk assessment. 

The following Chapter 3 "Remote Sensing Monitoring of the Pietrafi[a Earth Flow in Southern 

Italy: An Integrated Approach Based on Mul3-Sensor Data", discusses the case study of the Pietrafi[a 

Earth Flow in Benevento province. This chapter aims to combine and cri3cally evaluate different 

remote sensing techniques (T-InSAR; R-TS; TLS and DIC) for the monitoring and understanding of slow 

but impulsive processes such as Earth Flows and specifically to assess how PM technology, using 

satellite images, can be integrated with informa3on obtained from other techniques. The results show 

a high capacity of the most common techniques (T-InSAR; R-TS and TLS) to evaluate the constant 

evolu3on of Earth Flows, allowing to highlight of slow and localized movements sensi3ve to rainfall 

events.  

On the other hand, the use of the DIC technique through satellite images has allowed 

monitoring at a lower detailed scale and this allows to study of the overall deforma3ve behaviour. 

This applica3on highlighted some areas of the body of landslide in expansion and a retrogressive style, 

aspects that had not been highlighted with other techniques previously used.  

The considera3on that emerges from these results is that the PM technique, using satellite 

images, is very valid to improve the understanding of slow but impulsive processes such as Earth Flow 

and allows to close the knowledge gaps of other monitoring tools. Moreover, by using high-

performance algorithms, it is possible to use the medium-low resolu3on and open-source satellite 

images to observe movements smaller than the pixel size (usually you can get to displacements of 

1/10 Pixel size). The PM technique from satellite images is, therefore, a perfect method of analysis if 

the goal is to conduct a Knowledge-Monitoring also because it allows for inves3ga3on of the landslide 

event over a very wide 3me frame (satellite images acquired in the last 20 years). On the other hand, 

the same technique could currently have some gaps in the case of Emergency-Monitoring due to a 

weekly revisit 3me of the most common satellites.  

 

In Chapter 4, “The Contribu3on of Digital Image Correla3on for the Knowledge, Control, and 

Emergency Monitoring of Earth Flows” the discussion of Chapter 3 was expanded. in effect, the 

objec3ve of this chapter is to understand how modern digital image correla3on techniques (DIC) can 

be used for different types of monitoring (knowledge, Control and Emergency Monitoring) of Earth 

Flows, also carrying out an assessment and comparison with more conven3onal monitoring 

techniques. In detail, analyses were carried out in two different pilot sites where op3cal data acquired 
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from two different plamorms were used (ground-based camera for Pieterafi[a Earth Flow; UAV data 

for Grillo Earth-Flow) and compared respec3vely with RTS and GNSS data. The results show a high 

reliability and sensi3vity of the DIC technique applied to both case studies. On the other hand it 

resul3ng that in the case of periodic knowledge- Monitoring the best way to quan3ta3vely monitoring 

the Earth Flow with PM techniques is definitely to use the UAS data, with the hillshade for several 

reasons (they are not subject to changes in vegeta3on; it is possible thanks to the high resolu3on to 

iden3fy also localized displacements without running the risk of ambiguity; low cost of realiza3on; 

possibility to control also the volumetric varia3on). Instead, for con3nuous and emergency 

monitoring, however, the best way to quan3ta3vely monitoring the Earth Flow with PM techniques is 

definitely to use low-cost ground based cameras that maintain, as noted, a good cost-benefit ra3o 

and can be used as surveillance or as Early Warning Systems (EWS) through a con3nuous analysis 

process.  

The topic highlighted in this chapter is that PM analyses can be used in different ways and can 

be useful in obtaining a large amount of informa3on compared to the different monitoring purposes 

(knowledge, control and emergency). In addi3on, even using low-cost and low-resolu3on sensors, the 

PM technique maintains an excellent level of reliability and ensures a significant impact on the 

scien3fic understanding of slow but impulsive landslide processes such as Earth Flow. This 

considera3on is especially useful for professional purposes because it shows how the PM technique 

if used correctly, can be an excellent tool to be used for Geotechnical Asset Management (GAM) and 

landslide risk assessment. 

 

Finally, Chapter 5 "Op3cal and Thermal Image Processing for monitoring rainfall triggered 

shallow landslides: insights from analogue laboratory experiments" aims to evaluate the u3lity of 

combining IRT imaging, which is used to measure the rela3ve difference in Land Surface Temperature 

(LST), with the analysis on the change and displacement offered by Digital Image Processing (DIP) 

techniques, in the context of shallow landslides triggered by rainfall. This goal has been pursued 

through some experiments on a laboratory scale in which flume test equipment has been used, 

replica3ng an analogue model of failure of a shallow landslide failure triggered by rainfall. The 

experiments were monitored through sensors installed on the ground, video shoo3ng and the 

acquisi3on of periodic images from a Thermal Camera. The results obtained highlight that the 

applica3on of this methodology for the study of the Shallow landslide triggered by rainfall has a huge 

poten3al, especially for the detec3on of a precursor signals failure (IRT-DIP). In detail, Digital Image 
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Correla3on (DIC) analyses performed on both IRT thermal images and op3cal images indicated the 

presence of an incipient slope movement phase about 1 minute before surface fracturing became 

apparent. In addi3on, by combining the results obtained with DIC analysis and Change Detec3on (CD) 

analysis on thermal IRT images, it was possible to clearly observe the presence of posi3ve thermal 

anomalies 1 minute before the appearance of the first fracture on the surface, and 2 minutes before 

slope failure. 

What emerges from this chapter is that the versa3lity of the PM technique makes it possible 

to test different, even experimental, approaches that involve the use of new analysis procedures even 

using input data not derived from op3cal images. In contrast to op3cal images, thermal images can 

provide informa3on even at night, making this technique ideal for Early Warning Systems (EWS) 

applica3ons. This allows op3misa3on and increases the poten3al of PM for monitoring slow but 

impulsive processes such as shallow landslides, which act at slope scale. 

Therefore, even slow but impulsive processes such as shallow landslides can be carefully 

monitored through a low-cost and non-invasive technique such as PM, which in this experimental 

applica3on showed greater sensi3vity in observing precursor signals of slope failure. The 

considera3on is that the poten3al of this innova3ve approach is considerable, especially when 

adapted to real scenarios, where the delay between the precursors and the failure could be used for 

Early Warning purposes.  

Together, these four chapters show the high poten3al of the PM technique when used in 

various seongs (real or experimental), for various objec3ves (knowledge monitoring, control, and 

emergency), and when using various data acquisi3on plamorms (satellite, UAV, and ground-based) 

with the goal of monitoring rapid or slow but impulsive processes like Rockfall, Earth Flow and Shallow 

Landslide. 

 

6.2 Answer to the Research Ques6ons 

The results summarized in the previous paragraph are in line with the general objec3ves of 

the research and have made it possible to answer specific Research Ques3ons. 

 

I. Can non-invasive monitoring techniques that u8lize digital image processing, such as Digital 

Image Correla8on (DIC) and Change Detec8on (CD), contribute to the monitoring of rapid 

landslides such as Rockfall and slow but impulsive processes such as Earth Flow? 
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• Yes, this doctoral thesis has provided concrete evidence that non-invasive remote 

sensing techniques such as DIC (see Chapters 3, 4 and 5) and CD (see Chapter 2 

and Chapter 5) can significantly contribute to the monitoring of rapid landslides 

such as Rockfall and slow but impulsive processes such as Earth Flow. 

II. What addi8onal informa8on can PhotoMonitoring techniques provide compared to more 

conven8onal monitoring methods?  

• The correct applica3on of PhotoMonitoring (PM) techniques can, as shown in 

Chapters 2, 3, and 4, boost our understanding of rapid or slow but impulsive 

landslide processes and provide more informa3on than conven3onal methods. 

They can occasionally be used instead of other monitoring approaches (see 

Chapters 2 and 4) or in addi3on to them (see Chapter 3). It has been demonstrated 

in the thesis work that these techniques typically provide high versa3lity, 

significant spa3al coverage, and good measurement sensi3vity. 

 

III. How accurate and reliable are measurements obtained through PhotoMonitoring 

techniques, including their ability to detect and quan8fy movement with high precision and 

sensi8vity?  

• This work's DIC analyses have shown that accurate measurements with good 

precision, sensi3vity, and reliability can be obtained using PhotoMonitoring 

techniques (see chapters 3, 4, and 5). These proper3es are frequently influenced 

by the quality of the input data (geometric resolu3on, illumina3on, field of view, 

etc.), and under normal condi3ons, displacements of 1/10 of a pixel can be 

detected. 

 

IV. What are the main limita8ons of PhotoMonitoring techniques, and how may they be 

overcome to improve digital image analysis techniques? 

• The primary factor contribu3ng to the limita3ons of PhotoMonitoring techniques 

is the use of passive sensors (such as op3cal sensors) as a data acquisi3on tool. In 

fact, the analyses become ineffec3ve in bad weather (snow or fog), with rapid 

fluctua3ons in brightness (the appearance of shadows), and/or when there isn't a 

sufficient ar3ficial or natural "speckle pa[ern". These limita3ons can be overcome 
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by using images collected by other sensors or by improving analysis and pre-

processing algorithms (see Chapter 5). 

 

V. How can the understanding of shallow landslides be improved using thermal infrared data, 

analysed with PhotoMonitoring techniques? 

The use of thermal data contributes significantly to understanding the shallow 

landslide processes. In fact, it is possible to study the evolu3on of the process in various 

weather condi3ons as well as measure the varia3on of surface temperature at the same 

3me by analysing thermal infrared images using PhotoMonitoring techniques. 

Addi3onally, it has been observed that using thermal images to perform Digital Image 

Correla3on and Change Detec3on analysis allows for to measurement of the displacement 

of the slope and to iden3fy some thermal anomalies that occur before the slope failure 

(see chapter 5). 

 

VI. Could DIC and CD techniques contribute to the development of early warning systems (EWS) 

for landslides?  

• Yes, DIC and CD techniques can be used to create Early Warning Stems (EWS) for 

landslides. In fact, they provide quick data analysis, excellent scalability to various 

site-specific condi3ons, and good accuracy (see Chapters 2 and 4). Addi3onally, by 

combining DIC and CD with mul3spectral data, such as thermal infrared data, and 

by resolving a few technical issues (such as night visibility), early warning signals 

have even been iden3fied at the laboratory scale (see Chapter 5). 

 

VII. Can PhotoMonitoring techniques be used to mi8gate the risk of landslides and help to 

manage high-risk areas in a safe and sustainable way? 

• Yes, as demonstrated by the results of this doctoral thesis, the characteris3cs of 

sensi3vity, precision, and adaptability make PhotoMonitoring techniques 

par3cularly suitable for the mi3ga3on of the risk of landslides. However, there are 

s3ll limits that prevent these approaches from being used to their full poten3al 

(see Chapters 3, 4, and 5). Despite this, digital image processing con3nues to be a 

prac3cal, non-intrusive, and manageable solu3on; that are all essen3al elements 

for safe and sustainable monitoring.  
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6.3 Broader Implica6ons and Future Prospec6ve 

The work done in this PhD programme has centred on the innova3ve applica3on of the 

PhotoMonitoring (PM) technique for the monitoring of rapid or slow but impulsive geological 

phenomena, including rock falls, Earth Flows, and Shallow landslides. The broad implica3ons in the 

field of engineering geology are significant, and the final results demonstrate many kinds of 

consequences for scien3fic and prac3cal applica3on. 

For instance, the PM solu3on's adaptability enables it to sa3sfy a variety of needs and 

scenarios, such as emergency knowledge, control, and monitoring. The last type of monitoring is 

crucial because it offers the opportunity to develop Early Warning Systems for geological hazards 

while maintaining a reasonable level of measurement sensi3vity. Due to excep3onal adaptability, in 

addi3on to the capability of using data from various sources, such as Satellites, Unmanned Aerial 

Vehicles (UAVs), Ground Sensors, and Mobile Sensors, makes PM suitable for use in a wide range of 

real-world applica3on fields, including experimental seongs and natural environments. 

The more significant aspect s3ll may be the cost-effec3veness and non-intrusiveness of PM, 

which presents a prac3cal and user-friendly alterna3ve to more expensive conven3onal monitoring 

techniques. This is important because it enables the development of cost-effec3ve monitoring 

strategies for high-risk geological regions that are difficult for users and technical staff to access. All 

these implica3ons highlight that the use of the PM technique can make the monitoring more 

widespread on the territory, expanding and improving the control of the environment and helping us 

to be[er understand the natural processes and the Landslide risk assessment. 

All of this extraordinary poten3al is also connected to the sta3s3cs related to the op3cal 

sensor market. The op3cal sensor market has grown significantly in recent years, achieving an 

es3mated value of $1.93 billion in 2021. Projec3ons indicate that by 2030, this sector may grow to a 

value of $7.02 billion, with total CMOS image sensor shipments increasing from 6.7 billion units in 

2020 to approximately 13.5 billion units in 2025. This significant evolu3on is due to several key factors. 

In the first place, the con3nuous technological progress of op3cal sensors has made it possible to use 

them even in extremely adverse environments and in sectors that are constantly evolving and 

innova3ng. The amazing thing is that by 2023, it is es3mated that an average of 4.7 billion photos will 

be taken per day worldwide, an incredible total of 1.81 trillion images per year. This high flexibility has 

contributed to significant market growth, especially given the exponen3al increase in the use of 
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mobile devices for photography. Currently, 92.5% of photos are taken with smartphones, while only 

7% are captured with tradi3onal cameras or other plamorms.  

The poten3al of the PhotoMonitoring techniques discussed in this doctoral thesis, combined 

with the increasing use of smartphones, would produce an enormous quan3ty of data, and transform 

a typical object like a smartphone into an effec3ve monitoring tool (Figure 6.1).  

 

Figure 6.1. Example of an approach for using the smartphone as a data collec/on tool. 

In July 2023, "IntelligEarth," a Sapienza start-up of the Department of Earth Sciences for the 

university's third mission ac3vi3es, was founded with this vision and based on the considera3ons that 

emerged from this PhD work. 

Despite their significant poten3al, image analysis approaches s3ll have several limita3ons, as 

this thesis study showed (e.g., image shadows, visibility at night, poor visibility due to bad weather, 

geometric distor3on, the presence of vegeta3on, etc.). Exploring PhotoMonitoring's poten3al will 

open up new opportuni3es for advancements in geological engineering and natural risk management. 

In fact, it is simple to believe that several limita3ons will be overcome in the near future by working 

on improving the procedures of analysis (use of ar3ficial intelligence) and the methods of data 

collec3ng (use of mul3ple spectral bands).  
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Appendix 

Appendix A: PhD Candidate contribu6on to each paper 

 

This appendix provides a detailed overview of the specific contribu3ons made by the PhD 

candidate to each paper included in the thesis. 

 

CHAPTER 2 

 

Title of the Paper: Combining Ground Based Remote Sensing Tools for Rockfalls Assessment 

and Monitoring: The Poggio Baldi Landslide Natural Laboratory. 

Authors: Davide Mazza, Antonio Cosen8no, Saverio Romeo, Paolo Mazzan8, Francesco M. 

Guadagno and Paola Revellino  

Cita3on: Romeo, S.; Cosen8no, A.; Giani, F.; Mastrantoni, G.; Mazzan8, P. Combining Ground 

Based Remote Sensing Tools for Rockfalls Assessment and Monitoring: The Poggio Baldi 

Landslide Natural Laboratory. Sensors 2021, 21, 2632. 

PhD Candidate's Contribu3on: 

• Research Design: The PhD Candidate was one of the individuals responsible for 

developing the ini3al hypothesis and designing the methodology for data collec3on and 

analysis. 

• Data Collec8on: The PhD Candidate led the fieldwork to data collect, including 

coordina3on with other authors. 

• Data Analysis: The PhD Candidate conducted the Op3cal data analysis using QGIS 

so]ware and compared the results with other monitoring techniques used in that 

specific applica3on. 

• Wri8ng: The PhD Candidate dra]ed more chapters in the ini3al manuscript and 

significantly contributed to revisions based on feedback from co-authors. 

• Other Contribu8ons: The PhD Candidate personally organized field ac3vi3es and 

specialized in the use of gigapixel images for iden3fying very small rockfalls. 
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Author Contribu3ons: 

Conceptualiza3on, S.R., G.M., P.M and A.C.; methodology, S.R., G.M. and A.C.; formal analysis, 

G.M., A.C., and F.G.; inves3ga3on, S.R., G.M., A.C., and F.G.; data cura3on, G.M., A.C., and F.G.; 

wri3ng—original dra] prepara3on, S.R., G.M., A.C.; wri3ng—review and edi3ng, G.M., S.R., P.M.; 

supervision, P.M. All authors have read and agreed to the published version of the manuscript. 

 

 

CHAPTER 3 

 

Title of the Paper: Remote Sensing Monitoring of the Pietrafi]a Earth Flows in Southern Italy: 

An Integrated Approach Based on Mul8-Sensor Data. 

Authors: Saverio Romeo, Antonio Cosen8no, Francesco Giani, Giandomenico Mastrantoni and 

Paolo Mazzan8. 

Cita3on: Mazza, D.; Cosen8no, A.; Romeo, S.; Mazzan8, P.; Guadagno, F.M.; Revellino, P. 

Remote Sensing Monitoring of the Pietrafi]a Earth Flows in Southern Italy: An Integrated 

Approach Based on Mul8-Sensor Data. Remote Sens. 2023, 15, 1138. 

PhD Candidate's Contribu3on: 

• Research Design: The PhD Candidate was involved in developing the ini3al hypothesis 

and designing the methodology for data analysis. 

• Data Collec8on: The PhD Candidate assisted the first author in the formal data research 

phase. 

• Data Analysis: The PhD Candidate led the formal analysis phase, leveraging extensive 

experience with the IRIS so]ware u3lized for the analyses. 

• Wri8ng: The PhD Candidate dra]ed more chapters in the ini3al manuscript and 

significantly contributed to revisions based on feedback from co-authors. 

• Other Contribu8ons: The PhD Candidate provided training to the other authors' team on 

op3cal analysis techniques using IRIS So]ware, specifically focusing on the Phase 

Correla3on (PC) algorithm. 
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Author Contribu3ons 

Conceptualiza3on, D.M., P.M., A.C. and P.R.; methodology, P.M., A.C. and D.M.; formal analysis, 

D.M., A.C.; inves3ga3on, D.M.; resources, D.M. and P.R.; data cura3on, D.M.; wri3ng—original dra] 

prepara3on, D.M., A.C. and S.R.; wri3ng—review and edi3ng, P.M., S.R., F.M.G. and P.R.; supervision, 

P.M. and P.R.; project administra3on, P.R. and F.M.G.; funding acquisi3on, P.R. and F.M.G. All authors 

have read and agreed to the published version of the manuscript. 

 

 

CHAPTER 4 

 

Title of the Paper: The Contribu8on of Digital Image Correla8on for the Knowledge, Control, 

and Emergency Monitoring of Earth Flows. 

Authors: Davide Mazza, Saverio Romeo, Antonio Cosen8no, Paolo Mazzan8, Francesco Maria 

Guadagno and Paola Revellino. 

Cita3on: Mazza, D.; Romeo, S.; Cosen8no, A.; Mazzan8, P.; Guadagno, F.M.; Revellino, P. The 

Contribu8on of Digital Image Correla8on for the Knowledge, Control and Emergency 

Monitoring of Earth Flows. Geosciences 2023, 13, 364. 

PhD Candidate's Contribu3on: 

• Research Design: The PhD Candidate was involved in developing the methodology for 

data analysis. 

• Data Collec8on: The PhD Candidate assisted the first author in the formal data research 

phase. 

• Data Analysis: The PhD Candidate supervised during the formal analysis phase, 

leveraging extensive experience with the IRIS so]ware u3lized for the analyses. 

• Wri8ng: The PhD Candidate made very significant contribu3ons during the review and 

revision phase. 

• Other Contribu8ons: The PhD Candidate provided training to the other authors' team on 

new op3cal analysis techniques using IRIS So]ware, specifically focusing on the NCC 

Algorithms. Specifically, leveraging significant exper3se in analysis techniques, the 

candidate supported the team in understanding the most effec3ve op3cal remote 
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sensing plamorms for various monitoring objec3ves (Knowledge, Control, and 

Emergency Monitoring). 

 

Author Contribu3ons 

Conceptualiza3on, D.M. and S.R.; methodology, D.M., S.R. and A.C.; formal analysis, D.M.; 

inves3ga3on, D.M.; resources, A.C. and P.M.; wri3ng—original dra] prepara3on, D.M. and S.R.; 

wri3ng—review and edi3ng, D.M., S.R., A.C., P.M. and P.R.; supervision, F.M.G. and P.R. All authors 

have read and agreed to the published version of the manuscript. 

 

 

CHAPTER 5 

 

Title of the Paper: Op8cal and Thermal Image Processing for monitoring rainfall triggered 

shallow landslides: insights from analogue laboratory experiments. 

Authors: Antonio Cosen8no, Gian Marco Marmoni, Ma]eo Fiorucci, Paolo Mazzan8, Gabriele 

Scarascia Mugnozza, Esposito Carlo. 

Cita3on: Cosen8no, A.; Marmoni, G.M.; Fiorucci, M.; Mazzan8, P.; Scarascia Mugnozza, G.; 

Esposito, C. Op8cal and Thermal Image Processing for Monitoring Rainfall Triggered Shallow 

Landslides: Insights from Analogue Laboratory Experiments. Remote Sens. 2023, 15, 5577. 

PhD Candidate's Contribu3on: 

• Research Design: The ini3al hypothesis and the methodology for the data analysis were 

developed by the PhD candidate. 

• Data Collec8on: The PhD Candidate led the fieldwork to collect the data, coordina3ng 

with other authors. 

• Data Analysis: The PhD Candidate conducted Op3cal and Thermal data analysis using 

IRIS so]ware and compared the results using Python and GIS so]ware. 

• Wri8ng: The PhD Candidate dra]ed the ini3al manuscript and significantly contributed 

to revisions based on feedback from co-authors. 

• Other Contribu8ons: The PhD Candidate supported the developers of IRIS in 

implemen3ng technical improvements derived from the analyses and provided training 

to the other authors' team on new op3cal analysis techniques (Op3cal Flow Algorithms). 
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Author Contribu3ons 

Conceptualiza3on, G.M.M., M.F., A.C. and P.M.; methodology, A.C. and G.M.M.; so]ware, A.C.; 

valida3on, A.C., G.M.M. and M.F.; formal analysis, A.C.; inves3ga3on, A.C., G.M.M. and M.F.; data 

cura3on, G.M.M. and M.F.; wri3ng—original dra] prepara3on, A.C.; wri3ng—review and edi3ng, A.C., 

G.M.M., M.F., P.M. and G.S.M.; visualiza3on, C.E.; supervision, P.M., G.S.M. and C.E.; project 

administra3on, C.E.; funding acquisi3on, G.M.M., P.M. and C.E. All authors have read and agreed to 

the published version of the manuscript. 
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